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TP-CiSLITERATION 
The following system has been followed for writing Arabic vords 
in Roman characters; 
a 
b 
t 
th 
kh 
d 
dh 
r 
z 
sh 
jLh 
f 
q 
k 
m 
n 
h 
- w 
y 
4 
ii 
The vowels used are az follows: 
short vowels u, a. 
long vowels a, 
iii 
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PART ONE 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
AND EVALUATION 
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CHAPTER 0.1m 
PUIRPOSE AND PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The present vvork is concerned with the influence of English 
grarrmar, syntax, idiom and style upon contemporary literary Arabic. 
Loan-words-which have been arabicized or directly adopted into Arabic 
have not been included in this study. 
The viork is in two parts. Part I treats the historical background 
of the influence, the native attempts at resistance or adaptation, a 
historical survey of the standard Arabic (a definition of this is given 
later in this chapter), previous studies and observations in this field, 
and evaluation of the material used, vvhich covers works 
(books) as well 
as the press. Biographical notes of the authors used in this work and 
their association with the patterns and examples quoted in Part II are 
included here. At the end of Part I there is a Questionnaire answered 
by three of the authors treated in this mrk, namely Naj3. b ll&ýNi;, 
Alunecl Zaki, and JabrB. Ibr&h: LM Jabri. 
Part II deals with the actual examples of the influence; these 
examples have been subdivided and treated in groups, i. e. verbs, nouns, 
pronouns ... etc. 
The method which has been followed in Part II is to discuss the 
=dern pattern and point out its equivalent, if it exist-9i in the 
standard Arabic usage; and then examine the possibility of foreign 
influence in the creation of the modern Arabic pattern. 
Although this study is primarily concerned with the influence of 
one foreign language on Arabic, i. e. the English influence, nervertheless, 
3 
very often it is imPOBsible to tell, as V. Monteil justly states, 
O) 
whether a certain influence is an anglicism or gallicism, on account of 
similarity between English and French and of the equal chance for either 
of the two languages to have exercised influence. In such cases both 
the English and the French patterns have been mentioned as possible 
factors in forming the modern Arabic pattern. Other European languages 
have played no appreciable part in influencing the formation of the 
Arabic used today. 
The inodern works which have been examined here are all taken from 
the 20th century authors, and are written in the modern literary Arabia, 
that form of language, which, throughout the Arab world is to be found 
in the prose of books, newspapers and periodicals. 
(2) 
These works cover 
the period between the two World Wars, and the post World War II period 
until 1965. These periods have been chosen in order that the greatest 
number of the examples of the influence can be collectedt since during 
the two World Wars, and especially World War II and the period that 
followed, it is believed, the examples of foreign influence increased. 
Modem works as recent as those published in 1965 were chosen so that, 
az far as possible, the latest examples of the influence would be 
included. 
The examples of modern writings quoted in this work are drawn from 
t, wo main sources: (a) the prose of books - both original and translated,, 
and (b) the Press. Drýles of source (a) are taken from five Ywitersp 
n=ely: Aý=&aAmln 0 Najib MaWf , MikWW 
11 Nuc ayma, Ahmed Zala, and 
(1) 
-LArabe 
Moderne, P- 311; cited hereafter as Montail. (2) cf. Zaki, th"uastionnaire, P. 76. 
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Jabr& Ibr&h3m Jabrik. Short biographical notes of these five authors 
will be given later, with emphasis on tracing the European influence 
mainly English, on their education and writings. Two works directly 
translated from English have also been included here to show the 
influence of translation at work. These works are: Roy Cowden's The 
Writer and His Craft, translated by Jabr& IbrAbIrM Jabr& into Arabic with 
the title, yl-Adib wa. SinVatuhu; and Herman Melville's Moby Dick 
translated by Ilýs&n(Abb&s- 
The press is represented by tvio Egyptian papers; al-Ahrim, and 
al-JumhUriyya; 
(l)t, 
wo Lebanese papers, ! ýI-Hay&ý and four Iraqi 
papers, al-Thawra, al-JumhZiriyya, 
(2) 
al , Arab, and al-Man&r, and one Sudanese 
paper, al-Thawra,, 
(3) 
and extracts taken from the press of various Arab 
countries compiled by Charles Pellat under the title, 'Recueil de Textes 
Tires de la Presse Arabe. '(I*) The magazines al-ýkrab , published in 
Kuwait, has also been included. Two sections of this magazine have been 
examined, namely; the articles written by the editor, Atumd Zaki, who is 
one of the five authors examined in this viork and the section called 
1 ;f the Mirror of Western Opiniont - extracts 
translated from Western press. This section has been studied as further 
influence of direct translation on the language of the press. 
The tem 'standard Arabic usage', is used throughout this work to 
cover all grammatical rules, expressionst and idioms vhich have been 
recognized by the traditionists, philologi8ts and gramnarians, at one 
stage or another during the history of the Arabio language. A study of 
(i ý Cited hereafter as Jumhý5riyva, C. 
(2 Cited hereafter as Jumhuriyya, B. 
3 Cited hereafter 
- 
as -TýAwr 
K a o p Cited hereafter as Press c Ara be. 
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the standard Arabic is to be found in Part I, Chapter II: I. 
The history of what some writers term 'modern Arabic' starts in the 
19th century. The term 'modern writings' used in this study covers the 
writings of 19th and 20th centuries; and the term 'modern writers' 
refers to the writers of these two centuries. Hence the history of some 
of thelmodern usages' goes back to the 19th century; and the term 
'modern usages' means the now ways of expression found in 19th and/or 
20th century. 
been unde lined because this has been found to raise inconvenience d 
complications *n typing, besides being unpresentable, owing to he fact 
that the work has 'nvolved considerable transliteration requires 
the placing of dots er certain letters like ý, 0, , ý, and ý, and 
underlining others, e. g. Zh, hý, sh, and th. 
For the sake of clarity convenience e following steps have 
been followed when citing the refe noes n this study; 
(a) The name of the author ap first, followed by the title 
of the book. This or r has be followed throughout the 
work except in as where the dist* ion between the author 
and. the title s clear from the'text, e. g. Tadhkarat al-Kitib 
by A. Di I r. 
(b) The itle of the article-is placed between two i rted 
See P. 
± Po rx ba bakez, i3i tu- constdcra ttva, tt 
djgfl9u! ýY sheuld e ri f 
Ig- 
a se rem Re-b 
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CHAPTER ViO 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
11: 1: STANDARD ARABIC 
Standard Arabic, the grammar and idioms of 'which are mainly based 
on the language of Qurlin, ceased to be a spoken language - if ever itý 
was spoken - at the end of the 3rd century A. H. (9th century A. D. ) and 
the beginning of the 4th century A. H. (10th century A. D. ). 
(') 
Thus the 
standard Arabic which the native philologists term I ; -:. 
ý I 
or I ýý I became the literary language as distinguished 
from the spoken dialects which gradually developed in the variouB Arab 
countries. From the 4th century A. H. (10th century A. D. ) onward the 
standard Arabic was no longer considered a language into *iich one could 
be born and brought up; it rather belonged to the domain of the classical 
languages, and had to be learnedClike any other langu! %e which had 
ceased to be a living, native language. O'rý 'Q-)t ev ýZrmký Ov, 
The development of the various spoken dialects and the clear-cut 
difference between thera and the standard Arabic is mentioned by Ibn 
LhELldCm (1332-1406 A. D. ). %ho writes: 
XtJ 1 
O-J 
I 
t:, ý 
;, 
--J 
Ii 
.. _, 
L, 
6. 
L 
., 
o 
.)I 
ýpl 
&P 
; 
-- 
-. 
Lt--i;, ij UI ; 
-; 
J 
., 
PA 
I-L 
3. 
--11 
JA I "L V 
LýJ U a-t-. J 4 ýJ I W-. J I, ýJ II dA Zýj - )- Lýj &0 -a 
Lt-. J *LJ L6 L! L; L; J Lej ILU 
(2) ýj I u-j I 
ý1ý Fdak,, Arabiya., p. 122. 
2 Ibn Ehaldfmi ! Luq! ý ýdima, P- 558. 
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'It should be known -that the usual form of address used among tha 
urban and sedentary population is not the old Mud&r language nor the 
language of the (present-day) Arab Bedouins. It is another independent 
language, remote from the language of the Muýar and from the language of 
present-day Arab Bedouins. It is more remote from the former (than 
from the latter). 
It is obvious that it is an independent language by itself. The 
fact is attested by the changes it shows, which grannatical scholarship 
considers solecisms. '(') I 
Ibn Khaldan explains that all languages are technical habits, 
(2) 
and that the linguistic habits for the language of Muýar (Qur"An) became 
corrupt when they came into contact with non-Arabs, and that a new habit 
originated as a result of the contact. 
(3) 
Ibn Khaldfm goes on to say 
that when the language of MuýLar ceased to be a spoken language and 
beca me confined to written literature the need was felt for studying 
and writing down the grammar in order to understand correctly the holy 
book Qur'&n: 
r., LOIJ I r"--6j 
6ý L-ý L LLj I c-.; j 
L., I 
L'1P t. -: 
ýL zý)Loj rLAJIJ jj-J, 
J,, JL.. 
LV6 
-X--j 
I Z-; J 
. -. 
IL' U ýj I c-j 15 ;JI 
ji Lib 
4, q. UI L)LýUl Ola; 
L L+: P ! ý. ý 4*1i1.1 C, -. j xjI 
L "j Jy-, j Ij"-. I 
_) 
Lc JP L. L IL 
(4-) U-S 
Cýýt; 
ýi Translated by Franz Rosenthal, 'duqaddimah, iii, p. 351- 2 Ibn KhaldQn, Muqaddima* P- 554- 
3 ibi(f, -P- 555- 
(4 ibid, PP- 556-557- 
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'Concern for the Mudar language was only felt when that language 
became corrupt through contact of (Arabs) with non-Arabs, at the tJ e 
when (the Arabs) gained control of the provinces of the"Iraq, Syria, 
Egypt, and the Maghrib. (At that time) the (Arabic linguistic) habit 
took on a form different from the one it had had originally. The (Muýar 
language) Nvas thus transformed into another language. (Now), the Qur'aýn 
was revealed in (the language of the Muýar) and the Prophetical 
traditions were transmitted in it, and both the Qur'&n and the traditions 
are the basis of Islam. It was feared that, as a result of the 
disappearance of the language in which they were revealed, they themselves 
might be forgotten and no longer be understood. Therefore, a systematic 
treatment of its laws, a presentation of the analogical formations used 
in it, and -the derivation of its rules were needed. (Knowledge of r 
Arabia) thus became a science with subdivisions, chapters, premises, and 
problems. The scholars who cultivated that science called it grammar 
and Arabic philology. It became a discipline known by heart and fixed 
in writing 
Ibn Khaldu-n points out that the habit of the Muýar language is 
different from Arabic philology, which is a knowledge of a. quality and 
(2) 
not a quality itself. Therefore the habit of the Muýar language 
cannot be acquired by learning Arabic philology and grammar only. 
(3) 
A 
thorough study of the literature - prose, verse, proverbs, etc. - is 
'necessary to acquire such a habit. 
(4) 
To prove this point Ibn Khaldtm 
compares the Arabs of Spain with those of the Maghrib. 
(i) Translated by Rosenthal, Muqaddimah, iii, PP. 34-6-347- 
(2) Ibn KhaIddn, Muqaddima, p. '-5-16-0. 
(3 ibid7 
(4ý ibid. 
10 
Loy" jýýL;. -rj xI. I Zr. L.. p jz 1.5 
rtj 
Lý- I 
L: I 
i 
OL-ul 
(1 )- 
4-ý j) L-U I L,: - L. : ýA c- a-... I %. ) j -x--ýj 1 . 31 
4_- 1i. I 
'The Arabic philologists and teachers of Arabic in Spain are 
closer to acquiring and teaching the (linguistic) habit than others. 
They use evidential Arab verses and proverbs in this connection and 
investigate a good deal of (Arabic) word combinations in the classroom. 
Thus, a good deal of (linguistic) habit comes to the beginners early in 
(their) instruction 
Other people, such as the inhabitants of the Maghrib and Ifriqiyah 
and others, treated Arabic philology like any other research discipline. 
They did not tolerate investigations of the word combinations of Arab 
speech. They merely provided an evidential verse with the ending 
vowels, or decided in favour of one rule (against another), in accordance 
with the usage and word combinations of the (Arabic) language. With 
them, Arabic philology thus came to be, in a way, one of the intellectual 
norms of logic and dialectis and (thereby) remote from the vays and 
(2) 
4&1alt of language. 
Ibn KhaldCm, Muqaddima., P- 561. (2) Rosenthal, týqa Muqaadimah, P- 357- 
II 
What Ibn Khal&m says of teaching Arabic in the Maghrib and 
A'Lriqiyah at his time would be true, later on, of Egypt under the 
Ottoman rule. The students of al-Azhar in the 18th and 19th centuries 
concentrated on learning grammatical rules and philology, the result of 
which was that most of the graduates of al-Azhar could not write Arabic 
correctly, despite the fact that they had a considerable knowledge of 
the grammar and philology of the language 
The Ottoman occupation of the Arab world in the 16th century A. D. 
marks the beginning of one of the darkest periods in the political and 
lingu istic history of the Arabs. 
(') 
The language of the ruling class 
was Turkish; the Arabic used in the government offices and official 
, 1. -I. A - correspondence showed from the Turkish 
language. Thus, Jurii Zaydin believes that what he calls deterioration 
in Arabic started at the time of Man-Alik during the Ottoman rule; he 
writes: 
L;..; Z; 
-u 
11,. 1, etýj Lj I, 
" 
-I I 
U-, 
ý- 
L Lfrý I 
Z. Lýj I 
oý Xj 
I 
-r--- 
C,, 
L. J I 
; 
_ý-L 
I unci I 1-ýj 
L'i II IWý I Lf. 
J 
L Liz Ij Lýo ;6 IS) 
I: L- I Ll'i I Lýj 
J., 
15 
-ij 
I 
ouji 
II 
". 1c. 
(i ? Ück, Arabiya p. 192. 
(2ý Jurii Zaydin, al-Lußha- ýliArabiyya, p. 135- 
1.1. $ (3) 
P"-k"4 
0, prt-f. *ý) »%*tstokt f«. w\JO 
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'The weak and the odd qualities vhich characterize the language 
used in government offices ire due to the decline at the time of the 
Princes and Mamdlik ... Naturally, a language lives as long as the 
people who speak it are alive, and dies with their death; it flourishes 
with their prosperity, and deteriorates with their decline. At the time 
of those Princes An' As*lik, politics, administration, arts, and 
woienoes reached their lowest ebb in Egypt. By the and of the 18th 
century the written language had become very similar to the language of 
common people (slang) characterized by weak expression, foreign words, 
and colloquilism. When the French entered at the end of that century 
(16th) the (written) language of the learned was almost colloquial. ' 
Jurji Zaydin gives an example of the language written by the learned 
people and the graduates of al-Azhar at the time of French occupation. 
j141 u- 
L: j , 
-i ýý ,j i-. -t. ---j , j. 71- ýr >, ii---; 
L. ýA 1 
,: - ,)4 --ý- - c)tý , ': U-- ji; UJU i ý-ý j6 4-ýý 4 
lý-'J 1 c--5- 4 ". ý, J 1 d-U 
1J U>. J 1 CLA-ý ü4) 
(i) . .. 
____ 
It is obvious from the example above that the written language of 
this period became permeated with colloquialism written in a loose style 
with a poor attempU at rhym"15pF ,- 
The end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century 
saw another important event; namely, the direct contact of the Arab 
world with the modem Western civilization, vuhich brought with it ideas 
and inventionsnew to the Arabs, who felt the need to express the new 
ibid. 
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concepts and find names for the' new inventions in their own language. 
Hence translation movement wa6 started and missions were sent to Europe. 
When they returned they intro4uced the new ideas at home. All this 
affected the language. Conscious efforts were also made by a few learned 
I people 
to rid the written language oA. what were considered weak points 
such as loose style; foreign expressions, and colloquialism. These 
efforts were based on the languageAto the rules and gramma 
of the standard Arabic as far as possible and at the same time making it 
suitable to the new era; and the seed of what is called 'modern Arabic' 
was sown. Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon led the way; and among many men of 
letters in the 19th century who contributed to the new change in language 
and literature, and vdiose writings were to influence the people who came 
after them, one may mention Rifa Ca Badawi R&fiýal-TahlaW"I in Egypt, 
Ahmad Firis ibn Ylasuf ibn IvIansUr al-Shidyiq and Butrus al-BustAni in 
Lebanon. 
Rifi"a al-Tahýava (1801-1873), a graduate of al-Azhar, was sent as 
preacher with the Egyptian mission to Paris. While in -France, he 
studied the French language and acquired a good command of it. After 
returning home, he translated many books into Arabic. 
0) 
The European 
impact on his writings is seen in that he tried to get rid of the rhymed 
prose and other rhetorical devices that prevailed at that time. 
(2) 
Firis al-Shidyikq (1804-1887), a Maronite who, after being converted 
to Islam, became knowa as Ahmad Fdris &. 1-Shidy&q, was a prolifio writer 
vho travelled to Ebrope and lived for some time in Malta, France, and 
For the translated works of Rifa, ca +-. I-TahýaWi, see Anwar al-Jundi, 4 TataV; Ur al-Tarjama Fi-l-Adab al-Muc 4ir., P. 30- (2 Tahý&wi, Taýý14 al-Ibriz, p. 7ý7-. 
lj+ 
a.; xd Britain. His works include al-J*&s7us'ala -; tl-Q&MUý, a criticism of 
Firuz-kbadi's dictionary, I-Vdsiýa fi Maýfýfat AýwEl Malýa, and al-Sbq 
ala -l-S&q, an account of his travels, with critical remarks on Arab 
nations and others. He is one of the few Lebanese of his time vho 
cared more for English than 33ý-ench. While in Malta, he translated 
Sharý TabV i4 al-Hayawin from English. 
1 (1819-1883) was dragoman to the United States B4rus al-Bustini 
Consulate at Beirut. He produced his dictionary MuViý mhich - 
R. Dozy found useful in the composition of his Supplement aux 
Dictionnaires Arabes. al-BustB_nj' was a member of the American mission 
which translated the Bible into Arabic. 
Most of the writers in the 19th century were also journalists, and 
this is true of the three names which have been mentioned above. Rifi'a 
-1-Tahta-wi -worked for some time as editor of al--Waq: iý i, al-. ), )dasriyya, 
(2) 
(3) 
and then editor of Rawdat al-Mad-aris. Firis al-Shidfaq wrote for an 
Arabic newspaper, al-Jav&'ib, which was published in Istanbul. 
(4) 
Butrus al-Bustin! founded the newspaper Naf3. r &ariyyaL, a weekly 
al-Jannaý ,a semi-monthly al-Jin&n, and later al-Junaynaý- , 
(5) 
. 
The fact that these writers were journalists as well, helped their 
influence to spread widely. 
In the 19th century, people who had good command of the standard 
Arabic were few, and even these few did not always write in accordance 
0 Anwar al-qundi-, op,. cit., P. 31- 
- (2ý 'Abdul Latif Hamza Rifi. - aý 1-Suhuf i' ' Mihraifin Rif&" a Rifiý al- 
Tahtiml, 'p. i 12. 
(3 I-bid-, p'. 115. 
(4 Zirkkli, Allim, I, P. 184. 
(5 ibid, II, P. 3ý- 
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with the gram: matical rules of the standara Arabic. The eminent 0 
.r orientalist Silvestre De Sacy (1758-1838) writes about T. aht. aWl's 
Takhl s al-lbrz F': Talkhis Paris that its Arabic is not always in 
agreement with the rules of Arabic grammar. 
(1) 
In the seconcl half of the 19th century we have another picture-of 
Arabic. lolul)amaad Abduh 0 849-1905) writes: 
L :: ýJ I . -, J L- 1 15 
1 "7ý 1 Z-; j 
WSJ I 
-ý-_j 
w1 Lt-I 
-. 
' 
L. J I t-; J 
ý, 
Lýj 
4; Jl* 
JI 
4LI-L 
jl;, 
LY; WIt,, 4.; j I 
J-1: 9 4-U re.; A A*--J 
Ij4.; 11 
U 
j7A J 
L-ýj I 
J, - 4: j 
1ýýL- 
j t, 
_j 
I I j) L) 
Lý 
DI 
, Lc. *1 LYLý 
L; 
-U 
I J. 
ýý 
I I L5 I 
L, 6- &LIJI 
'There were two types of Yxitten prose in Egypt, both of which 
disliked by the (healthy) taste and disavowed by the language of Arabs. 
The first type was used in government offices and similar departments. 
This type of prose consisted of worc3z put together in a loose and 
unintelligible styl e. Neither its form nor its matter can be traced to 
of. Silvestre De Sacy Is letter published in Arabic by Tahtlwi in 
Takjallý al-lbr! , p. 235- (2) Muhammad Rashid Ria, T&rlkh &I-Ust&dh al-im-m 
--IP. 
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any lan: -, Uage in the vorld. Some of its remants are still found today 
in the works of certain Coptic writers, and those viriters who have been 
influenced by them; but God be praised (thank Goa) i-ýks rare. 
The second kind of prose was used by men of letters and graduates 
or al-azhar. In this, rhyming was adhered to in proiC 
even ir inane, rhythmisation and different kinds of 
paronomasia. were aEfected even if in poor taste 
difficult to unaeratand, unpleasant to the ear, did not convey the 
intended meaning, and violated the literature and gra=Lar of th(ý Arabic 
language. Although in form it could be traced to the basic rules of 
the Arabic language, yet it could not be regarded as one of the accepted 
styles of Arabic. This kind of prose is still found today, especially 
in the writings of the graduates of al-Azhar. ' 
Linguistic development takes time. Although the basis of modern 
usages and expressions ivas laid in the 19th century, it was in the 20th 
century and especially after World War I that these usages became 
tangible and increased in number. The changes in language are closely 
connected with the changes in education in the 20th century. In the i9th 
century education was the privilege of a small minority, which could 
produce people like TahtawJ- and al-Shidy-aci, Who had a good command of 
standard Arabic. On the other hand, the 20th century saw the opening of 
an increasing number of schools, and education became the right of the 
majority. To this one may add the influence of the press, the radio, the 
cinema, and other means of mass language-communication. The rules of 
the standard Arabic were not always observed; changes took place, and 
new methods of expressing ideas were adopted. A new form of literary 
Arabic, in many ways different from the prose of the 19th century came 
into use. This is the literary Arabic of the present day. 
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11: 2: hU, -tL? E; LN IN TýE ARLB ', VORID 
A study of the history of the Arabic language will reveal that it 
has been, throughout its various periods, in contact with other languages. 
As a result of this, Arabic has influenced those languages and, in turn, 
been influenced by them. However, the story of the foreign influences - 
Persian, Greek, Aramaic and Syriac - on Arabic at these pre-moaern times 
has been discussed by various authors. 
0) 
The present chapter will, 
therefore, deal only with modern times, vhich, as far as the Arabic 
language is concerned, start with the end of the 18th century and the 
beginning of the 19th century. 
EGYPT: 
It is the accepted view that the story of the iýestern cultural 
influence begins vrith Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798. The Prench 
expedition 'was not of a purely military composition; it had with it a 
group of French savants whose main purpose was to conduct scientific 
research necessary for the maintenance of the French rule- in Egypt. 
a, Esj ett. Those savants founded the institut, Rranýais, A; they are also accredited 
with bringing into Egypt the first printing press. 
(2) 
They published 
the first newspapers, le Cour"ier D'Egyptz, followed by La Decade 
Egyptienne, which were in French. All this resulted in the RL-ench 
language gaining ground in Egypt. The Western influence was continued 
(1) Javixliql, Mularr , edit. by Sacl-Au, Leipzig, 1867; other old 
works by native authors may be found among those given by(Isa 
Iskandar al-Ma'Lu-f ' 
"" al-Lahja-, -, 1-ýhrabiyya-, - 11ýmmlyyZ, R. A. 0. s 1.9 AIL 
pp. 353-355, S. Fr&enkel,,, Ar, @in*aische Fremdw6rter im Arabischen 
Leiden, 1886; A. Siddiqi, 'Etudien "er die persischen Fremdw6rter 
im klassischen Arabisch, Gottingen, 1919; Wehr, Die Besonderheiten, 
pp.. 2-3. 
. (2) 'Abdul Laýif Vamza, Adab &I-Yaq7ala, P- 50. 
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under the rule of Ylulýammad Ali. He founded schools on the European 
style, and brought European teachers. He sent students to study in 
Europe. 
(2) 
At first he resorted to Italy, but soon he returned to France, 
from vhich he recruited most of the staff needed by the army, schools, 
and administration. 
(5) 
He set up the first national printing press, 
(4) 
and during his rule was published the first Arabic newspaper, 
(5) 
A bureau for translation was set up in 1842. 
(6) 
Most of the books translated were from French, and they dealt 
mainly with scientific and technical subjects. 
(7) 
This is one reason 
výhy the Fv., vnýek influence on Arabic literature was not felt until the 
second half of the 19th century. 
(8) 
With the British occupation of 
Egypt in the last quarter of the 19th century, English began gradually 
to gain importance over French. By the time of World Viar Ia generation 
had come out carrying the idea of the English culture and education; 
whereas the French influence had begun to decrease. 
(g) 
Since then, 
English has become the first foreign language taught in schools. 
SYRIA AND LEBANON: 
While in Egypt the impact of Western culture was the outcome of 
deliberate measures taken by authorities, in Syria it was due to 
(1) ? ack, Arabiy. at , p. 192. 
2ý1'a ýbid- 
3 , 
tlleguid, The Modern Arabic Short Story, P- 55; cited hereafter 
as ivieguid. 
Biluck, Arabi3ra , P. 192. (5) Wehr, Die Besonderhetten, p. 
(6) i. lonteil, p. 88. Q ibid. 
(8 0041leguid, P- 56. 
(9 Anwar al-Jundi, al-Adab al4rabll-l-Hadith, P- 500- 
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individual and unofficial activities. The Syrians are venturous 
people; and from the earliest times in history they have had commercial 
and cultural ties with foreign countries. It was quite common in the 
18th and 19th centuries to come across Syrian merchants and scholars 
living in Europe. 
0) 
When Napoleon invaded Egypt he had a number of 
Syrians among his interpreters. 
(2) 
As early as the 17th century there had been French schools in 
Lebanon, and the French, through missionaries, had established control 
(3) 
over the Latin church there; but it was not until the 19th century 
that France took serious interest in Lebanon. During his occupation of 
Syria and Lebanon 0831-1840), Ibrahim Pasha encouraged Europ6an and 
American missions to settle there. 
(4) 
The French Jesuits were very 
eager to resume their workwhich had stagnated since the temporary 
suppression of their order by the Pope in 1773. 
(5) 
They rapidly opened 
schools, and finally founded their Universitý de St. Joseph at Beirut in 
1875. 
(6) 
The American mission Which had arrived in Beirut in 1820 
established a printing-press in that town in 1834. 
(7) 
Like the French 
missionaries, they also started their own schools, and in 1866 founded the 
Syrian Protestant College, later known as the American University of 
Beirut. While the Jesuits' printing-press (set up at Beirut in 1848)(8) 
6JUL 
1A Meguid, P- 57- 
2 ibid., footnote (4). 
3 Seton-Williams, Britain and the Arab States, p. 96, cited hereafter 
as Seton-Williams. (4) G. E. Kirk, A short Histoxýy of the Middle East, p. 83, hereafter 
cited as G. E. Kirk. 
151 ibid. 
6 ibid., p. 103- 
7 ibid. gg - 1) 8 Fu'bLd ýarr&, Tatawwur al-Fikxýl-Arabl Fi-l-MoL'at al-(Im al-Akhira, 
Abhath, June 1962, p. 163- 
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produced scholarly works in French or Latin, the Americans devoted 
themselves to the production of school-texts in Arabic. 
(') 
Thus while 
the French Catholics made a valuable contribution to the progress of 
Syrian education in general, the Americans played the greater part in 
the revival of Arabic as a literary language. 
(2) 
The founding of the 
foreign schools encouraged the natives to set up their own schools, where 
French and English were taught-W 
After teaching in Arabic for some time, the Syrian Protestant 
College, laMe': known as the American University of Beirut, replaced it by 
English as a medium of teaching at the end of the 19th century. 
(4) 
The 
Americans, and at a later date the Jesuits, translated the Bible, which 
has greatly influenced the writings of the Christian authors of Lebanon 
and Syria. 
(5) 
After World War I, Syria and Lebanon were placed under 
French mandate, and the French remained so until their independence 
after the World War 11. 
(6) 
Thus French became the most. iniportant and 
influential foreign language in these two countries. 
PALýMTINE: 
The British interests in Palestine - mainly based on religious 
grounds, had been growing for some time when in 1838 the first British 
vice-consul was appointed in Jerusalem. 
(7) 
Soon afterwards he engaged 
G- Kirk, p. 83. 
2 iý 
ý3ý Fu'bLq ýarrýLf , Taýawwur al-Fikr, AbhatLi, June 1962: P- 162. 4 Juril ZaydAn, 
-al-Lugha-ý- 
I-tkrabiyva, footnote (i) p. 106. 
5 P. Hitti,. A Short History of Lebangn, p. 213; Butrus al Bustani and 
Nisif 
- 
al-Yizijl7 took part in translating the American edition; and 
Ibr&h3. m al-Yiziji corrected the Jesuits. ' edition. (6) ibid., p. 222. Full independence came in 1947, vhen the last 
foreign soldier had left these countries; ibid., p. 223. 
(7) G. K. Kirk, p. 177. 
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in vigorous efforts to set up a church YdAch, besides encouraging 
worship, vould promote and strengthen the British influence. 
0) 
In the 
eighteen-thirties the first English mission succeeded in establishing 
itself in Jerusalem. 
(2) (ý3 
with the efforts of the missions and the 
diplornatic bodies the ground was prepared and the British influence was 
to be exercised on all levels: political, religious, and educational, 
in Palestine in the 19th century. 
(3) 
Other European countries, namely the French and the Russians, had 
their missions and schools in the 19th century. The British interests 
were increasing gradually until World'War I, when Palestine was occupied, 
and in 1920 placed under the British mandate. 
(L'-) 
When the British 
mandate ended in 194-8., the subsequent events resulted in the shifting of 
the Arabic speaking population out of most of the mandatory territory 
mainly into mhat is now the State of Jordan. 
With the increasing influence of Britain in Palestine came the 
increasing importance of the English language, which was taught in 
schools and used in many aspects of life during the British rule in that 
country. 
IRAQ. 
The British interests in Iraq associated with the Last India 
Company go back to the end of the 16th century. 
(5) 
Nevertheless, until 
World War I, the impact of Europe had been very lightly felt in Iraq. 
While the coasts of the Levant and Egypt were directly exposed to the 
(i Tibawi, British Interests in Palestin P P- 39- 2 ibid., p* 4J+. ý3 
ibid-, P- 43. 
(4 Seton-Williams, p. 122. 
(5ý G. E. Kirk, p. 66. 
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influences of Europe, Iraq remained out of the direct way of these 
influences, which 'reached Baghdad only after they had passed through 
the filters of Bombay, or Istanbul, which greatly lessened their 
vitality. '(') During World War I, Iraq came under direct British 
control, and remained under British mandate until 1932, when it was 
declared an independent state and admitted into the League of Nations. 
British political influence remained. very strong in Iraq until 
1958, when it received a severe blow with the downfall of the monarchy. 
114ost of the social and educational reforms in Iraq, since World 'gar 1, 
have been based on the British system. Except for a very few cases, 
English has been the only foreign language taught in schools there. 
SUDAN: 
The impact of Western ideas and Western education upon the Sudanese 
started with the British occupation of Sudan in. 1899. 
(2) 
The educational 
policy in Sudan was planned by the British authorities then, and was 
mainly based on the English system; and the subsequent reforma in the 
elementary and secondary education, until 1956, were also inspired by 
the English system of education. 
(3) 
English became very important, and 
a considerable teaching-time in schools was devoted to it. 
(4) 
There haz 
been an increasing flow of Sudanese students to the British universities, 
and a number of Sudanese scholars, graduates of British universities, 
have published works in English on topics relating to Sudan. 
(5) 
Thus 
the influence of English has probably been stronger in Sudan than the 
(I G. E. Kirk, P- 105- 
(2 P. M. Holt, A Modern History of the Sudan p. i9J+. 
(3 ibid., pp. 196-201. 
ý4 ibid, p. 200. 
5 ibid, p. 202. 
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other Arabic speaking countries. 
It is perhaps not necessary to discuss the European impact on the 
rest of the Arabic speaking countries in the East. Their part in 
froming modern Arabic is negligible, since, in their literary life, they 
have been dependent on works published in Egypt, Syria-Lebanon (which 
also includes Jordan and Palestine), and Iraq, in that order of 
importance. It is therefore thought sufficient to say that the present 
state of Saudi Arabia belongs to the countries influenced by kaiglish. 
NORM AFRICA: 
The situation in the Arabic speaking countries of North Africa, 
namely: Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco, is quite different. There the 
French rulers sought to squeeze Arabic out of the main educational, - 
cultural and administrative channels and replqoe it by French. IVsw4-'Nl"'4I' 
Orreft5w ;., All ert'46,60L. 'eL rrv-Freftck *Owks4arej parl-41 1--roftcr-' pttt, %L'&. at, 4 4-o-Ocw,,, AA4-e 1ýt rvtt%A- 
V14e* IROM 4j#t*'%r f&t. -&CAS At-10f, - 0,.,. 4 
recently, after attaining their independence, have these countries 
become free to give the teaching of Arabic in their schools the 
importance due to a national literary language. 
It is obvious from this survey of the historical background of the 
European influence that the tm languages vhich have most influenced the 
Arabic language of the present clay are English and French. In the 
earlier stages, daring the 19th century, the French language ha4 
advantage over English. However, 'with the growing inportance of Great 
Britain and America during the two World Wars and after, the English 
exeWPAs- 9 Ai, -& AP-L. A-Al pr-6-bý 46-- ý qr; aý *6"' W, r, "ek ; -14ter-te ;s srr,, Vý5 
language has come to be regarded, in the Arabia speaking countriesA 9 
second only to the native language - Arabic. This corresponds to the 
declining political power of France during the same period, which, as 
one expects, affected unfavourably the status of the French language in 
the Arabi o speaking countries in the East. 
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11: 3: NATIVE ATTEMPTS AT RhSISTLNGE OR ADAPTX210N: 
After a slumber which lasted several centuries, the Arab countries 
woke up in the 19th century to find themselves faced with a host of new 
ideas perpetuated by the modern civilization in the West. The Arab 
world was, and still is, confronted with a serious linguistic problem, Aat 
of expressing a vast and ever-increasing number of new concepts for 
which no mords in Arabic existed. An influx of foreign words and 
expressions began to invade the Arabic language and threaten it. As a 
reaction against this, a reform movement started in Syria at the end of 
the 19th century. The old conviction of the educated Arabs that ancient 
iI 
,y 
is better and more correct than any later form was re-awakened Arabi a 
and popularized. Among the earliest proponents of this puristic 
movement was Ibrdhim al-Yiziji. The supporters of this doctrine 
insist that the new vocabulary should be derived exclusively in 
accordance with the ancient models or by semantic extension of older 
foims; and that European idioms and structural forms should be 
translated or approximated within the framework of the idioms and 
syntactical forms recognized in standard Arabic. The purists have had 
a considerable influence on the development of modern literary Arabic, 
although there has been a widespread protest against their extreme 
points of view. 
As against. the puristic writers, there are those who are tolerant 
of any change and support the reform of the language. They welcome the 
Western methods of expression and try to imitate them freely. 
(1) For a full discussion of the 
- 
puristic movement, its supporters and 
opponents, see Anwar al-Jundi, al-L; uffhat--Kl4rabiyya Bayn ýumatih& 
wa KhuýZmihi- 
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To this group belong the Arab writers vdio migrated from their 
countries and went to live in America and Europe, as Jabr&n Khalil 
Jabr5n; and some of the Egyptian writers. 
(')- 
This section of writers 
Avc, A 
has its extreme members too, some of whom go so far as toýreplaciftnthe 
Arabic alphabet by the Roman alphabet. 
(2) 
-1 The supporters of reform, who encourage adopting I- Western idead 
and methods, may be classified into two groups: (a) the group which 
favours development after the English pattern, and to vkiich belong the 
writers -who have been influenced by ". - English culture and ideas., &, %a 
Ae ýrv, ýLp)tkvldtr- French influence. To this group belong those writers 
who have been educated in French institutions. 
(3) 
However, one may add that these two groups are not fully formulated 
into two schools of thought. One can detect their vievis and 
inclinations - whether. in favour of English culture or the French 
OA13 
culture -Athrough their writings. 
41 ýA Khididal, ) n. a. , Lughat al--ýNrab, i'v, PP- 55-56. 
ý'2 
S`ewVýiýEr al-Jundi, 'dýp. clt- , PP. I Z5-152. (3 Anst&s al-Karmall, himself a t, is in sympathy with the 
Latin group. He writes: 
plýtis 
-J IL 
. ý, 
S-I!; Uýj Lii U 
LuZhat al4rab, vii, footnote (1), p. 210. 
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Academies of Lanauage: 
There have been attempts by the purists on the unofficial and 
individual level to check the foreign elements. On the official and 
group level such efforts and attempts are represented by the Academies 
oC language, the earliest of which is the Academy in Damascus called 
1al--: 2, -1ajmaý al-Ilm73. al-! Arabil which was founded in igi9. 
(') 
It published 
its first review in 1922. 
(2) 
The Academy in Cairo, founded in 1932, 
was first called 'bTajama. '&l-Lug akil . 
La ý1--ýhrabiyya ; the word 
lal--ý, -Ialaki' was dropped after the Egyptian Revolution in 1952, and since 
then the Academy has been known as 'Majma' aLl-Luyha Al Arabiyyal. It 
published its first review in 1935. The Academy in Baghdad, known as 
lal-. 'L4ajma( alillmli kl! Iraqil, was set up in 1948. 
The main aim of these academies has been to maintain the purity of 
the Arabic language and adapt it to modern needs. The creation of a 
scientific and technical terminology has been the major challenge to 
which the main efforts of the three academies have been devoted. They 
have produced and continue to produce a vast number of technical terms 
for almost all fields of knowledge. 
The contribution of the academies in the field of syntax and 
idioms is seen in the articles published by some of the members in the 
academies' reviews. These articles and their authors i-JA ý6e- 
mentioned in the following chapter entitled, 'Previous Studies and 
Observations'. 
(3) 
However$ some mention should 
I 
be made of an article 
by ( Abdul Qidir ý1-ldaghribi published in R. A. C., I, P- 322, under the 
(1) Monteil, P- 34- 
ý2ý ibid. 
3 See p. 29. 
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title "Ta'rlb al-As&fib". al-MaZhribl -writes: 
W-L J 
ZU L;.. -0 
aA 
3-ý ýJ I CýP L. e. ý i Zý 
LU I 
-1PIJ; IU 
Lý I L.., J LIjI LIJ u- JI 
LJSJ i 
41 
'There is no great difference of opinion among our men of letters 
concerning the adoptionAOf foreign expressions or Pejeetlag-4h-an. The 
only condition that they have laid for accepting these expressions is 
tý, that they should not violate the rules of the Arabic grammar, and that 
they should not be repulsive to tire healthy taste. They have not made 
necessity a condition f or adopting these expressions, as the Academy 
4# has made it (necessity) a condition for arabioizing words. ' 
al-Maghrib! concerns himself mainly with the field Pf phraseoloV. 
Toviards the end of the article he summarizes his views on the subject 
thus: 
v- UD I 4J 
'ir, L) 
L 
1LUJI L, 
t,.; 
Jl 
juil ý, ýl (1) -< C, ý. jkz-'. J I ý-z L,. ý -Z L<J I 
(1) MsZhribJ., "Tari'b al-Asilib, R. A. C. , I, P- 348- 
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If someone while reading a certain language comes across an 
11C 
expression unknown to Arabs, oLAAqtt. eOA&4shis taste and A wants to 
translate it into Arabic, let him do so. If it happens that he has an 
unhealthy taste, or that the expression itself is ugly and futile, it 
becomes incumbent on the masters of language and literature. 
The criticism aimed at these academies is that they work slowly 
and do not hold their meetings often enough; hence they do not keep 
pace with modern developments and new ideas. Besides, the decisions 
of these academies are not binding, and often remain in the files, and 
never reach the public. 
(') 
77 
Page 28, line after literature, read: 'to show its futility and 
ugliness so that the people will avoid it ... The countries which have 
academies of language can cause the death of ugly styles because they 
possess the means and facilities to do so; and this is expected from 
the Royal Academy of Language. ' 
Elko 
(1) cf. Zaki-, 
t L"Zh9-tun&-l! Arabjyyal ", 'Ar&b 
j, June, 1960, p. 13- 
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CHAPTER THREE 
PREVIOUS STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS 
III: I: NATIVE EFFMS: 
No systematic and comprehensive study has been made, by native 
authors, of the influence of European languages on modern Arabic 
language. Attention has been limited to a few scattered remarks and 
casual footnotes usually found in the books and in axticles of 
periodicals that deal with common mistakes in modern Arabic writings. 
Among the earliest attempts of this sort is a small book by Ibr&him 
al-Y&ziji 
(I) 
i, entitled "ýu., Ehat al-Jara'id" which first appeared in 
the form of articles in al-lpiy, -R' , Cairo, 1898-1899. it deals with 
common mistakes in the journalistic language of that time. The author 
includes a few examples of European influence without stating their 
origin. 
(2) 
Tadhkarat al-Kilib by As(ad ViZhir, 
(3) 
was published in Cairo in 
1923- 
(4) 
It deals with common mistakes in the Arabic of that time. 
Here and there the author points out some foreign elements which have 
(5) 
found their way into Arabic, but like al-Y&ziji, Daghir does not 
(1) IbrihJim ibn N&§if ibnAbdullah al-Y6zij3.; born in Beirut, 1847, 
died in Egypt 1906, was a writer and journalist; his works included 
al-FarbL'id al-Uisixn min QaWid al-Lisin -a dictionary. He also 
took part in translating the Bible into Arabic for the Jesuits; 
see Zirlkll, A'Llbm, I, P. 72. 
(2) See Y&ziji, Lug_hat al-iark'id, pp. 41,61,101. 
(3) As'ad Khalil D&Zhir, born in Lebanon (date of birth unknown) 
educated at the American University of Beirut, went to Egypt and_ 
worked with the newspaper lal-Muqattam'.. His works include 'T&rilýh 
al-Harb al-Kubr&' in verse, IH&Lat al-Umam wa Bani Isr&'il' and , 
veveýxt books translated from English; see Zar. fl4li, A' 1&m, 1,293. 
ý4ý 'Is& Iskandar " al-Lahja 4-14Arabiyya R. A. C: ' I, P- 362. 5 DaZhir, Tadhýara, PP- 33,40,43,47,82,123, and add. 2. 
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trace the origin of these foreign elements. 
The next effort which may be mentioned here is Kithb al-Mundhir 
an open letter to the Academy of Language in Damascus', first published 
(I )- (2) 
in 1927. Here again the author, lbr&him al-Mundhir, deals with 
the common mistakes, and points out a few expressions based on 
European patterns which he does not akev&ýj 
In 1939 a book entitled Akhý&'un&_F-i -d-ýuýuf wa -. tl-Dawawin by 
a Syrian, 5alb. ý &1-1ý3. n Sa" CU -t-l-ZL4r bulawi, was published in Syria. It 
deals with the mistakes in the language of the press and government 
offices in Syria. The author refers to some constructions, the origin 
of vhich he traces to i! French influence. 
(3) 
In the field of phraseology mention should be made of a book called 
(5) 
The author devotes Dirasit A 4-kl-LujLýa by Ibxýkhlm al-S&marrbL'i. 
the last chapter ot his book to a list of phrases vhich he traces to 
French and English origin. 
(6) 
These phrases are not quoted in real 
examples taken from authors. 
As for periodicals, here too one often comes across casual remarks 
and footnotes in the Reviews of the Language Academies in Cairo and 
Damascus. Reference has been made to these notes whenever they have 
been used in the present work. However, mention should be made of the 
C6C. 
ýa. 
Is& Js. k, &YrAar-, A, P- 363. (2ý Ibr&h3. m ibn IvIlkhh"il ibn blundhir (1875-1950) was born and educated 
in Lebanon. Ife-wrote a few -: ý-o-oks including 'al-DiAny& wa ixId Fih& I, 
and 'Riwkya' He also contributed many articles to newspapers and 
journals; see Zirdtli, Atkin, I, PP- 71-72. 
(3) See Zuebul-aml, AachtWur: a, pp. 45-50 and footnotes, 133-135, and 
11+3-150- 
ý4ý First published in Baghdad in 1961. 
5 Dr. IbAhIm al-SamarAI-3-1., professor of Arabic in the Fuoulty of 
Arts, University of Ba hdad. 
(6) Shm r&'!, Dirisht pp. 239-256; cited hereafter as Si rrýa-' I. 
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article by al-MaLhribi which appeared in the first issue of the Raview 
of the Academy in Cairo, published in 1935- 
(1 ) 
The article, entitled 
"Tacrib al-As&lib", lists a number of phrases and usages all of which 
are traced to French. The exwnples are not docum nted, and therefore one 
may presume that the author considers them to be commonly. recognizable. 
L-- In the same issue (R. A. C. , 1,1935) Aýmad al--ýAwamiri publishes an article 
(2) 
entitled "B4ikth wa. T4qiqat LuLawiyya lllutanawýý; a", in which he includes 
one or two constructions based on the English patterns. 
(3) 
In the Review of the Academy in Cairo, xiii, 1961, 
(4) 
there is an 
article entitled "Hawijis Lu&hawiyya" by Muý&mmad C Abdul Jawwý. d, who 
points out a few foreign constructions in the Arabic of modern writers. 
Another list of phrases of foreign origin is given by Muýammad Kurd Ali 
in volume 7 of the Review of the Academy in Gairo. 
(5) 
Critical articles, in the Review of the Academy in Damascus, 
(6) 
sometimes single out the foreign constructions. Muhammad Kurd All in 
the course of his article "Tara-kib wa liIufradit Ghayr Faýiýa% R. A. D. , 
xxviii, P- 150, mentions a few examples of foreign influence. To the 
phrases mentioned by al-Magh 
(7) 
.,,,. 
ribi, Mustafi, Javid adds some of his own 
which he publishes in R. A. -, Xxxii, PP- 151-153, under the title, 
Was&' il al-Nuhuý bi --. l-Lu&ha, -ý,. --ý-l-Arabiyya 
0 See MaLhribi, "Ta'Ab al-Asallb", R. A. I, PP- 332-349. 
2 See R. A. , I, P- 138- 3- c-Aw&miri., 'Buhf1th wa Taýqi(ýait Lufhawiyya, pp. 160-161 and 
footnote (1), 
ý4ý p. 194. 
5 M4ammad Kurd Ali, Taýawwur al-AlfbL; wa-l-Tarikib wa-l-! Aaý-an-i, 
ILAX, , vii, p, 30. (6) E-ee; -rlrif a. 1-Kindi, 4 &I-Tarif wa-l-Naqd", R. A. D. , xxiv, part, I, p. 107; 
and Mustafi. Jawid, al-Qawl al-Nijiý Fi-l-Ghalat al-Sha'iý, R. A. D 
xxiv, part 1, p. 403- 
(7) " Ta'rib al-Adalib', ' R. A. 0. , It PP- 332-349., 
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11.2: BUROPLAN STUDIES: 
The earliest and probably the only systematic attempt of the study 
of European influence on modern Arabic was carried out by Hans Wehr in a 
Ph. D. dissertation which was entitled 4Die Besonderheiten des heutigen 
Hocharabischen mit Beracksich Ligurig der Einwirkung der europ&ischen 5V, --6- " 
published in IYISOS, xxxviii, ii, pp. 1 -64-, in 1934. The work does not 
confine itself to the European influence; it deals with the new aspects 
in modern Arabic whether they owe their existence to foreign influence 
or not. The work covers syntax phraseology as well as loan-words. 
Apart from Ham Wehr's work, the rest of the European efforts in 
the field of studying the foreign influence in modern Arabic idioms and 
expressions consist of scattered notes which occur here and there in the 
actual text or in footnotes. However, mention should be made of an 
article by Hans Wehr entitled "Entwicklung und traditionelle Pflege der 
arabischen Schriftsprache in der GegenwartO published in 1943 in ZDND, 
97-1 , PP- 16-46, in which the author 
(1 ) 
includes fresh examples of 
European influence besides those quoted in his former work already 
mentioned. 
(2) 
Vincent'Monteil's -L'Arabe Moderneý(3) contains several examples of 
iive European influence, most of which are quoted from Hans 'Wehr and 
Charles Pellat, who in his book, '-Introduction a L'Arabe moaerneý, points 
out a few examples of French and English influence. 
(4) 
(1) See p. 25, footnote 2. 
(2 Die Besonderheiten. M 
For the place and date of publication, see the Bibliography. 
(4) See Pellat, Introduction, pp. 97,136. 
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CHAPTER YDUR 
EXALUATION OF MATERIAL AND AUTHORS 
IV: I: LIATZRIAL 
The forms of English (or French) influence examined in this work 
follow points 2,3 of the general pattern laid down by Uriel Weinreich(l) 
for grammatical interference when two languages are in contact. These 
points may be reproduced here briefly: 
12. The application of a grammatical relation of language A to 
B- morphomes 
(2) 
in B- speech, or neglect of a relation of B 
which has no prototype in A. 
3. Through the identification of a specific B- morpheme with 
a specific A- morpheme, a change (extension, reduction) in 
the functions of the B- morpheme on the model of the grammar 
of language A. ' 
(3) 
Examples of point 2 are placing of the main or reporting verb after 
or into, the exact words of the speaker in the direct speech in modem 
Arabic writings, as; 
(4) 
J, L'LI . '-'JI 
j IýL 
and the use Of subordinate clause of purpose in a front-position, as: 
. L. ý; C-. U AJ ti; ýýj -ý 
As regards the neglect of a relation of B language which has no 
prototype in A language, in Arabic language archaism is not recognized; 
so it is very difficult to be sure if a certain pattern has become 
M Uriel Weinreich, 'Lan uages in Contact, P- 30- 
2A morphological e nt considered in respect of its functional 
relations to a linguistic system. Oxford Illustrated Dictionary. 
ý3ý U. Weinreich, op. cit-, P. 30- 
4 Maýfbz, Qaýr al p. 40; see Direct Speech, p. 174. (5) blaýMz. Bayn al-Qasrayn, p. 116; for full discussion of this see 
Claus; s of, ose, P-172, f. 
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obsolete. 
Point 3 manifests itself in one of the following ways: 
a. It helps to populatize the old but otherwise rare expreszions 
and usages, as in the case of two or more nouns preceding the genitive 
with which they are in construct. 
(') 
Another example is several verbs 
preceding one common direct object. 
(2) 
It may result in the creation of new patterns. Examples of b. dis 
are numerous. One may quote 
(3) 
-! 1-- 4, and the use of the 
Euýpopean type of the indirect question in modern Arabic writings. 
(4) 
c. It inay extend the signification and/or the use of the standard 
Arabic expression, as in ýS vrith the meaning of 'any', and its use 
(5) .. 
in the negative sentence, and the use of in construct with 
indefinite plural in modem Arabic writers. 
d. Reduction of the usage of signification of the standard Arabio 
expression. It has been mentioned that it is difficult to ascertain 
this, since archaism is not recognized in Arabic, nevertheless one may 
quote the future signification of the imperfect, which, one feels, has 
lost ground with modem writerg. 
(7) 
The clifficulty of tracing the precise time of borrowing or the 
relative order in which various items are borrowed is recognized by such 
an authority as Einar Haugen. 
(8) 
This is also true of the Arabic 
language. 
(1 ) See p. 98, f- (2 See P. 92, f - (3) See p. 80-62. 
M 
See p. 151, f- 
(5) see p. io. 6, ff. (6) See P. 1044. 
N (7 See P. 79.4 
E. Haugen, Bilinguilism in America's American Dialect Society, 
Novelaber 1956, pp. 61-62. 
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'Lorrowed items', to quote Haugen agftin, 'tend to remain in an 
uncertain linguistic status for some time after their first adoption 
Before a particular form of the loan has met general social acceptance, 
each borrower may achieve his own compromise replica, with more or less 
fidelity to the model according to his wishes or his ability. '(') This 
explains the existence, in modern Arabic writings, of several varieties 
for one phrase or pattern, e. g. the use of )I (, II to introduce the lor- 
direct question; 
(2) 
such phrases as C", - 
L---- ýIC, ý L 
which are different rendering of one phrase, i. e., 'to 
hurt somebody's feelings' and 
for 'in spite of'. 
(3) 
As has alre ady been mentioneýý)the examples of pattems collected 
in this work come from: first, original works written by five authorso 
secondly, works translated from English, and thirdly, the press. Some 
of these patterns occur in all the three types of writings, i. e. 
original works, viorks of translation, and the press. Other patterns are 
not so common and occur only in one or two of the sources of writings 
mentioned above, and in the case of original works, some of the patterns 
have been attested in the works of all the five authors, whereas other 
patterns occur in the writings of some authors and are absent from the 
works of others. However, it should be stated that the occurrence of a 
certain pattern depends on the number of works examined and the subject 
matter of the work. 
The patterns will be exandned here in connection with their 
occurrence; first in the original works, secondly in the mrks of 
translation, and finally in the press. 
(1) ibid., P- 55- (2) See p. j 51 f. (3) see p. 196. (4) See p. 3-4. 
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-a: Orij. -ýinal Viork5: 
The patterns attested in the original works ot ' the five authors 
have been divided into: first, patterns attested in the writings of 
all the five authors; secondly, patterns attested in the works of four 
authors; thirdly, the patterns attested in the mrks of three authors; 
fourthly, the patterns attested in the works of two authors; a-ad 
finally the patterns attested in the works of one author only. 
The patterns attested in: 
Five Authors: 
annexed to a definite noun in the plural and having a 
plural signification, 
(') 
annexed to an indefinite noun in the 
plural, 
(2) 
SI with the sense of 'any' used in the negative 
sentences, 
(3) 
V-U LLA 6 VJ UA used as introductory words in the sense 
of the weak 'there', 
(4) Ue-j used as conjunction- equivalents 
(5) (6) 
in the sense of 'while'$ J used for time in the sense of 'for', 
and the subordinate clai, e of purpose introduced by placed in 
front position. 
(7) 
Four Authors: 
Amin, lvlalýfdz, Nul ayma, and Zaki; not in Jabrb: 
Transitive verbs becoming intran5itive, 
(B) 
the restrictive adverb 
J, 1; placed before the word or words vhich it modifies, 
(9) 
ji 
used to deny two alternatives, 
('()) 
and used in the concessive 
sentences in the sense of 'even if'. 
(") 
(I ) See P: 103 ' f. 2 See p 104 f- 3 See p 106, ff. 
ý4 
See P: 122: ff. 
5ý See 
pp. 
127, ff. 6 See P. 136, f. 7 See . 172, f. 81 See P. 83, f. 9 See P. 131.1 ) See P. 149, f. 
11) See P. 165, f. 
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Amin. IvIahfiaz, Nulayma, anajabrla. not in Zaki: 
Forced passive, 
(') 
the noun J_. ý used as a preposition-equivalent 
in the sense of 'against', 
(2) 
and 'the particle ej used in the sense 
of 'as, in the capacity of,. 
(3) 
Malýfýiz, Nuýayma, Zak!, and Jabrg.; not in Araýxn: 
The use of the prepositions 6 with the noun to express 
adverbial idea, 
(4) 
the omission of conjunction and inserting 
it only before the last item in a list of enurrieration, 
(5) 
and the 
(6) 
tag-question with 
Amin, Nu"ayma, Zaki, and Jabr5.; not in Nlahfiaz: 
The pattern "I j ý- used in the negative sense of 'not even' 
(7) 
and IýI . ý, used in the concessive sentences in the sense of 
'even ifl. 
(8) 
Three Authors: 
Axrýin. Nu(avma-. and Zaki; not in lalahfdz. -w-6 Jabr&-. 
(9) 
Intran sitive verbs becoming transitive. 
Ma4faz, Nu'ayma, and Zaki; not in Amin, 
__. 
p], ýJabLr&.: 
The ve rb L.; used to express order or exhortation to the Ist 
(10) 
and 3rd per sons, t. )LL5 annexed to two singular nouns joined 
by J 
(I I) the pattern I. 
(12' 
used in the sense of must not 
the use of in the adversative sentences, 
(13) 
and placing of 
(14) 
the clause of cause in front position. 
1 P 88 ff 2 ý See p III, f. 
3 P: 135, f- 
, * 4 
1 
See p 116, f. 
5 See P. 139, ff - 6 See P. 153. 
7 See P. 147. 8 see P. 166, f. 
9 See P. 85, ff. 10) See P. 95, ff - 
11ý See P. 101, ff. 12ý ý See P. 148. 
13 See P. 168, f. 14 See P. 171- 
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Arain, :, -Iaýfilz, ana _Zak!; 
not in Nul. Uma cý, eý Jaýbr&: 
Inverting of the order of the personal pronouns and placing the 
first person after the 2nd and the 3rd, 
O) 
using the adjective 
as an adverb, 
(2) 
the adverb J1-- used as a preposition-equivalent 
in the sense of laboutl, 
(3) 
and the use of 6 in the 
apodosis of ýJ 
(4) 
hlalýfi7iz, Nuýayma, and Jabrii; not in Amin rCrf, Zaki: 
The insertion of 
.5 
between tmo participles used as JL' 
(5) (6) 
circumstantial adverb, the indirect question, and relative 
sentences of the non-defining type. 
(7) 
Amin, Nu'ayma, and Jabr5.; not in MabfCiz trvý Zak!: 
The placing of the subordinate clause introduced by in 
front position. 
(B 
Two Authors: 
Amýn and Zaki; not in Matiffiz, Nu'ayma, wY. jabrh: 
The pattern used to express negative future, 
(9) 
the 
adverb used in the sense of lapproximationl, 
(10) 
the pattern 
(11) 
where words are repeated with 1-11i and the omission of the 
conjunction. 
(12) 
MaýSiaz and JabrhL; not in Amin, Nul ayma, errý Zak!. 
The pattern T JA used to express a question in the 
' 
(13) 
f uture, the adverb 
(1) See P. 113. 
3 See P. 120, f. ý 
5 See P. 144, f. 
7 See P. 157, ff. 
ý9) See P. 80, f. 
) 11 See p. 133, f. 
(13) See P. 82. 
JN-ý- used in the sense of : ý. 
(2) See p. 118, f. 
4 See p. 161, f. 
6 See p. 151, f- 
8 See P- 175, f'. 
loý See p. 121, f. 
12 See p. 139, ff- 
(14) See p. 125, f- 
(14) 
'through', 
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the insertion of j between two adjectives which q: ualify a noun 
simultaneously, 
(') 
and placing the exact words of the speaker before 
the reporting verb in the direct speech. 
(2) 
Nuýayma and Zak!; _ not 
in Am-in, Matifdz, alY. - Jabr6.: 
(3) 
Two or more verbs with one common object, ,,, Atwo or more verbs 
with one common subject. 
(4) 
Matifiaz and Nuýyma; not in ArrLin, Zaki, Jabra. 
Several nouns preceding the genitive to which they are annexed, 
(5). 
r, 
expressing excLwnation with 
(6) 
Arnin and not in Niu4ay-, na, Zak!, q4 Jabra: 
in the sense of 'any' used in the affirmative sentences-M 
l4aýifdz and Zaki; not in Apj; ýa, -Nu(&yma EVIC Jabt-a: 
The pattern where number 4-a placed after two or more indefinite 
nouna, 
(8) 
the expression C, ýl j_ý 
j used as an adverb of time, 
(9) 
and the pattern 'ýj used in the sense of 'not even'. 
L-nin ana Nu'ayna; not in fAatifdz, Zald, aoTC JabriL: 
Inverted word-orcler in questions with ý, . 
(I i) 
One Author. 
Zaki: 
separated from its verb, 
(12) 
and the pattem 
(I See p. 142. 
(3ý See p. 92, f. 
M (5 See P-98, f. 
See P. 108. 
(9) See P-130- 
(11) See P. 155, f. 
(13) See P-132, f. 
(2) See P- 174. 
(4) See P-93, f. 
(6 ý See P- 146. 
(8 See p. 110. 
(10) See P- 147. 
(12) See P. 80. 
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ll,, Tuc avr, 
The pattern ýtj used for prohibition in the sense of 'let 
not', 
(') 
the insertion of 5 before the last of several aajeotives 
qualifying a cominon noun simultaneously, 
(2) 
and L: ) used in 
concessive sentences in the sense of 'even if'. 
(3) 
Jabra: 
The adverb used in instrumental sense of 
Itilrough'. 
(4) 
Mahfýiz: 
Omission of the conjunction in sentences, 
(5) 
and the pattern 
used in the sense, of 'in case of I in the conditional 
(6) 
sentences. 
(I ) see p. 96, f. (2) See p. 145. 
(3) see p. 166, f. -(4) See p. 126. 
(5) See p. 140, f- (6) See p. 164. 
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IV-. I: b. Translations: 
The literary history of the Arabs shows that translation flourished 
at the time of Abbasids -when works from Greek, Syriac, and Pehlevi were 
rendered into Arabic. 
f't' 
In modern timesýtranslation movement in the Arab world is closely 
connected with Napoleon's invasion of Egypt (1798), which brought With 
it like Buropean influence in the Arab world. Great need was felt by 
the Arabs to render the science and culture of Burope accessible in 
Arabic. Hence a new era of translation was initiated in the Arab world 
and in this field (translation) as in other literary and cultural 
aspects, Egypt, Lebanon and Syria led the way. 
In Egypt translation was started under Muýanmad 
! klil; and the 
pioneer of this movement in Egypt is Riffx'a +ýl-Tah'. Wawi, who founded 
lilladrasat al-Alsun', the School of Languages in 11335; and in 1842 a 
Bureau for Translation was set up in 'Madrasat al-Alsun' with T&h; aw3. 
as its head. A great number of books, 
(') 
mostly on science, were 
transiated into Arabic. These translations were from 1)7ench. Of the 
influence of the School of Languages on Arabic, Anwar al-Jund! writes: 
L;, ý., - ju-. ýý ýI 
Lx; -"j 
(2) 
'The school helped to, improve Arabic style in that it introduced 
(i4Arabic) some of the Prench expressions and idioins which helped tiTe 
(1) The number reached 2,000 books; see Anwar al-Jundi, Tatawwur 
al-Tari P- 3; a list of the Trpnslations by TahýGyf-i: -sgiven 
on p. 30. 
(2) ibid, p. 4. 
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Arabic style to 4"elq Wjo! 
J 
the conventional patterns and -stilted forms 
that prevailed at that period. ' 
', 'v'hen (Abbas came to the government of Egypt in 1 8)+q, llvludrasat 
al-kisun' was abolished, and translation was no longer encouraged. 
However, the spirit created by al-Tahýawil remained. It vas revived in 
the second half of the 19th century when conditions became suitable and 
translation flourished once more. 
'w7ith the British occupation of Egypt in 1682, English gained 
importance, and the number of books translated from this language 
increased by the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. 
In World War I, a Comittee for Writing, Translating, and 
Publication Yvas established in Egypt. It translated many books mainly 
from English and irench into Arabic. 
(') 
In Syria and Lebanon the foreign missions played an important part 
in encouraging translation. The American mission in Beirut undertook 
the translation of the Bible, which was done from the original 
languages. 
(2) 
The New Testament was issued in 1860, and the Old five 
years later. The Catholic version of the Bible was translated - not 
from original sources by the Jesuits, Yho gave the translation to a 
Lebanese scholar, Ibrahim al-yfiziji (JE47-190 ) to correct the language. 
Both translations had considerable literary influence on the 
writers in Syria and Lebanon. 
(3) 
For further details of this Committee see Idazyad, ýýmad_Amin., p. 18 
and footnote (32),, cited hereafter as Mazyad. (2) The translation was done by Eli Smith and Cornelius Van. pyok, with 
the collaboration of: Butrus, al-Bustbn-l, Ndsilf al-Y&ziji and 
YOL3uf &14slr; see P. K. Hitti, A Short Histýry of Lebanon, p. 213- (3) cf. Hitti, supra, p. 213- 'M43&-Aý Ik" & k4-1 
-ALAr 
ttL( 
KS 
LAý 
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Some of the beat scholars and translators in the 19th. century in 
Lebanon were Europeans, such as Eli Smith, a graduate of Yale, and 
Cornelius Van Dyck. Both were meifoers of the American ilission iýhich 
tran3lated the Bible. Cornelius Van Dyck, a professor at the American 
University of Beirut, produced several works - translations and original 
vorks - in Arabic. 
(') 
Syria and Lebanon were gradually coming under tite French influenoe, s, 
Y. Y-A most trwaslations were defte foow -French. Aýuýd Filris al- 
Shidya-q, vias one of the few Lebaziese who had. a preference for English, 
and translated a few boolz from that language. "'-' 
As the I gth century draws to its end, and we enter into the 20th 
century, we find the number of the translated works, by Syrians and 
Lebanese, increase. 
Nowadays the flow of translation in the Arabic speaking countries 
is uninterrupted, and covers all fields of knowledge; and the greatest 
number of these translations is done from English and French. 
(3) 
The difficulty of mastering two languages, and the possibility of 
interference between them is not a new discovery. al-J4iý, Aho lived, 
in 767-868 A. D. at a time when translation into Arabic flourished, writes. * 
JL 
j züi 
L Li 1 
ý1ý See P. iý. 11itti, kebanon, in Histor -464. . Y, pp. 
463 
2 al-ShidybLq trans lated Bj=tL TabbL I iý al: ja , yawgn; for other works translated by al-Shidyiq, seelal-Jundi, Taýavwur al-Tarjama., 
P- 31- AAW9kr 
(3) of. Montail, p. 89. 
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'D 
L-U I 
L: ý OA- j4 L-, -- 
i. 
ý-J6 
(I)- 
4-f-ý 6 'Li 
'He (translator) must be the most knowledgeable man about the 
language from Which translation is rendered and about the language into 
which it is rendered; so that he will be an authority equally in both 
of thein.. iurthermore, we find that if he speaks two languages he is 
liable to zfci-, výAtvvae-- to (both of) them; for one of the languages 
will attract, take from, (or) and obstruct the other. How can he master 
both languages to the same degree that he were to master one of them 
only? 1 
In modern times translation has played an important part in 
introducing into Arabic not only single expressions, but sometimes vyhole 
phrases and proverbs. Musýaf& Jawdd, a purist, -writes the following 
about translators and their part in modern Arabic: 
L; aA 
'Translators are responsible for the greatest number of common 
mistakes in our modem language. We must, however, recognize the 
difficulty of mastering two languages equally. ' 
After this historical survey of the role of translation, we proceed 
to examine the patterns which are found in translated books studied in 
this work. 
As one might expect, most of the patterns which occur in the original 
(1) J&hiý, tl. 2, ýwan, I, P- 76. 
(2) lluýtaf&*Jawid, " al--Qawl al-Nijiý Fl ýaLl-Ghalat al-Sh&%ý'* ILA. . XXIV, 
P. 395. 
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works are also to be found in the wor'Ics of translation. However, 
cer . Lain patterns occur only in the viorks of translation and have not 
been attested in other works. The patterns stated here vrill be 
classified into: first, patterns which have been attested in translated 
works only, and secondly, patterns which have been attested in the 
works of translation, together with the other types of works. 
Patterns Attestea in the Translated Works On : 
The noun used in the interrogative sentences with the 
sense of 'any', tag-ciuestions based on the English pattern, 
(2) 
and 
the apodosis of 
-ýj 
to which j is prefixed preceding the 
protasis. 
(3) 
Patterns Attested inthe Translation Together with other Works: 
The pattern R---J.. % used to express a question in the future, 
(J+) 
intransitive verb becoming transitive, 
(5) 
the forced passive, 
(6) 
two or 
more verbs with one cormuon object, 
(7) 
the verb used for order 
(8) 
or exhortation to the Ist and 3rd persons , several nouns preceding 
the genitive to N)hich they are annexed, 
(9) 
the noun annexed to 
a definite plural and with a plural sense, 
00 
and annexed to 
an indefinite plural, 
(11) 
the noun used in the sense of 
tagainst" 
(12) 
the noun used in the negative, affirmative and 
(13) 
interrogative sentences in the sense of 'any', the pronoun preceding 
(I ) See P. 109. (2) See P. 153, f- 
3 See P. 163, f- 4) See P. 82. 5 See p- 85, ff. Q See P. 88, ff. 7 See P. 92, f. 8) See P. 95, ff. 91 See P. 98, f. 10) See P. 103, f. llý See P. 104, f. 
ýl 
2) See P. ill, f. (13 See P. 106, ff. 
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its antecedent, 
(') 
the prepositions 4 used with the noun to 
(2) 
ex, pre63 advQrbial ideas., the use of the as 
adverb, 
(3) 
the adverb used as preposition-equivalent in the 
(4) 
sense of 'about', the use of ý!, J L% 4 dý L_rz as introductory 
(5) 
words in the sense of weak 'there' the use of in the sense 
of the use of the adverbs 
L6 L-- as conjunctions in 
the sense of 'while', 
(7) 
the expression L. ýý ., 
ý used as adverb 
of time'(8) the restrictive adverb IýRj placed before the word or 
words -výhich it modifies, 
(9) J-ii used in the pattern - 4, 
ý iýiI 
00 
the particle J used for time in the sense of J 
'for', 
(") 
omission of the conjunction, 
(12) 
insertion of J between 
two adjectives describing a common noun simultaneously, 
03) 
JI used 
in the negative sentences to deny two alternatives, 
(14) 
indirect 
questions, 
(15) 
tag-questions, 
(16) 
inverted mrd-order in questions with 
J__CI 
(17 ) 
relative sentences of non-defining type, 
(18) 
_ýJ 
and 
used in the concessive sentences in the sense of 'even if 
9) 
the expression used in adversative sentences, 
(20) 
the 
subordinate clause of purpose introduced by preceding the main 
clause, 
(21) 
the exact words of the speaker placed before the reporting 
verb in the direct speech, 
(22) 
and the subordinate clause introduced by 
(23) 
preceding the main clause. 
(I )S ee P. 114, f. (2) See P. 116, f. 
3) See P. 118, f. ý4ý See P. 120, f. 
5) See P. 122, ff. 6 See P. 125, f. 
(7) See P. 127, ff. (8) See P. 130. 
(9) See P. 131. (10) See P. 133, f. 
(11) See P. 136, f- (12) See P. 139, ff. 
1 13) See P. 142, f 14 See P. 149, f. 
15 See p- 151, f- 
ýI 
6ý See P. 153, f. 
17ý See P. 155, f. 8ý See P. 157, ff. 
19 See P-165, ff. 
ý120 
See P. 168, f. 
(21 See P-172, f. (22) See P- 174- 
(23) See P-175, f. 
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IV: I: c: The Press: 
Closely linked with translation are the press, radio, and very 
recently television. They are very active means of carrying and 
popularizing the foreign influence. 
The ýrab world was, first introduced to journalism during the 
invasion of Napoleon to Egypt. The two newspapers, Le Courrier Vigypt 
and ý, a D6cade E=tienne, published during the -French rule were in 
The irench Headquarters issued orders and other circulars to the people; 
these were written first in Prench, and then translated into Arabic. 
(') 
The prose of these publications showed a considerable degree of 04L 
(2) 
French .f 
The first Arabic newspaper in Egypt was published in 1828, during 
the reign of Muhar=adýAll. It was called ý. j I Cý Uýj I The 
Egyptian Chronicles. Copies of this paper 'reached Sudan, al-Sham, 
and Arabia. '(3) Thus journalism in Egypt started on the official level 
and remained an official organ until the rule of Ismh'il when what 
A. : ýamza calls Zeý'-tj I ýi "'J, I the Popular Press, came into 
being. The Syrian immigrants played an important part in setting up 
this type of the press and making it flourish. The most irnportant 
newspaper set up by these Syrians was al-Ahr&m, founded by Salim Taqli 
in Egypt in 1875. 
(5) 
In Lebanon, the first newspaper was founded in 1858, and was called 
aL . 1-- - In 1866 the American Mission founded ýIa 
(I ) '4a=a, Aclab I, p. 25. 
(2) ibid., P. 96. 
(3) ibid., p. 26. 
(4) ibid. 
(5) ibid., p. 27. 
ýLl 
relilc,. Jous periodical vhlich vas edited by Cornelius Van Dyck. 
(I ) 
In Syria, an official joui-na. -L. viaa started in Damascus in 1865; it 
IV was issued in Arabic and Turdsh and was knovai as 
The nuýýber of journals found in the Arab world increased rapidly, 
as -, ime passed by. The early krabic newspapers viere modelled after the 
European journals of the 19th century. 
(2) 
These were political-literary 
journals rather than newspapers. The emphasis was more on literary 
contents than on polit-i-cs. The prose used in these early newspapers 
showed the characteristics of the written Axabic in the 19th century, 
i. e. a prose -which was full of' rhyme and other rhetorical devices. 
i'rom the early stages, the Ara]bJLc press has been closely associated 
vdt', i translation. -. -, lost of the eaitors andpeople who contributea to the 
journals in the 19th century were, also translators. Rif Wa-l-Tahýa-wl, 
Vhe Pioneer of translation in Egypt, editea 'i' al-, '. 1aýriyya , and 
then Rawdat al-Maddris ; 4mad Fdris al-Shidydq eaited al-Jav, &ib . 
(3) 
In the beginni% of the 20th century and during the period between 
the two World Wars several translators specialized in translating 
telegrams and other news items for the paperstp and 
many of them, as well as other ceýnt-riýutors translated 
novels ond short stories , which were issued 
in instalments "44 PlYoli3hed in the papers. ý5) These translations were 
done froin E%! li5h and French. 
(6) 
After 'ýiorld ', iar I the journals of literary and political essays were 
(I ) See '.,, -iitti, Lebanon in Histor , PP- 463,465- (2 '2o; -, i j. iýlci-ýýdden, Da ýy Journalism in the Arab State , P- 4- (3ý 2irat issued in Constantinople in 1660; later removed to Cairo. (4-) Anwar al-Jundi, Ta'jaw-vur al-Tarja , p. 23. (5) ibid. 
(0) ibid. 
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E pe of newspapers where news. items , radually replaced 
by another ty 
provailed. 74ith this change - f: rom political-literary journals to 
newspapers - the l, "Iropean influence becomes greater, sincehmodern press 
in the Arab world depends mainly for news and even comments on foreign 
coý: -respondents and/or dispatches provided by foreign agencies - mainly 
English and 2rench. ., ýIcFadden writes 
(in 1953). 
'In Cairo virtually all the týie dailies there regardless 
of how political they might be, subscribe to one or more of the 
major, truly comaercial news services. Reuter, United Press 
and Associated Press compete there for a share of -the available 
aarket and they have at least as many clients as do Agence 
France Fresse and the Arab News Agency. The last two had 
pre-viar monopoly in Beirut. But the Lebanese papers started to 
see, ',. - for more objective news. This cau ed both Reuter and 
United Press to enter Beirut market soon after the War. '() 
Thus in modern Arabic press translation of news items becomes all 
irnportant. Besides, the journalists and pressmten nowadays are not 
required to be - indeed most of them are not - masters of the Arabic 
language as the journalists of the 19th and early 20th century tried or 
aspired to be. 
On the work of the Arabic press and its advantage over the 
Academies of Language as a formative element in Yodern Arabic, one may 
quote Ahmad Zaki, himself an academician, writer and journalist. 
Tom j. I'Iiclýadclen, paily journalism in the Arab States, pp. 90-91. 
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He writes: 
L-,,,, j I cý U IJ I L-... J I Lý I 
c:, LD 
i LL-j IiII LrL- 
.1 ýL; s. 
J 
O-j 
Lý- 
Lo Zý 6,., J L; Lj i 
13esides the academies of Language, there is the press. The news 
pours on the journalist from all parts of the world, and in all 
languages. The news despat -ch should be translated during the first 
hours of the night, so that it will see the light in the little hours of 
the morning. The news contains new meanings, new names, and new 
inveintions. To the journalist, speed comes first, and then acouracy. He 
has no time to consult the academies, which have no facilities for urgent 
consultation, and uhich insist that there should be committees and. 
councils; and decisions take weeks. The press., therefore, has taken the 
place of the academies. Zloreover, the public reads the press every day, 
whereas it hears of the academies once a year. Thus the press has become 
the strongest and most active instrument in formulating the language and 
developing it. ' 
(1) Zaki, "LucThatuna-l! Arabiyya", "Arabi, June 1960, p. 14. 
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; I. fter tiais lai5torical survey ol' the Dress and its role in the 
' Arabic, we proceed to state the patterns which have been develcpment o. L 
attested in the newzpapers studied in the present work. These patterns 
wili be divided into: first, patzerns attested in the press only', 
second-ly, patterns attested in the press, together wit1h the Mrks. 
Patterns at tested in the Press Only: 
The excejsive use oL 6 to express the future, the -use 
;, for ne-, ative future the pattern where several nouns of 
are annexed to each other, 
(2) 
tvio prepositions preceding the noun to 
-enich they are ara-iexed, 
(5) 
and the subordinate clause of purpose 
introduced by J, 91; preceding the main clause. 
(4) 
2atterns Attested in the Press, together ýrith the other; vorks; 
uure, 
(5ý, 
LQý used The pattern used for negative fu, 
(0) to express a q: uestion in the future, transitive verbs becoming 
(7) (6) 
intransitive the forced passive, two or more verbs with one 
(9) (1o) 
object, two or inore verbs vrith one coiwiion subject, several nouns 
precedirig, the genitive to Whic:: h they are annexed, 
(") 
the noun 
annexed to a definite plural with a plural sense, 
(12) 
L.,, --I annexed 
to the indefinite plural., 
(13) 
the noun L& used in the sense of 
lagainst', 
(14) 
the noun used in the negal. -ive sentences in the 
(15) 
sense of 'any'.. the number placed after two or more indefinite 
See P- 7", f- (2) See 0. 81 , f. see p- 138- (4) See p- 173. (5) See P. 80, f. (6) See P. 82. (7) See P. 63, f. (a) See P. 88, ff. (9) See P. 92, f. (10) See P. 93, f. (11 ) See P. 98, f. (12) See P. 103, f. (13) See P. 104, f. (14) See P. ill 
(15) see P. 106, ff. 
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(I )t 
. 
nouns, the invcrted order of the pcrsonal pronouns vrith the first 
person placed aý'ter the 2-nd and the 3rd, 
(2) 
the pronoun preceding its 
antuecedent, 
(3) 
the u6c of the prepositions 6 with the noun to 
er-04 he ee(i -VIo%AA as an eýq)re_Lis an adv a! idea, he use of t. 
(5) 
adverb, the adverb used ", a preposition-equivalent in the 
(0) about the adverbs ýJLcý Sense OL used as introductory 
2 the ; ieak I there 
(7) 
the adverb JýL-_ used in , vords in 
the seaae o. 
the instruiacntai sense of the adverbs Lý_ LL_ us ea 
as conjunct-ion-equivalent5 in the sense of 'while', 
(9) 
the expression 
used as an adverb of time, 
(10) 
the restrictive 
(11) 
adverb placed before the mrd or words which it modifies, 
L: 
ýj 
t. "ý 
(12) 
L used in the pattern L'I: _ 
I- 
the particle 
used in the sense of 'as, in the capacity of', 
(15) J used 
for tL-ne in the sense of 'for'.. 
(14) 
omission of the conjunction, 
(15) 
insertion of J before the last itezn. in a list of enumeration, 
(16) 
omi6sion of the conjJunction joining sentences '(17) insertion of J 
between two adjectives, 
(18) 
insertion of 3 before the last of 
several adjectives qualifies a common noun simultaneously, 
(19) 
the use 
of the exclamative pattern with 
(20) 
the pattern 
used in the sense of 'izust not'. 
(21) 
_, 
I used in the negative sentences 
-ernatives, 
(22) 
indirect question, 
(23) 
relative sentences to deny two alt 
(I ) See P. II C'. 
(2) See 1) - 113. 
(3) See T. ) - 114, f. 
(4) See -0.116, f. 
5 See P. 115, f. 6" See P. 120, f. 
7 See p. 122, ff. 
N 
See P. 126. 
(9 See p 127, ff. (10) See P. 130. 
(11 See p '1151.12ý See P. 132, f. 
I "), S1 135, f. 14ý See P. 136, f. 
15 S 
Zoe 
P,: 139, f. 16) See P. 139, f. 
17 See 'D. 140, f. 18) See P. 142., f. 
19 See ?. 145. 
ý20) 
-3 eeP. 14-6. 
21 see P. I iý8.1 (22) See P. 149, f. 
23 See P. 151, f. 
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-j-q-A the use oý in the apodosis of 
. ýj 
(2) 
the ex-oression ZJLý j used in the ý5ense of 'in case 
of' , in conditional sentences, 
(3) 
used in the concessive 
01 
(4) 
sente. -A. ce in the sense of 'even if the e); pression used 
in -ýhe adversative sentence, 
(5) 
the sulbordinate clause of purpose 
introduced by < placed before the main clause, 
(6) 
and the 
subordinate clause of tiMC Introduced by J-ý preceding the main 
clause. 
(7) 
See P. 157, ff - 
(2) see p. 16l, f. 
See p. 164. (4) See p. 165, ff. 
(5) See 2- 10, 68, (6) See p. 172, f. 
(7) See p. 175, f. 
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lV. 2: 
in tai6 chaptor short biographical notes on the lives of six 
authors - na, -. iely, l'i.,. wad Amin, Najib Iii'a fuz iukci-a'il IN ( ma h Nu ay , Ahmad Zaki, 
jabrli 11w: -Lhim Jabrd, and AbbLs are to be found. The emphasis 
is on the English influence on their works. The influence is associated 
vrith the patterns and examples quoted in the work. 
in the case of -Naidb D: ahfdz, Aý-Pad Zaki, and jabr& lbrLh-im Jabrii, 
their replies to a questionnaire put to them by the present writer are 
to be found at the end of these biographical notes. 
For the patterns used by these authors see P. 36, ff. 
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IV: 2: a: 
iýLLaa Amin's life and works is written by tuller discussion o-L 
5hed by Brill, Leiden, 1963. -k 
brief biography ", 'azyad and publis 
is therefore attempted here, with special stress on the European 
influence on his vwitin_ý, s. 
ktuaad An-dn, born in Cairo in 1886, was brought up in the old 
tradition. He xas educated in kuttZLbs - vihere the young boys learned 
orthogra-phy of Arabic by memorising the Qur*ki - and al-Azhar. Mhen in 
19(-)B ,: adrasalt. al--Caý&'waz e3tablished, 
A. Amin joined it. Three years 
later he graduated and was selected as an assistant for lecturing in 
Ethics. 
(') 
In 1921 he was transferred to the courts as a judge, 
(2) 
a 
position vhich he gladly gave up when he was given a teaching post in the 
FL, culty of Arta of the 1, gyptian University in 1926.0) A new and happier 
period of his life thus began %hen Amin entered the University. He 
occupied important posts including the deanery of the Itiaculty of' Arts 
and the Directorship of Cultural Administration in the '1,11inistry of 
Eaucation. 
(4) 
In 1939 he was selected a member in the Academy of 
Language in Cairo. Aýimad krýin died in 1954. 
Ahmad -kmin did not know any ; ý; urqpean language until he was 
twenty-six years old ýQaen he bagan seriously to learn English, vLich 
oat% (5) 
became for himO- 'AfAn-F Of -AtO original "4estern material. At this time 
he became acquainted Nýrith an English lady, Miss Power, who not only 
helped him to master the English language, but also had a favourable 
(I ) 
,, Iazyad, p. 15- (2) ibid., p. 21. 
(5) ibid., p. 22. 
(j+ ibid. , p. 25- '4 The Autobiography of Amin" 114. E. A., v, 1954, p. 21. (5ý M. Pertmann, I 
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W influence on his personal development. In 1914 A. Ainin j together 
with some of his colleagolues, founded the Corm-aittee of 'Writing, 
Translation, and Publication, 
-rý' 
Iý ýý-ij Ij -ý-. j 
1: j I ý; 
--j vjh 
i ch vas 
headed by A. Amin himself - The first work Am-in was to publish was done 
on the Committee's behalfj it was the translation into Arabic of a 
booklet entitled Primers of Philosophy , 'which was published in 191 B. 
(2) 
Of the English influence on his literary work Amin writes: 
j 
'The second staSe in the history of my literary life was my acquaintance 
with English literature. ' 
He goes on to say: 
.ýI Ltj L) 15 :ýý., ýI -- i 'I 
ia tlý; C) II 
i- L-j II J_-j I 
ýjl- I I. - ;y u'i I 
L JI 
WI -kW iL L-, I 
Ly y,, jJ I Lj 4 LL 
(4. ) . 
_J__-i_fl, LJI 
4 
'I feel that reading the English literature influenced me in many 
ways: it developed in me the tendency to concentrate on 
meaning rather than expression. Through reading BnglIsh 
literature I acquired sjjnplicity of exPrOssion, the practIce 
of tackling subjects directly without lengthy introductions, 
and a dislike for artificiality 44) 
(i. ) mazyad, p. 16. 
ý2ý ibid., p. 18- 
3 FaySI, VI, p. 291+. 
(4) ibid., p. 296. 
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that I sometimes favour the colloquial expression for which I cannot 
find any equivalent in literary Arabic. I ow CdIreMW a (USC, 
UC, in spite 
of the philologists and purists. ' 
However, this English influence affected the style and the way 
A. Amin treated the subject rather than his language, which is a product 
of his early life. 
On examining the patterns used by A. Amin one finds that most of . 
them are common patterns, which can be found in the writings of the 
other authors. This suggests that the patterns' may have found their way 
into his writings indirectly. However, there are one or two patterns 
which are less common, and which may suggest a more direct impact of 
English, e. g. the use of t. for negative future. This 
pattern is found in one other writerý namely A. Zaki. But it is common 
in the press. Here one may also mention 
(2) 
1jI used for 
concession in the sense of 'even if, though', which is rare except in 
translated works. 
The direct influence of the English language is more obvious in 
Us C- or- -ý, -C-I- A. Amin' s phrases IL 
used in figurative meaning,, j jy" 
and 
(3) 1 'Ij3 which are 0+6 oý English j&ý S, 
On the vhole A. Amin uses lose foreign patterns than the other 
four authors do. 
(i) See p. 80, f. 
(2) See p. 166, f. 
(3) See pp. 181,190. 
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IV: 2: b: Najib Maýfid?,: 
Najib MB4ffi;, a well known contemporary novelist, was born in 
Cairo, Egypt, in 1911. He finished his primary and secondary education 
in 1930- In the same year he enrolled in the Faculty of Art, Kulliyat 
al-Adb, b, where he studied philosophy. He graduated four years later, 
in 1954. 
While still at college, Mahfaz tried his hand at translation. The 0. 
result was Miqr al--Qadim translated into Arabic from English and 
published in 1932. Najib MatLfCi; ' early works are essays and 
historical novels, which include cAbaLh al-Aqdir (1939), R&dabiS (1943), 
and Kif&h Tiba (1944). His best known novels, which deal with the 
analysis of character and treat Ot-e various aspects of social life, were 
written after World War II. They include Qhn al-KhatilLill (1946), Zuqiq 
al-Midaqq (1947), Bid&ya wa. Nih (1949), the trilogy, Bayn al-Qaprayn 
(1956), Qaqr al-ýjhavq, 0 957), al-Sukkariyya (1957), considered by many 
to be his masterpiecep al-SOmmin wa-l-Qarif (1962)t al-Li. ý wa-l-Kitlb 
(1962), and Dunya-l-IAh 0963)- 
Although brought up in the old school, i4aýMý has been able to 
develop an Arabic style of his own, which Taha Hussayn describes as 
Y. Y'A modern simple, as well as classical. 
(2) 
A 
Maoffiz. is unaware of any foreign influence in his writings. 
(3) 
L&SCS 
Although he studied French and English, he depends ia&; 6ý 9 the lattermsm 
Of the five authors examined in the present 
Andrg Miciuel, "La Teohnique Du Roman chez N. Mahfluz") Arabica, x, 
1963, P. 75. 
(2 ibidep P- 75. 
3 See the Questionnaire, p. 75- 
4 He mentions this in a letter to the writer of the present work. 
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work, Maýfdp is the most prolific in regard to the number of the 
pattems he uses. 
0) 
However, the great majority of these patterns are 
very comnon. and can be traced in the writings of the other authors. 
But some of the patterns are less commong e. g. changing of the order of 
the personal pronoun and placing the ist person after the 2nd, 
(2) 
and 
the use of in the sense of 'not evenl. 
(3) 
The use by M94fýi;; of so many patterns, the greater number of vhiich 
are very common, and the fact that he is unaware of any foreign influence 
in his work, makes one tend to believe that theýforeign influence in 
most cases is indirect. It is also to be noticed that the majority of 
the patterns used by MatXdf are attested in the works written after 
World War 11-(4) This shows that these patterns became somehow 
established only after World War II. The few patterns which have been 
attested in his workswritten before and during World War II are the 
use of 
(5) 
annexed to an indefinite plural, JJ--- 
(6) 
used as preposition-equivalent in the sense of 'about'. 1 
(7) 
used 
in the negative sentences to deny two alternatives, the particle j 
used for time in the sense of 'for', the exclamative pattern with 
(9), 
tag-questions with T eJJ -i5 ,. J 1 
(1 ()) 
) and the subordinate 
(i See P. 36, ff. 
(2ý See P. 113- 
(3) See p. 147. 
(4) For the dates Of MBIýM; 's works, see A. Miquel, L& Technique du 
Roman chez Neguib ivMfouzo, Arabicag x. p. 90. 
(5 Kifib Tiba (1 %4), P- 5- 
6 R&dfab: l (1943), P. i00- 
7 al-QiHra-l-Jadida 0945), P. i8l. 
(8) Haqqý al-JunBn (1938), p. 275. 
ý9) Hams al-Jundn (1938). p. 236. 
10) ibid., p. 295- 
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clause of purpose introduced by 
(1) 
placed before the main 
clause. These are common patterns -which might have become established 
before World War II. However, Maý's early works also show some 
traces of the direct influence of English. This is clear in the 
(2) 
0ýý *1 ,I aý 0- A, . 1; 
U j-A L Such 
phrases are not a part of everyday conversation; and it is not 
difficult to detect their English origin. 
v 
ýl ý Hams al-Juným (1938), p. 288. 
2 ibid. , p. 210. 
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IV: 2: c: id kb&'Il Nu' aym 
Unlike Ak. unad Amin, who was strongly influenced by his Islairdo 
education, YliklibL'3.1 Nu'ayma is influenced by his classical Russian and 
American education and culture as much as, if not more than, he is by 
his Eastern upbringing. 
xJ. Nu'ayma was born in Biskinta, Lebanon. He attended Russian 
Missionary schools in his native village and then in Nazareth. In I qo6 
he was sent by the Russion Mission to continue his studies in Poltava, 
Ukraine, where he mastered the Russian language; and the treasures of 
the Russian literature were opened to him. At the end of his fourth 
year there he returned to Lebanon, but only for a short time; for in 
1911 he was in `Xallula, Washington, U. S. A. ; and the following year he 
joined the University of that State. 
0) 
He graduated four years later 
with a degree in Law, which he never practised. In 1918 he was taken 
soldier 
(2) 
in the U. S. A. army, and spent his one year service in France. 
He returned to America in 1919 and remained there until 1932, V'fien he 
returned to Lebanon, and settled in his native village Biskinta. Since 
then he has been living in relative isolation. As a result of this, he 
is nicknamed J-- L the Monk of Shakhrab: Shakhrab 
being the place where he lives. 
While in 'Washington, M. Nu'ayma became one of the outstanding 
-raembers of the literary circle Z-1; J1 ; -ýI)Jl which was founded by 
i1bran Khalil Jjbr&n- Nuýayma and Am-in al-ICih&ni: are among the most 
distinguished members of the American school of Arabic Literature since 
1932; and Nuýaym& is generally acknowledged as one of the principal 
(1) al-N*dr w&-l-DayjtLr. - P- 134- (2) fb-jd.., P. 135- 
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founders of literary criticism in modern Arabic letters. 
Nu ýayma is at home in English and Russian, and can read French. 
(1 ) 
Like several other Arab writers, Nu4ayma has written some of his books . 
in English. 
(2) 
The ', %'estern impact on his books is great, v&dch is hardly 
surprising owing to the fact that he spent a long time in European and 
ý, merican countries and schools. 
Nuýayma does not use as many patterns as lvlalýfd7, does; but he is 
different from lqahfiaz in that he uses some rare patterns, e. g. 
(3) 
I. 51 Lj 
used for prohibition, which is not found in any other author examined 
in this work. He also uses 
(4) 
L) 
Iý for concession in the sense of 
'even if', which is found in translated works only. It is unlikely that 
these rare patterns have been established in the language; hence they 
owe their existence in Nu'ayma's work to the direct European - in this 
case &nglish - influence. Mention should also be made of the pattern. 
where j is inserted before the last of several adjectives which 
describe one common noun simultaneously. This pattern, which is common 
in -Nu'ayma, has been attested in one other type of work only, namely, 
the press; and is obviously a direct influence of the European pattern. 
In the field of phraseology the English influence is obvious in su& 
It 
(6) 
expressions as 
(5) 6ý J. P and 
(7) LL) j JIS 
(i ) A, ýhtar, al-Natlar al-I., lahjari, p. 29. 
(2) ! ýhe Book of Mirdad, Khall I Gibran -a Biography, I'demoir of 
Vagrant Soul, and Till We Meet. 
(3 Qbirb&l, P- 54. 
(4ý Jib , P- 10; - 
Arqaab, P- 17- 
(5 al-Yavim ELI-Akbjr, p. 29. 
(6ý Za -rm c Ala-l-Darb, P. 50. (7) ', Mird&d, p. 258. 
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The majority of the patterns used by Nu 
C ayma are common patterns. 
"'his shows that they might have entered into his writings indirectly. 
On the other hand, it is difficult to decide definitely that these 
patterns had become established vAien Nu'ayma wrote his works. For 
Nu ( ayma's literary life extends over a long period; more than half a 
century. 
(I) 
Finally, mention should be made of the Bible and its considerable 
infiuence on Nu C a3nTa. Examples of this influence are many, some of 
e (2) which have been discussed by Abdul Kar=" al-Ashtar. However, this 
type of influence - i. e., patterns due purely to the influence of the 
Bible - is outside the scope of the present work. Nevertheless, the 
following sentpnce, 
(3) 
4. ý . %J 
1 4-:., U JL 
JI *'I '='t' L. 
written in Biblical style merits some comment. In this example the 
standard usage for adversative sentences is placed side by side with the 
modern usage which shows how some of the modern usages are 
gradually gaining ground even with writers like Nuýayma who were brought 
up in the old tradition of the language. 
See Ashtar, al-. Na-Lhr al-IAahiarl, p. 220. Nu'ayma wrote K&n I& Kdn, 
k-l-Abi'vva-I-Baným, and part of lyludhakkirdt al-Arqash, while he was 
in Amerioa. 
(2 el-I'Talbr al-I'lahjarl, p. 222. 
(3ý id rd , 
F. 102. 
of. John -111 7: 
_L 
ý Lj I ,:. j ý Lj I L) 1 4ý, 
1 o. U I 
LIJ 1 4, 
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IV*. 2; a. AI-u-Pad Zaka.: 
klýmad Zaki, Egyptian writer, was educated in Egypt and then in 
3ritain. He graduated in 1514 from Higher Teachers' Training College 
in ý; gypt, with 'licentiate' in Sciences. Then he left for Britain, 
where he studied and worked for the next ten years, 1918-1928. He got 
his 3.3c. from the University of Liverpool in 1922, and two years later 
Ph. D. from the same university; then the D. Sc. from the University of 
London in 1928. That same year he returned to Egypt and taught in the 
ý'aculty of Science, University of Cairo, where he later became dean. 
Between 1946 and 1952 he occupied several important positions in the 
government, including that of a minister in the Cabinet of Husayn Rushdl. 
After the Egyptian Revolution he was appointed Rector for the University 
of Cairo. 
A. Zaki is a writer as well as journalist. He is also a member of the 
Academy of Language in Cairo. He was the editor of the monthly magazine 
al-Hilal% from 1947 to 1951. In 1958 he was asked by the government of 
Kuv, rait to issue a monthly magazine, allArabi, and has been since the 
editor of this magazine. 
The bulk of A. Zaki's writings consists of articles which he has 
contributed to periodicals. He also wrote a book on astronomy called 
Mac a-1-1: ah A -tl-Samb! ;, 
(1 ) 
and translated two books, 'Daine aux Cameli&s 
and G. B. Shaw's St. Joan into Arabic. 
When studying A. Zaki's language and style one should remember two 
factors ivhich, it is believed, have had great influence on his writings: 
first, Zak: 7L's educational background based on studying and working in 
(1) For the place and date of publication, see the 'Bibliography. 
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Sciences; secondly, Zaki as a journalist. Concerning the first point, 
Zaki vrfites: 'I am a scientist, but, except for my ten years of study 
in =, gland, I have been writing all my life - popularizing science and 
also literature. '(1) Of his style as a journalist one may quote A. Zak! 
again, 'One might call it llne, =paper style"'. 
(2) 
As a writer with an educational background based on. sciences, tkl- 
T )5 -Uki 
J. Y-A majority offA articles deal with sciences. In most cases the 
matdrial for such topics is drawn from sources written in foreign 
languages - mainly &nglish. Hence one may expect some influence of 
translation, which is probably responsible for certain patterns which 
are either rare or have not been attested in the other writers examined 
in this work, e. g. the pattern where is separated from its 
(3) 
.. 1% verb in the example Cý3 L'ý %! ýIJI jý'- which does 
not occur in the other writers; the use of 1ý "! '5-- which is 
attested in two other places only, i. e. the press and A. Amin; the use 
of the uncomnon pattern annexed to two singular nouns joined 
with the use of the adverb for approximation of 
(5) t6r 
time) a pattern which has not been attested in theAauthork'I works; 
and the use of the future particle in the apodosis of 
(6) 
which 
is attested in the works of two other authors, A. Andn and N. MaýfM;, 
besides the press. 
The direct influence of English on his phraseology can be seen in 
P (1) "Forum Interviews, Dr Ahmad Zaki, Middle Last Forum, November 1959, 
P. 31. 
(2) ibid. 
(3) See P. 80. 
(4 See p. 80, f. 
(5 See p. 101, f. 
(6 See p. 121, f. 
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(I ) (2), 
such phrases as: LP C", r, (0 U- L . 
15 the verbal 
phrase with where this verb is used in the sense of 
extend. 
(3) 
3ut on the Whole I. - Zaki tAWS, 
ýe%)W of these phrases than 
the othcr authors. 
On tne other hand certain patterns which are common in the writings 
of the other authors have not been attested in A. Zaki, e. g. the use of 
in the sense of 'any' in negative sentences; the use of the 
forced passive; the use of the particle Vj in the sense of 'as, 
in the capacity of' , which is coLyaon in the writiags of three authors, 
A. kmin, N. ! ý, Iahfdz and J. Jabr&, besides the press and translations; and 
V the indirect question and the relative phrase vLich are 
co-mrion in three 6f the five authors as well as in the Press and translated 
works. 
(4) 
he fact -Ijiat. these coiLnon patterns are not attested in 
Zaki's writing seems to be to deliberate efforts to avoid modern 
patterns of foreign origin. He is also aware of the foreign influence in 
his writings, at least When he treats a science topic. 
(5) 
Hence the 
coiauion patterns such as the particle i used in the sense of the 
English 'f or I, J, J LL;,, 4 4!. j Ljb used as introductory words in the sense 
of the weak 'there in Lrig-d sh, the use of as 
coajunctions, and the use of for concession, must have 7j 
been established usages by the time he was writing, and tkare they seem 
to have entered intoAworks indirectly. 
The general impression that Zakils language gives the reader is 
(1 See p. 192. 
(2ý See P. 191. 
(3) See P. 181 , f. (4 See P. 36, ff. 
(5ý see the Questionnaire, P- 76. 
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that of a purist, for he uses the patterns sparingly, and the number of 
-'-he examp-I as oj -' foreign patterns JLS less than the number attested in 
the other aut. 11ors, with the exception of A. AI. aan. 
The number ol' pacterns used by each of the five authors is as 
follows: Amin, 29 patterns; Zaka., 37; 'Nulay-na, 37; Jabri, 39; 
and 42. Although Zaki and qulayma have the same number 
of pat; erýs, yet Zakil uses less exaiiiplea per pattern than INu'ayma, 
does; in other Nvords the frequency of' the occurrence of patterns 
is higher in Nu'ayma. 
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IV: 2: a; Jabrd iabrL: 
jabra _IbrLhifa Jabri, a conteýiý, porary novelist, poet and critic, was 
born in 3ethleham in 1920. He was educated in the Government school in 
3etnlehem and later in Jerusalem, v. here he attended the Arab College. 
He graduated in 1937 Yrith distinction in Arabic and English among other 
subjects. He spent another year in the same college and got a diploma 
in education. He taught for one year, and in 1939 he -was sent to 
En,,,, land and attended University College of South `, West, ! ýxeter, until 
1540, %hen he joined Fitzyrilliam House, Cambridge. He took his B. A.. in 
English Literature in 1943; after which he returned to Jerusalem, but 
only for a short time; for in the same year he left for Baghdad, Iraq, 
to take up a teaching post in the College ol Arts, Where he taught 
English literature until 1952. In this year he left for U. S. A. -on a 
Rockefeller ! Poundation Fellowship and joined the Harvard University. He 
d. id research in Literary Criticism for two years. I "n 1954 he returned. 
to Iraq and joined the staff of Iraqi Petroleum Co. npany, a position 
Which he still holds (1967). 
Although most of his work is in Arabic, Jabr& has also written two 
0) 
books in English, in addition to a good deal of poetry and prose 
published in English Kiddle Eastern magazines. 
(2) 
He has also translated into Arabic several books from English, 
including: Shakespeare's Hamlet, The Sound and the Fur by William 
Faulkner, and Adonis by James Frazer. 
(3) 
(1) Hunters in a-iiarrow Street, a novel, London, 1961; and Art in Iraq 
2oday, London, 1961. 
(2) See the biographical notes published in ; Hunters in a Narrow Streeý-. (3) Beirut, 1960; 'Beiru-t, 1963, and 
Beirut, 1957. 
i 
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. 3eing proZicient, in Arabic az Wel. L aS ZngliSh, jabrd , 
;S-, in a 
poý; '-i; -! on to divorce the two languaý; ez from e&c-k other. , ost of the 
iLifluence of Ln-lish on his krabic expressions and idioms is the result 
o 'L conscious ef f orts. 
(I ) 
He has worked hard to give his Aralbic a 
conte, -, -'Porary look, 'exploiting whenever possible the resourcefulness of 
the Arabic language. ' 
(2) 
But there are t-imez he believes, 
recour;; ic to &nglish exprezsions is unavoidable. 
For the patterns usea in Jabr&'s works see 3", ff. 10 
rio'wever, -Lhere are additional patterns which have been attested in 
jabr&'s translated work, al-Adab via ýin&'atuhu, but do not occur in his 
original works. These patterns are: The -use of L; 
I in the 
interrogative sentences in the sense of 'any', the use of the adverb 
J_ý__ as a preposition-equivalent in the sense of 'about', the use 
of the adverb Jýý in the instrwmental sense of the preposition 
(there will be a comaent on this later) , the use of Cýi j _; -- 
for concei3sion in the sense ol. 'even if' , the use of 
Ij *I f or 
concezajon in the sen, 5e of 'even if' (there will be a co,. Lment on this 
later), two verbs governing one coianon object vhich they precede, and 
( 4) placing tvio or more nouns before the genitive to which they are annexed. 
The extra patterns which are attested in the translated work are 
most probably due to the airect influence of translation. A point in 
support of ' this view is that these pat-ý; erns - pr"a4-14j except for 
Jýý - are not Comnorl. 
The tm patterns, namely, ' Jýý used. in the instrumental 
(1) See the Questionnaire, P. 77. (2) See the Questionnaire, p. 77. (3) See the Questionnaire, p. 77. (4-) See pp. 109,120, f., 126,166, f., 92,98, f., respectively. 
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sense of and the adverb J_" used as preposition-equivalent 
deserve extra comTents. "I'hese two pat-i; eras, which are, attested in 
jabra Is 'Uranslated work but not in his original writings, are not 
warranted by the _nSlish text, in that their exact English patterns do 
not occur in the original. P) 
This shows that these two Inatterns seem to have become e6tablished vdth 
the vf2, --*Lter. 
The ii-apact, of the English Izziguage on Jabra's phraseology is 
6ovious in such phrasea as 5,41 .36, 
L; 
-z 
ýý I &. _L-. 
ýj I 
01c. 
j;. =1 
and . -- 
Gý- U-; 
--'ý 
11 
(2) 
YLich are direotly 
translated from English. 
For J)ký the English text reaas: 'in so far ad, see Robert Morss 
Lovett, "Literature and Animal Faith, ' The Writer and His Craft, 
p. 8; and for IýI, ; -, the Encc; lish reads, 'even for the 
purpose ... ', ibid., p. 9. (2) See Phraseology, pp. 181 , 192,194,180. 
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IV:.: f; Ir. bbàs: 
llýý'! n , '. bbas -ý. as born in Palestine in 1920, and started his education 
at village level. 2hen he moved to schools in 'Haifa, and then the Arab 
Colic-re in jerusale. n. , ', f-cer cradua-tinr; from there in 194-1 he taught 
an h ezi . ýra: oic in Goverrmient schools- until 1946, wh le wt to Egypt and 
studied at the z'aculty of -ý. rts, University of Cairo, until 1949. In 
1951 ý-. e was appointed a. lecturer and then reader of Arabic in the 
University oh. Kharto', m , where he s-Layed until 1961 , vLen he was appointed 
to the chair of Arabic Literature in the American University of Beirut. 
He is a prolific writer and scholar; he wrote a number of works 
On krabiG literature and Islamic culture; 
(') 
he has also edited a number 
zl 0., classical works. 
(2) 
He has special interest in the Muslims of Spain 
and Sicily. 
(3) 
Ihs&n '. Wbb&s has a 900a coiamand of English, which is his main 
Pýuropean language-k present-i I 6e. 's eAjdj-, aJir- - aaloftj $IS$ '- the cter 
productw* of a major English-Arabic dictionary. He also wooke-an 
translat" ancl revizeS olkle(' translatons' work from English into Arabia, 
for the ýýranklin --)ook Program in 3eirut. 
.. ost of the coia. 'ion patterns examined in this work are attested in 
(4) 
Ihsan Abbas's translation, %hich shows that these patterns seem to have 
2ann al-Sirah, 3eirut 1556; Yaz= al-ý iý L12. Beirut, 195 9; Abd -,, -iaiyy&n 
aI-'2a-vhIdi ? -3e rut 1956; ? Ll- 
Zar2. fEil-. ýtaac'117, Beirut 1959; al--Shiýr 
1, ", -1--ý,, Iahjar, Beirut 1957- 
(2) Di%v&n ibn -ý-&ndis, Beirut, 1960; Ibn : Jiazm, al-Taqrilb Li Hadd al-Miantla 
ldajjýhal ilayhi, Beirut, 1959; asim L, --n 
Sall-am (Abia"JbýLyd) , 
&I-i.: aqill -; i Sharh alýýjt 
1hs! kn'Abo&s, Khartoum, 1556. 
Lal, edited by'Abdul -. IiajidAbidin and 
(3) He has written Tb6r3. kh &I-Aaab al-Anclalus-a., beirut, 1960; and 
a! -! Arab F! SiqilrTv-y . vya, 
Cairo 1959 - (4) 
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beco. ae established a:, id the trans lator is either unw,, jare of theni or sees 
no objection to t1iem. On the o-ý. her hand, sonic o. L the patterns 
are common in the other authors exaTaned in the present work, and 
may -Land to believe t4a4-Ti-IFýy have become establishea in 
kraoic, do not appear in 1ýs&r. For exairple the use of 411-he 
particle in the sense of the Eaglish 'as 'in tile capacity of 
is a-Dseat from. ýýbbasls tranziation. The ;, ýuropean type of indirect 
ques-ýion - co., vrion in the works of the other ., -riters except Ahmad Amin - 
i. ýý a-.,, ested in cAbbls only once. 
(') 
"The forced passive - another common 
pattern - is not attested in 
C Abbas. The absence of these patterns froin 
iLbbas's translation makes one believe that he is at home with both 
En lish and "'rabic and knovis the boundaries of both languages; hence it 
sea,, -s that he tries deliberately to avoid interference between the two 
languac, es. To illustrate this point one may quote: 
(2) < 
Y Lýý- JL, % Lýý eý 
"he Lnglish text for this reads: 'He fiiade out to ask me whether we were 
aLain to be bedfellows., 
(3) 
ks already mentioned, C Abbas is quite aware 
of the fact that the English indirect question does not exist in the 
standard Arabic. Hence he analyses the Brýlish sentence and takes it 
back to its original form in the direct speech. Thus he renders the 
indirect queý3tion, 'whether we were again to be bedfellows' into Arabic 
by usinL the usual direct question 
LýLý 
but then he uses tne future particle after which, 
(I ) See- the Lndlrec t ýueztion, P- 151 , f. (2 'A10,05's 
,Ip. ILý. (3ý r. elville, Ivloby Dick, p. 49. 
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IAIX- 
according to the standard Arabic, is quite hnecessary. This pattern 
which is found inmoaern writings, is in the case of ( Ab*6-as 
-; ndirectly suggested by the English example. C> 
The direct influence of translating inAbbas's work is seen in his 
frequent use of certain patterns i%hich are either rare, or not attested 
in the works of vlýtrvriters examined in the present study. To such 
patterns belong the examples of the pronoun preceding its antecedent, 
which 'is, Mý 
, 
L*v translation ý- -ý' uftel on IJ the press. 
(') (AbbLLs 
also uses the tag-question based on the English pattern, which is not 
attested in the other works examined here 
(2) 
influence of translation i, 5 the pattern where the apodosis of 
to which is prefixed is placed before the protasis, which 
is found only in one other-work, namely the translation by Jabri. 
(3) 
In the field of phraseology the direct influence of translation is 
seen in nis use of such phrases as based on the 
English '(up)on the whole' instead of the standard Arabic phrase 
ZL, JL he also uses #I%c 
(. 5)t, 'i 4ý*time, and the wi-Cavyw4ovi IAVItC 
L which does not belong to the phrases used kra 9C_ 
in everyday conversation. He also makes use of the common phrases like 
those with 
(7) 
used for inanimate objects, w4', J. CLAIkJ 
_KL_ 
(1) See Pronouns, p. 114, f. (2) See p. 153, f. (5) See the Condition, p. 163. 
(4) See Phraseology, Prepositional Phrases, po 201. (5) See Phraseology, Verbal Phrasesp p- 181. (6) See Phraseology, Prepositional Phrases, P. 196. (7) See Phraseology, Prepositional Phrases, p. 196. 
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IV: 3: QUýSTIONTUIRE-. 
The following questions were prepared by the writer of the present 
work, and answered by three of the authors - Najib, lvlahfýiz, Ahmad Zaki, 
and Jabrb. Ibr&him Jabri - -whose writings have been examined in the 
present study. 
Are you aware of any English influence in the form 
of an idiom, an expression or & usage which might exist 
in your writings? 
2. Do you sometimes feel that the Arabic expression 
fails you and you have to go to English or any other 
foreign language and produce a form of translation of 
the foreign expression? 
-ýiould you pre'fer a popular, modern usage or expression 
Which owes its existence to a foreign influence to an 
archaic Arabic one? 
Have you ever noticed that you have used a foreign 
expression which you would like to replace by an Arabic 
one? 
Do you sometimes think in the foreign language and 
then translate your thought3 into Arabic? 
'When translating from a foreign language, do you 
sometimes find it necessary to deviate from the pure 
Arabic expressions and idioms in order to produce the 
atmosphere of the original work? 
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NAJIB MKYIUý 
I. No. 
2. No - 
No. However, I do not aim at purifying 
the Arabic expression regardless of its 
nature. 
No. 
5. No. 
6. The technique vvhich I follow in my nove18 
makes me use styles which sometimes 
resemble certain English or IPrench ones 
which are close to the spirit of the 
Arabic language. 
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AtDIAD ZAKI 
Any one, whatever his native language may be, who 
has studied thoroughly a foreign language, would be 
aware of that experience, especially if he spoke, as 
well as wrote that foreign language. 
2. In science, which an Arab has studied in a 
foreign language, this happens a lot. But in subjects 
studied mainly in the native language this hardly 
happens at all. This is a general human experience. 
3- 1 prefer a modern Arabic expression which I 
always can find or make. 
4- An Arabic expression, even of my own, never 
failed me. At least I was never conscious of using a 
foreign expression when I wrote in Arabic. 
5- Certainly, but only when the source of the idea 
I wanted to express, originated in a discipline I 
studied in the foreign language. 
6. That is if I wanted to translate literally. And 
we must not forget that expressions and idioms of any 
people come out from the life of those people, and 
some are therefore not translatable at all, even 
literally, to any other language, without notes in 
the margin. 
P. S. I may add to these replies of mine that I took the 
expression 'archaic' in the questions set to mean 
classic, or rather to have been intended to mean 
classic. I object also to the expression 'classic'. 
The Arabic language has changed continuously from 
century to century, and the Arabic language of this 
day is represented in all what is written today in 
the daily papers, weekly, monthly, and quarterly 
magazines, as well as in books of all kinds. It is 
the Arabic that every Arab reader feels his ovn 
today, and it is that Arabic that I had in mind vifien 
I replied to the aforesaid questions. 
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JABRk I. JABRA 
1. Yes, certainly. 
2. Yes. There are English expressions which I find 
desirable and irreplaceable when I write in Arabic. 
I translate them as best I can, exploiting whenever 
possible the resourcefulness of the Arabic language. 
Lhis happens most often when I write criticism, 
especially in connection with art. But even in 
literary criticism (as I am sure you are aware) 
recourse to English expressions is unavoidable. 
Generally speaking, yes, unless the archaic Arabic 
expression is really exact and capable of being 
successfully revived. 
Not than I can remember. One writes so much that 
whatever foreign expressions have been acquired 
over a long time cease to attract one's attention: 
they become part of one's style and thinking. Of 
course, it is up to scholars to spot and 'isolate' 
such expressions. 
5- In certain matters, yes. ý%enever I want to write 
about art, I find it easier to formulate my thoughts 
in English (I sometimes do the actual writing in 
English first) then do an Arabic rendition in my best 
style. I find English (which is the foreign language 
I know beat) has the terminology and the method 
required for my purpose, which I feel is lacking in 
Arabic. 
To a certain extent, yes. But in all cases I try to 
make my translation sound as Arabic as possible. - 
Purely literal translation would defeat one's purpose: 
it might sound silly and unintelligible. 
As an illustration of this point may I refer you to 
my translation of 'Hamlet'. For example, the play 
within the play in 'Hamlet' was deliberately written 
by Shakespeare in a heavy pompous style, in parody of 
other dramatists. In my translation I tried to do the 
same thing. 
PART TWO 
ACTUAL FJ. AM2lSS OF 
THE INYUJINCE 
CHAPTER ONE 
PARTS OF SPEECH 
I: 1-. THE VERB: 
I: I. a.: The Imperf ect - )ýýture: 
The imperfect in Arabic can indicate the future time. 
() 
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The 
future particles J. are used before the imperfect to specify 
the future and express it emphatically. 
(2) 
Modern writers often seem 
unaware of the capacity of the imperfect on its own to indicate the 
future. This has resulted in the excessive use of 6 where 
the future signification of the verb is very clearly indicated in the 
context, and no emphasis is required, e. g. 
jW1 Lj Ij a4 L"ij I i; Ljj I Z" - L", I L. j 
IIIY LO L4 WI!. I: 
where the use of the same verbs without would have been adequate 
in view of the context. Tense-conscious, the modern writers often try 
to imitate the future tense in European languages - mainly English and 
French. 
(5) 
ý1ý Wright, Arabic Grammar, Il, p. 18. Cited hereafter as Wright. 
2 Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, iv, pp. 128i, 1469; cited hereafter as 
Lane; cf. also Ibn Hish&: m,, MuELni, I, pp. 138-139, cited hereafter 
as 1,,, IyZhni. 
3 JumhiUriyya, C. , IMay 19,10,64, P- 7- 4 ýpý. at, May 6,1964, P-3* Lt (5 The statement of Siiim Abou, 6Bilinguisme Arabe-Francais. --, p. 268, that 'on tend ýL vouloir exprimer en Arabe les aspects des temps 
. europeens, ainsi slexplique llusage aousif des particles sa et sawfa, avant un verb dont le sens futur est par ailleurs fort clair (par exemplelbdda, Alik-,, sawfa yara, oZx sawfa est inutile ) 
should be taken with reserve. 6 are not always 
redundant where future is indicated by some other means. 
might be for emphasis; cf. 4b&hkni A&hfin i3c, P- 105, (cited hereafter 
as Ayhard) eýu j U.,. f &. 
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The identification of the Arabio future with the European future 
tense has brought about other chaziges. These are; 
Separated from its Verb: 
Thus in modern usage one sOmetimes comes across sentences where the 
,, - 
is separated from its verb, as: future particle 
L. i. 6 ... L. 4LUJ 4 LJ jm9J &j 
-4 
-9, -, >Ui 
It is not permissible in standard Arabic to separate Jý.. from 
its verb. 
(2) 
The clause -xj 
ýIjI 
-ý- jj 
is equivalent to 
the perfectly correct English, land will for ever take'. The 
prepositional phrase -X! 'ý is inserted between and 
the verb exactly as English would normally place the adverb or adverbial 
phrase between the two parts of the compound verb. 
(3) 
The identification 
of the Arabic future with the English future tense and the equation of 
with 'shall, will' is very obvious in the preceding example. 
B: jý, - 
To express the negative future, modem writers often use jqý- 
followed by the negative particle kj as: 
It ý-- -0 11 Lu) I Jý- &'U 
(5) 
(I) Zaki, 'Arabi, September 1959, P- 75. 
(2) Ibn Manýiar, Lisbn &14Lrab, 11, p. 65, cited hereafter as Lishn; 
Lane, iv, p. 1469. In poetry, however, there are examples of j-- 
separated from its verb., .1 
_Agh'bni, 
ix, 368. ) 6-j 1 ; A-J -aýýP jj L6-- "!., -J I., 
and LI-11 J--6- 0-0 41---1 
Tha'lab, Majalis 2ba'lab, p. 209. 
(3) io-wler, M. E. U. , p. 448; for a full discussion of the position of 
adverb in English see pp. 446-450. 
4 Amhý, iv, p. 168. 
Zaki Maca-l-Lkh, p. 9. 
BA 
. 
(2) 
(3) 
It has already been mentioned that the imperfect can indicate the 
future. The future negative, therefore, can Iýe conveyed by "I placed 
before the imperfect, ý%hich is the case in standard Arabia usage. The 
C -/I., foreign influence in is recognized by Muýammad Abdul Jawad, 
who writes. 
ne sera pas I &P j will not, shall not. ýI 
The use of for negative verb in the future is arabicised 
(4) 
(b"ad-Qa) from English 'will not, shall not', and French 'no sera pas. ' 
However, since the English language has separate articles for the 
future, whereas French uses suffixes, it is more likely that the 
influenoe is English rather than Fýrenoh- 
C: >JJ- 
One alAo comes across Cý jY- used in modern writings to express 
the negative future, e. g. 
(5) 
. j). ý: 41 ; t, _ _L_j I C) 1. ý 
(6) 
... 
(7) LI : ). 'S I L5j ;.: -t CJ 0-1 ,- ; -t-.,., J I, 
(1ý Zaki, 'Arab June 1964, p. 9. 
ffl 9ýaix, July 2,1964, p. 4.. 
3 JurWuriyya., B. , JulY 17,1964, P. 8. (4) ýrRawijis lu&awiyya", R. A. ., xiii, p. 194. Fror further discussion 
of 'J .ý see 
"Aviimiril, B41ýth wa TaJýq*3: 4it LuELawiyya 
Mutanawwil a", R. A. C. , J, p. 139; and Mundhir, kit p. 23 ý5) Arab June 30,1-964, p. i. 6ý YumTu-; i-v-va, B. , JulY 3,1964, P- 5- (7 ýayk , MaY 13,1964, p. 4. 
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The particle Cj placed before the imperfect expresses a strong 
negative future. 
(') 
There is no need to insert j,, - b efore 'Li 
Here again the English 'shall not, will not', have influenced the foxming 
of 
D: 
Modern writers often use ý LýA before the inperfect to 
express a question in the futurep as: 
(2) T J. A 
(3) ZLj L Uýl I 
The imperfect on its awn preceded by 4-lib conveys the idea of 
a question in the future-(q) There is no need for the future particle 
--AO to be prefixed to the Anperfeoto('O) 
The insertion of the future particle after J-01 in such 
examples is due to the equation of the particle 'With the English, 
'shall, will'. 
(1) Wright, ii, P- 300- 
(2) Jabrd, 'Aýja Lj, p. 61 
3ý Bayn al-Qapr P- 175- 
4 Moby Dick, p. 101. 
(5 Jumhýwiyy , B. , July 3, 1964, p. 6. (6 'Arab, June 30,1964, P- 5. 
(7 gLnýr, July 2,1964, p. 6. ý8 Iýaygt, May 12,1964., p. 2. 
9 Mughni, ii, P- 350- 
(10 See Y§. ziji, Lugýat a-l-Jara" id, p. 93 and A. Di&ir, Tadhkara, P-74. 
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1: 1: b: Transitive Verbs: 
Certain verbs which normally govern a direct object are often 
used, by modern writers, with a preposition governing the object. The 
following examples are quoted as representative of this trend in modern 
usage. 
A: Some verbs of the third form are sometimes used 
intransitively with a preposition, as: 
(I) 
(2) 
... L 
6- 
(3) 
Jj I 1j; L. " L 
(6) 
Li 
The form JA; in standard Arabic is transitiva, 
(7) 
it signifies 
prolongation, resis tance, and reciprocity. The use of with 
L; JLý in modern usage shows 
the inf luence of the 
Ir English verbs, 'fight; struggle, againsVp and the French, 'so battre, 
contra, lutter contra'. 
B: Modern writers often use the preposition ce 
of the sixth fo=, ass 
(8). 
'. ý 
L" I C. ': - 
J. 3 ý. -t 
(9) 
-- - . &YL-- Jý j, *. 
" 
jar! , May 26,1964, P.. 6. (2 Ahrim, May 11 , 1964., p. 4. ý3 1i -UT - ; S--ýV-Iý ,S allAla: in , p. 15 - 
4 Nu'aym, Ab'ad Min Mg? scow, p. 203. 
5 Amin, j? ayd, xx) p. 177. 
6 Nu'ayma, Ablad blin Moscow, p. 203. 
7 Wright, I-, PP- 32-33- 
8ý MW4,5 ,P- 143. 9 Jarida, May 28,1964j p- 5- 
with the verbs 
: 
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(1) 
- A;.. ý-l -3 Cý I-- 
U; J I L. L-- U-1 
2) U: C J" 
LY 
j% It 1--J ;ý ý- C- ý. 
ý L--. 
In the standard usage C! is not used with the verbs of the 
sixth form because 'the possible reciprocity of the third form becomes 
a necessary reciprocity, in as much as the sixth form includes the 
object of the third among the subjects that exercise an influence upon 
one another. ' 
(4) 
The presence of after the sixth form in the 
examples quoted indicates that one party to the reciprocal action is 
still treated as the object; a sense which is normally expressed by 
the third form, thus: 
ii. (, c- 
1ýj LJ 1 
4.1 
6, 
ý 
IJ jy" qjL. ý, 
OL-JI I Uzy ýU 
I 
The modern usages of the sixth form with Cý come under the 
influence of English 'with' and French lavýc,. 
(5) 
thus J Lz- 
Englishp 'exchange with'; French, '4cha%er aveoll Maglisho 
'be equal with 1; French, '9galiser avee 1; English, 
'fit in with'; French, Ibtre en harmonie aveol; English., 
'disagree with'; French, 18tre en d4saccord avec'. 
ý1 Amin, kýý ii, p. 268. 
2 Zaki, Ma! a-l-IAh, p. 137. 
(3 ibid, p. 93- 
(41 Wright, I, P- 39- 
(5) cf. Wehr, Die Besonderheiten) po 18. 
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1: 1: o: Intransitive Verbs: 
There is a tendency in modern writings to use a direct object 
with certain verbs which in stanclard Arabic govern their objects through 
prepositions. These verbs are: 
(A) 
In the standard usage this verb takes as its indirect object 
a person governed through and a thing as direct 
object, 
(') 
as &LOI: 9 -11ý1 * In modern usage 
aiIJ usually takes a person as direct object and a thing 
as indirect object, e. g. 
(2) 
(3) 4: U5.. '; 
The modern usage of ai: J is based on the English 
'criticisel, and the French 'critiquarl. 
(B) : 
In the standard us age it governs its object through the 
preposition 
(4).. 
In modern writings often 
governs a direct object, e. g. 
(5) 
. LY. - --- ; ý) 
(6) 
JJ" CX.: 
(1) Lane, vii i, p. 2836; Mustaffi J&wido w al-Qawl al-Nfij: ý fl-l-, Shalaý 
al-Sh&'i' "k. A. -, xxiv, 415. (2) Zaki lvlea-l-Uh, P- 58. 
- - - (3 ý Amin: 2 u r ami' p. 28. 
(4 Lane, v, p. 1173; of. ' also DiShir, Tadhkara, P- 77; Bib aLl-Taqrlf, 
n. a., Lu&at al-'Arab, iv, P- 368. 
ý5ý Nu"ayma, Kfin Mi KAn, p. 81. 
6 Amini, FW, iv, P- 13- 
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In Lisin al Arab with a direct object is explained 
thus. 
LZ LA) 
The modern usage of comes under the influence of the 
English 'sacrifice', and the French 1sacrifier'. 
(a) 
This verb is often used in modern writings with a direct 
object, e. g. 
(2) 
(3) 
JU 
Di, ghirb) and Mustafl, Jawid 
(6) 
are of the opinion that 
governs its object through Ji in the standard. usage. 
But Lane writes, &JI Ll:, - I and 'he, or it, rl 
wanted, need, or required, him, or it., 
(7) 
Dozy is also of 
the opinion that CLý-, construed with the accusative 
exists in standard Arabic, and critioises Wright for not 
recognizing this. 
(8) 
However, the common usage in standard 
(1) XIX, pp. M-211. cf. lAne, v, p. 1773, We came to 
them in the time of the morning called and r; 
jj I 
He pastured the sheep, or goats, in the time called 
2 Nu"ayma, al-Ab-a! via-l-Banun, p. 68. ý3 
Nuayma, Zdd al-Mar-id, p. 8. 
(4 'AbbbLs, Moby Dick, p. 630; direct influence of the F4glish 
'necessitate' in, 'which necessitates a vast volume', Melville, 
Yoby Dick, p- 343- 
5 Ta-dbkara, P. 79. 
6 Mablahith Lughawiyya, p. 80. 
71 Lane, part 2, p. -663- 
(8 Dozy, Supý&hent-aux-Diotiorýnaires Arabes, It P- 333; cited hereafter 
az Dozy. 
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Arabic is jI rýL, I 'whereas in modern writings the 
accusative after r- L;.. l has become oommon. This is 
mainly due to the influence of the English . 'need' or 
(1 ) 
similar verbs. The example 
obviously falls under the direct influence of the English, 
land a regressive poetry needs both', 
(2) 
of which the Arabio 
text is a translation. 
J abri., Ad-ib, p- 111 
2 J. C. RZYo-m, "Poetry as Primitive Language, The Writer and His_ 
Craft, p. 155- 
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I-. I: d: The Forced Passive Voice: 
The forced passive, i. e. the f orm of the passive voice in which 
the agent of the verb is expressed, is contrary to t6e astia6va --P 
Arabic usage. 
(' ) 
The Arabic term 'al-mabA Li-l-majiffil means 
'related to the unknown'; and as such it is assumed that the agent 
is to be kept unknown. The agent, therefore, cannot be mentioned in 
the same sentence with the passive verb. Here the Arabic 'al-majhull 
differs from the passive in English and other European languages, which 
permit the use of the forced passive when emphasis is placed on the 
object, vihich becomes the new subject of the verb* while for some 
reason or other the mention of the original*subject in the same 
sentence with the passive verb is desirable. 
in modern writingsp however, examples of the forced passive have 
become very frequent, e. g. 
(2) 
"c1JLJii 
j-, > 
u- I LO 
LL -11 , aA 
According to §afiý_&ul4l the forced passive was first introduced 
into Arabic during the Abbasaid dyriasty by Syriac translatorse 
(7) 
(i) Blachere, Grammaire d'Arabe Classiq, 4p, p. 260, cited hereafter am Blacher 
(2) Maýfz;, Bayn al-Qa@r P. 151. 
3 Amin, ý ýdII, p. 216. 
)+ ibid, IX, P- 54- 
5 Ahrjam, May 11 , 1964, p. 13. 
6 rýýab June 30,1964, p. 1. 
7 'Fano al-Tarjama, p. 129. No exAnples are quoted. 
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1.1-A 
N61dike is of the opinion that the pattern did not exist in the 
classical period, 
(I ) 
nor is it to be found in the later orthodox 
writers. 
(2) 
Blachere(3) also believes that the forced passive is 
On AL Oxf- 6AA 
contrary to the neAure Arabic usage, and states thatAthe examples 
(4) tk'& 
cited by Reckendorf -taken from poetry, andAon 
the other hand, the subject introduced by is f elt to 
be the instrument rather than the pure agent. 
If examples of the forced passive existed in the standard Arabic 
7. j -4 
usage, they must have been very rare. For, vAienever it was felt that 
the mention of the agent of the passive verb was desirablep this was 
usually done either: - 
first, by means of a new sentence, as 
(5) 
- '-j Li, L-; 6j 1 --J I 'ýj 
or, secondly, by placing the ftAj(cvt#n the beginning of the dentences 
followed by the verb with inseparable pronoun referring to the preoeding 
p, dk-6&hvr&nd then the subject, e. g. 
(7) 
. 'J -; 
W 
lijiýi I ', I-ý .- -r. CJ 
I. a, u.. 
The existence and the frequent occurrence of the forced passive 
in modern writings is due to the English and Prench influenoe. 
(B) 
Examples where the a-gent and the passive partiaiple are expressed 
(I ) gth -Ii th century A. D. 
(2) Zur Gra=atik des ClAssischen Arabisch, P- 54- 
(3) p. 260, footnote (i). 
(4) Synt , pp. 233,246,251. (5) 
: Eýani, iv, p. 203. ý6ý lvlaYdkni, AmWa ,iP P- 364. 
7 ibid, p. 418. 
(8) See Montail, p. Z37- 
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in the same sentence are also frequent in modem writers, as: 
(I )- 
'ý 
6 
r- 
Lý 
(2) 
(3) 
L< 'j I 
(5) 
- CJ L- -j1 &4 Z. a7W 
IdI ;jL 
(6) LLJ I JL; ýe ýJ. ý" 
ý7) 
This construction has been criticised by Jurji ZaydRn and others 
on account of its foreign origin. But the editor of L-Lý&hat al-ýkrab is 
of the opinion that the pattern exists in the standard usage, and 
quotes the folloviing examples*. --I I-- 'Al -I 
However, one feels that in these examples is equivalent to 
and does not really indicate an agent. Damirl quotes the 
following two verses by an anonymous poet: 
r-r-i C-1;; t'" eý. tý 1. ýJu 
(9) 
_,.: 
w 
M&V`dý, Zuqiiq, P- 130. The standard idiom here is 4. ýý 00 go 
Ij(I "--; j Alf Layla, I, P- 44- M (2 Amin, Fayý, v, p. 267. 
Jabri., ý2EELý9, p- 32; cf. the use of in 
Alf Layla. -P I-, p. 255- ýT-.. (- 
+ Diu ayma, K6n"M& Kin, p. 28. ý15 
Jumhýxiyya, C., May 20,. 1964, P- 7- 
k6 Junhariyya, B., JulY 3,1964, P- 4- 
(7) al-Luff,, ha . 12Arabiaa, p. 155; of - also M. Jawid, B&b al-MukAtaba 
via-l-Mudh&kara', ' t al4krab, vii, pp. 638-639- 
Karmali, "Bb sil -Mulcataba va-l-Mudh&karal, Ijughat al4krab, vii, P-639. 
9 ]Ayit al-ýayavvin al-Kubri,, 1, p. 169. 
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However, such pattern as is rare even in poetry 
of standard Arabic. 
Here again, the European influence, mainly English and French, is 
A 
responsible for he eab&ýee-ý the frequent use of this pattern in 
modern writings. Thus in AdIb one reads: 
which falls under the direct influence of translation from the 
English, '... found themselves threatened by barbarian hordes 
0 
Jabri, Adib, p. 18. 
(2ý Robert Morss Lovett, Literature and Animal Faith7, The Writer and 
JLýs Craft, P- 3- 
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I: I: e-. Two Verbs Governing One Common Object: 
-When several verbs have one direct object, the object is placed 
after the first verb, and the other verbs follow, each governing a 
suffixed pronoun referring to the preceding object, e. g. 
I- In modern 'writings the direct object is often placed 
after the last verb, as 
(2) 
It 
jI -L-S 
ej 
U- Uýo caA L& 5CF a' 
I I; j 5 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) L. ýU L 
(8) LIL,.. I 
(9) 
Translations from European languages, 
(10) 
chiefly English and 
French, are responsible for giving currency to this usage. Direct 
influence of translation can be seen in j. I 
ýj La:; ýý L'- 0, VI 
which is translated from the English, 
ý2, 
3, 
4 
ý 51 
6 
(74 
'g, 
Blaclýere, P- 394. 
Nuýayma, MirdUl, p. 20. 
Nu'ayma, Zid al-Ma'id, p. 130- 
Zaki, c Ar 1, June 19 3, P- 14. 
ibid, P- 34. 
ibid, January 1963, P- 31- 
Mang, r, June 21,1964, p. 1. 
Ahrfim, May 14,1964, P. 9. 
Fresse Arabe, p. 91. 
of. Blach6re, p. 39J+. 
Jabri, Ad1b, p. 209. 
13 
'a concern vdth economics can surely quicken and enlarge the 
queAion A further exa.; aple is: 
(2) 
for the English, 'to test and explore the possibilities of 
life. ' 
1: 1 : f: Two or ilore Verbs Takir47,7ne CcxL-nm 3ubject: 
, bxamplea of two verba omnected 
by and sharing the same 
subject, which they precede, are found in standard Arabic, e. g. 
But thij pattern, which is 
called 
Lýj I is rare in stamdard Arabic. 
(5) 
The comývon 
pattern i. % 
ý 
-I; ""' -' 
Lj 1 
-ý, C L-IFY - -2%=ther. aore, in the rare 
stazdard pattern CD 
ý 
-AA-C- although the agerit is 
preceded by several verbs, it is the grarmatical subject of only one, 
which will be in singular and the other veris will agree in gender and 
number. 
(6) 
In nodern writings the rare pattern has become coax-tion, and the 
agent seems to be the gr&. Lýimtical suoject of all the preceding verbs, 
NNhich are in singular, as is clear from of the following 
ex&mples; 
F. 1). -. Athiessen, 'The -esponsibilitieu oIL' the Critic', The . ýriter 
#nd His Craft, p. 252. 
JaCbri, Ldlb_, p. 168. 
(3 J. Donald ýýdft P 'The .. riter's ,. eaponsil-Alitie-s', The -', riter-and 
His Craft, p. 242. 
(4 , '#right, II, P. 327. (5ý ibid. 
(6) ibid. 
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2) 
. :ý C7 . 'S 5: . 
L^= 
(4) L LCJ Ir aiz 
-ý 
6 
(5) 
(6) 
JL" 
(7) a, L--j I U. U'. j I J; r) 
Sometimes the preceding verbs are more than two, e. g. 
(8) iA J5 6 
(9) 
(I C)) 
'S YI 
Lt-ý 
ý 
Ltz-" 4ý Xý 
L"; 
j 
An example of this pattern occurs in a verse quoted in A&Uni-: 
01) 
C: ' 
'ý) 
r. ýý 
I 
&- L'4 
Ij 
'U-j j "L, 
Ij 
4-: -e ': v -L- C'. 
But such examples are very rare even in poetry. Translations mainly 
from English and French are responsible for the increasing exazples of 
this pattern. 
(1) Zak-i, "Arabi-, September 1962, p. 15. 
(2ý Zak!, Tia &-l-lZh, p. 20. 
(32 Nuayma, al-Nllr wa-l-Da jil 5- . Y. Jur, P. 3 (4) Jumhilriyya, B., JulY 3,1964, P- 7. 
(5 Manir, June 21,1964, P- 3- 
(6 Pres5e Arabe, p. 14. 
(7 Jarida, MaY 27,1964, P- 5- 
(8 ýý, May 6,1964, p. 9. 
(9 Manir, July 2,1964, P. I- 
(10 jumMarivya, B. , JulY 3,1964, P- 5- (III XIV, P- 156. 
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1: 1: g: The Imperative Form vrith Lj. 
The imperative form Lj is often used by modern writers for 
exhortation to first and third persons, e. g. 
(1) 
- I. J1 ý; ýLjl U6-. j t. ýl 'p. 
L-!,, iý 
Lýj jL jL 
(2) 
. L. 1, LL. 
(3) LL_ý- I Ll ýj jý U---, J I j, ýý 
(5) 
In the standard usage the particle ýprefixed to the 
imperfect in the jussive, is used to indicate exhortation to the first 
and third persons, e. g. 
(6) 
The verb tj in standard usage is a verb of complete predication, 
like its synonym and it means 'allow, leave'. 
(7) 
Two patterns 
are possible after L. ) and 13 -when followed by a verb: 
first, the following verb may be jussive, as apodosis of the conditional 
sentence, e. g. 
L., Laýý iLiL,: s-ai L; 
'If thou art unable to repel the stroke of death, 
Allow me, before it comes, to enjoy the good which I possess. '(9) 
(1) Nu"ayma, Chirbil, p. 49. 
(2) ibid. 
(3) ibid2 P. 54- 
(4) MahfT4, SukkariyY , P. 157. 
ý5 Zaki, Arabl, July 1960, p. 46. 
6 Wright, ii, P- 35- 
(7 Lane, Supp - P- 305'; for see p. 2933- 
(51 'Abdul Sal5m M. H&z-dn, Sharh al-Qa a(id, Mu'allaqat Tarafa, p. 193- 
(9) Translated by W. A. Clouston, Arabian Poetry, p. 23- 
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'Leave them to eat and enjoy theraselves. ' 
(2) 
Secondly, the dependent verb may be indicative j 6- e. g. 
-j 
Leave them in their discussion to play. 
Lj in the preceding examples from modern writers seems to have 
lost its original function as a verb of complete predication and has 
become a verb of modality (auxiliary). 
(5) 
Other exzluples of j 
used. as a. verb of modality are: 
(6) 
C) 
for the English, 'Let us express this part of man., 
(7) 
(8) UII Ltý 
for the English, 'Let us hold on here by this tooth. 1(9) 
Obviously the modern usage of Lj for exhortation to first 
and third persons is suggested by the English 'let' when used to denote 
exhortation to the speaker and to others. 
I 
The new function of tj as a modality verb becaaea even 
(I ) Quý-An, xv, 3. 
(2 E. H. Palmer, The Koran, Oxford, 1928. 
(3 
ý 
QuAn, vi, 91 - (4) E. H. Palmer, op. cit. 
(5) of. 'Wright's revised edition of 1951, which refers to the modern 
usage of tj II, p. 44; whereas the edition of 1862 does not 
meation this usage. 
(6 Jabra, Adib, P. 138.10 M 
mary M. Coliza, "'The Modern Mode in Literature, The Writer and His 
Craft, p. 169. 
(a) ýAbbis, Moby Dick, P- 534. 
(0 
'. 1delville, Moby Die , p. 288. 
10 See E. Kruisinga, An English Grammar, 1, part 2, PP- 357P 359,360. 
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clearer in the prohibition of the first and third persons, e. g. 
In the standard usage prohibition in first and third persons is 
expressed by followed by the jussive, e. g. 
(2) 
Often the energetic mood is used in such sentences as: 
The modern pattern Uýýr- j is an influence of the English, 'Let us 
not ... ' For, in the standard usage LJ a verb of complete 
predication, has the form for prohibition. 
(4) 
(1 ) Nucayma, G-hjrbäl, P- 54- 
(2 Wright, ii 7 36 Zb) 
(3ý ibid. p. 42 (b). 
(4) 1, iaän, x, p. 264. 
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THE NOTN: 
I: 2: a: Status Constructus: 
I: 2: a: (a) Nouns Preceding the Genitive to-which They Are Annexed: 
When two or more nouns are 5upposedly to be construct with the 
same noun in the genitive, the rule in standard usage is that the 
genitive is placed after the first noun and the rest follow, each vith 
a pronoun referring to the genitive suffixed to it, e. g. S. Lr. Sýý 
The pattern in which more than one noun precede 
the genitive with Which they are construct is attested in standard 
(2) -cl, 
(3) 
Mustaft Jawia Arabic, e. g. who 
quotes writes ibout this pattern; 
I used to dislike this construction until I found that it was correct 
usage. 
At any rate, the pattern Cýt) j jlz-1- is rare in standard 
Arabic. In modern writings, on the other hand, it has become very 
com=n, eog. 
(5) 
LijSJ - 
" 
(6). 
r1 
'- )ýL )ý Lp. s 
(7) 
. 
(8) 
(I ) Blaclýere, P. 323- 
(2) 11, p. 201. 
ý43ý a. I-IqlýiLu" Lughat al-ýkrab, vi, p. 665- 
J iiharat a! - mth ý-- , letter byAskari. (5 hU! 'fZz Summin, P- 105- 
(6 -, Nuca; 
ý;, M&HLhil, p. 119. 
(7 Nuayma, 'L)iýb, p. 126. 
(8) ýIýar, July 2,1964, p. i. 
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; I, -- -ý -'rL- j 
J-Xý ý. -L- Lý ý- ; ýL J-ý= 
(2) 
LJ i 
(4) 
_j I -Ij ;,. j6 ;L C) 6- 
(5) L-j I jjý, jj 1 1, 
In the preceding examples the nouns precede the genitive with which 
they are construct. The English and the French patterns have helped 
this pattern to gain ground in modern writings, as Monteil rightly 
points out. 
(6) 
Thus Randolph Churchill's book, 'Rise and Fall of 
Sir Anthony Eden' appears in the Iraqi newspaper, Manix, as 
(7) 
C) j instead of , 
and in 'The Writer and His Craft 
(8) 
the phrase, 
'the novels and plays of Dumas fils' is rendered into Arabic thus: 
L ljj 
AhrL-u May 6,1964, p. 9. ý'2 
Jumhuriyya, C., May 19,1964, P- 4- 
(3 libid, p. 12. 
(4) blan&r, June 21,1964, p. 6. 
(5) Ahr5m, May 23,1964, p. li. 
ý6ý pp. 230-231- 
7 June 21,1964 P- 3- 
(8ý Henry Hazlitt: "Literature versus OPinion'. ' P- 51- M 
Jabri, Acilb, p. 88. 
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1-. 2-. a: (b) Several Nouns Annexed to Each Other: 
The pattern in which the first noun is in construct with the 
second and the second vvith the third and so on is not unkn6wa in the 
standard Arabic, e. g. 
C. W o-P (2) 
L), 
ý-j 
In theory nothing prevents one from having four or more terms 
in a state of construct. 
(3) However, for the sake of elegance the 
Wr. IA. ters very often stopped at the annexation of three terms. 
(4) 
Modern writers often have four or five nouns annexed to each 
other, e. 
(5) 
(6) 
-» Az 
_ij 
Z, ýj 
(1) - k-ý I J) ji I ;, -, ,ýI. - I, DaZhir quotes an example with five nouns; 
(10) 
* 
t--S 41 01 5 
owwk od- b r4rort .9 
C') cc-bqs 5ý1'- ýZzj 
stý. 'tclrdpr'j'ir' . (1) Reckendorf, Synt , P- 137. (2) ibid. 
(3 ý Blaclýere, P. 322; see also Reckendorf, Syntax, p. 137- 
(4 Blachere, P- 322. 
(5) Jumhfiriyya, B. , JulY 17,1964, p. 2. (6) Ahrkm, I'day 7,1964, P. 5. 
(7) iturhariyya, C-, NIay 19,1964, P- 7- 
(8) Jarlda, MaY 30,1964, P. 4. 
0 ibid, May 26,1964., p. 6. 
( 10 Tadhkara, p. 115- 
If . '(. g 
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This train of nouns in annexation state, which is mostly found in 
the journalistic language, is often clue to foreign influence brought 
about through translation from various news agencies, with the English 
and the 3'rench languages playing an important part. 
I: 2: a: (c) 
N 
Lý.. 
)S feminine CýL-ff is always construed with the genitive 
dual of a definite noun or pronoun, when it is to be taken in the sense 
of the dual, as 
(I) 
C 
Although dual in form L) takes the Predicate 
in the singular, 
(2) 
e. g. Ci N-ýý LLIM C-Z IC-: 
eLJI - However, when L denotes 'both 
together', not 'each of the t-wo separately', it naturally takes the 
predicate in the dual, as 
(3) 
týL-j jUý %A 
4&- 
C- re. C., t KC 
WYJ 
itlccff"ý '06 twi. 
(I ) Wright, ii, pp. 212-213. 
(2) ibid, p. 213. 
(3) ibid, p. 214. 
(4) ibid. f' ke. j%'ves fit_ 
eKoo-*? 
t( cpý t-AAA 5' 
C, &AALSe 
At- 
10. 
red-SOOK 
j* 
Al- T ly'ra 
, V. Y. 66-61 4LS W. -d , 
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F. xamples of Cýt;. 5 (, , ý6 annexed to two singular nouns joined 
Vdth 5 exist in poetry, e. g. 
(2) 
. rLlljl. ý 
je--Jl N5 
(I) 
.I J-L-O 's -Lý- 
Ij 
Y 
U. '* 
.5 
but they are rare, and not permissible in prose. 
(3) 
in modern prose one sometimes comes across )ý (, ') 
L15 
in construct with two singular genitive3, as: 
-LY -Ij ýýj 1 
(6) 
L) Ns 
The pattern followed in the above-raentioned examples is similar to 
the English 'both A and B are ... ' The English idiom, therefore, 
might have influenced the modern Arabic pattern. 
(I Wright, ii, p. 213. 
(2 Reckendorf, ýýtay,, p. 157, footnote (2). 
(3 INright, op. cit.; Mustafi Jawid does not recognize this pattern, 
Favii'id LuEhawiyyal, ' LuEhat al4krab, viii, p. 619. 
M4fia;, Bayn al-Qasravn, P- 31- 
5 Nu' ayma, al-Ab-a7 wa --ý, I-BanQn, p. 26. (6 Nu'ayma, Duxýdb, p. 175. - 
(7 
ý 
Zald , %r 
I -, IIaxoh 1961 , p. 10. 
io3 
2: b: 
The word a part, a portion, is used with the genitive 
of a plural or a collective to signify someone or more, a certain one, 
some one, one; L". 1 LO L-16-- One of his pupils addressed 
M uhamad, IýW cý" 0 in a certain cave, 
0 jue ; 4d 
one day. Andkin lane U"ý SO. -M, or somewhat or soiae one, 
(lit. a thing) of things, or of a thing ... thus it signifies someone 
or Wore. 
(2) 
Thus the singular sende of IL; d-ju mhen it is 
construct with a definite plural is well recognized. 
(3) 
I The plural sense of utwj is also recognized as implied in 
Lane quoted above, and in Li.; iin, vhen it is said: 
to 
Thus both the singular and the plural signification of 
are found in the standard Pxabic. In modern writings, however, the 
plural signification has prevailed if not totally supplanted the 
singular one. Thus one reads: 
(5) " -7ýO 
14 
(6) 
(7) 
(-Aal Z... 13 
(j) Wright, II, p. 207- 
ý2ý I., p. 227-. 
3 cf. -Qurtubi, vii, p. 55 in commenting on: 
6 lj, ý I/ lj7 %; as! ' (Qur" vi, 129) paraphrases by aaying 
L 4& U" cf . also his co=uent on 
Cj" Zzu I 'Ami JVL, Ti, i5a), 
where he gives single -manifestations: 'k GI Cýu 
4.01 6P 
ýuiVubl, vii, P- 145- 
VIII, i)- 365- 
Amin, V., pp. iga-i9q. 
JabriL, 
ýfts 
p. 62. 
17 
1494f4' 3, P- 156. 
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(2) Lj-ý- Cli-I I I- 1ý I: j 
IýIA I L-J I Cýj 
-w-I-At Pi"I'V k. S ? rC%r.. *. j. J. '- F. J. rn 0196ýý be time 1; Sp&i? %74t, %ircPjL5 
51)wv't 66 VASO 
-ro**I-*-i-5P0'over a long period, has been identified with the English 
'some aand the French 'quelque'. Thus C- I 0--J I has come to 
mean 'some ladies'; jý Li. -. J I 'some facts'; L-J Lý-) ý_ý 
tsome of our men' ... etc. , and hence the plural signification has 
gained ground. Thus, 'So-me hands now jumped into a boat alongside, and 
pushed'(4) is translated into Arabic as: 
Lý, u, JL. ý-ýJi ýý 7z3j 
As a result of this equation of with the English 
some' and the FtL-ench I quelque I; further development has taken place 
affecting the grammatical construction of the Arabic word. Thus in 
modern usage one comes across in construct with an indefinite 
plural, as: 
(7) 
1.7- L-. o 
(8) 
9) Li I cj--_ 
(1) Zaki-, cArab , August 1962, p. 9. ý2) Nu` ayma, Kin Md K&n, p. 1+2. 
3ý Ahr-&a, IL-v 15,1964., Suppi. p. 
(J+ hielville, Moby BdWk, p. 298. 
(5) 'Abbds, lvloby, ýiý , P. 552. (6) Amin, Zurama- P. 51+. 
(7) Nuayma, Kin Mi Kin, p. 43. 
(8 iluc aYraa, DLIIý"Ab P- 152. 
(9ý Ylallfd; ' Kifi-h . 
Tiba, P- 5- 
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(1) . 
1% 
j L--I)j 
LJ" Lj,, ý 
6 Zj 
in construct -;; dth an indefinite plural, as shom in the 
preceding exa.. 'iples, is not permissible in the standard usage. The 
rule is tý, at like in construct with a plural, 
def ini, such a plural is al-, vays , e. 
(7) 
The follovving two examples come 
under the direct influence of translation from English: 
"Lý 'nI 'S JJ 
Li 
for, ', ý, jost men have some vague flitting ideas. '(9) 
ýý 
; 
-i 
L. 
J I 
(I ()) 
- d-66 
L' 
'ýý 
I 
'ý' 
I ý. 
' 
for, 'Let us, then look at this matter, along vrith some interesting 
items .. - '(11 
) 
(1) Zaka., 'Arabl, August 1962, p. 12. 
(2) Zak-a., 'Arabi, November 1961, p. 11. 
(3) Jabr-a, -r=racj, p. 116. 
(4) Ahr6m, ý',: Iay 6,1964, P. 9. (5) ibid. , 'Ka y 11 , 1904, P. a. (6) jarlda, aY 30,1964, p. i. 
(7) '. ý, Iustafi Javad, "B&b al-f'dusharafa wa-l-Int; qid", LuLhat al-'Arab, 
vii, p. 654. 
(8) Abb5. s, ldoby Dick p. 342. 
(9 
., elville, Moby Dick, p. 179- 
10 'Abb.; Ls, op. cit- , P- 591. 
(11) lelville, OP- cit- , P. 320. 
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1: 2: c: -51 
The various uses of I are fully discussed in Lane. 
0) 
They 
may be sLumaarized thus: is a noun, used in five different 
manners; first, in interrogative, meaning 'who? which? and what? e. g. 
who, or which, of them, is thy brother? 'ýs 
And in výhat announcement, after it, will they 
believe. Secondly, it is used in condition, e. g. 
whichever of them treats me with honour, I will treat him with honour. 
Thirdly, it is used as a conjunct noun Jý'ý I r- 
I i-, e-, in the 
sense of LS 
ýJ I e. g. Cý'ý I Oi-C. A..: 
I -I J6 &- &t; -Lj ý 
Then we will assuredly draw forth, from every sect, him 
of them, iýho is most exhorbitantly rebellious against the compassionate. 
Fourthly, it may denote perfection, or consummateness, e. g., slý; - 
Zayd is a man, what a man! Fifthly and lastly, it is used as a 
connective of the vocative e. g. L. & IL0 thou man. 
In moclern writings al is frequently usecl in negative 
4 
sentences with a new signification, as: (2) 
LýL 
L'. ýL- L:, 
j 
1, PP. 132-134; nn- m', I, PP- 77-80. 
(2) Nu'ayim, Alcabir, P. 41. 
., 
Zuýiq, p. 91. (3 ý,,, IaVaz (4ý '., iahfýL,.,., Biddya, p. 11. 
(5) jaýý& , Surakh, p. 
63. 
(6) Za-ki, "A: ý-a7l--Auguat 1963, P. 
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: ý-j Uýj IIjý 
(2) 
(3) L"i I 
In the preceding examples has the sense of the English 'any'; 
it is annexed to an indefinite noun to express a strong or absolute 
negative, which in the standardArabic is conveyed by using the 
finite singular by itself. 
(5) 
Sometimes inde. C'1ý14 is also found, in 
the standard usage, placed before the indefinite noun to give it a more 
intensified negative sense, e. g. 
'j I . 
r, L 
The modern usage of in the sense of 'any' has had a long 
controversial history as to whether it violates the pure Arabic grammar 
or not. 
(7) 
However, all the critics agree that it is due to foreign 
influence. According to<Acjqid the new sense of L51 has been 0 
introduced by journalists to express the meaning of the English 'any', 
as used in the negative sentence. 
(8) 
The direct influence of 
translation from English can be seen in: 
(9) 
- Zj'L'. jI . jI _,: 
ý -ýr 
ýl ) Amin, I, p. 106- 
(2) ldanýx, July 2,1964, p. 
(3 Jwýuriyya, C. , blay 22,1964, p. 2. (4ý Jarida, May 29,1964, p. 6. 
(5) Jundl, 'Ilm al-lgaý kil, p. 112; Mustafi, Jayrid, 4f Ara'wa Anbia!, o 
xxviii, p. 506. 
R. A. D., 
(6 
ý4-Vright, 
ii, PP. 135-136; De Sacy, i, P. 490. (7ý Bab al-. 'lIush5xafa wa-l-Inticliad", n. a. P Lu-hat al-ýhrab, vi, PP- 457-458, ' Ivla, o-Lhribl, ' Icidlat Athra minAtharcit a- ql&m, R. A. x3mi, 
PýO- 399-4-06; hlusiM Jawid, "Ari'wa AnbW, " R. A. D. , Xxviii, P- 506. (8) cAqq7ad, " lqalat rAthr& min ýAthajýat al-Aqlim" R. A. D. , xxvi, p. 4.06. (9) "Abbias, Idoby Dic7k-, p. 638-- 
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ýl 
for '61he EnglJish, 'I know not that any other author has hinted of 
Uhe malv, ýer. '(1 t 
The ,, iodern wit I ilers, having identified LS with 'any', often 
equate it with the English word. Thus the modern ia not 
only attested in the negative sentence but also in the affirmative 
sentences, as: 
L- I-j IIA L: 
6j 1 
The use of in the above-mentioned sentences is based 
(5) 
on the use of the English 'any' meaning 'every, each'. Here are 
two more examples of the modern SI which fall under the direct 
influence of translation from English. 
.0 
for, 'The first duty of any thinker is to know 
( 8) 
. --;. f , : ý, .3j 
for, in the morning any Christian would have washed his face. 1(9) 
In the standard Arabic usage not LS is used to 
express the signification of the English 'any' meaning 'every, each', 
e. Zýz -I j- J5 L not everything vhich is black is a. date. 
(10) 
y 
(1 1: elville, - Moby Dic P- 343- 
(2) 1,1a, ýfaý, Bayn al-Qasrayn, P. 510. 
CC- 3) Amin, HýXrtý', p. 237. ýL;. 
) jabr&, '. 'ýýa , p. 150- (5 See C. O. D, for 'any' meaning 'every, each'. 
ý6 Jabri, Adib * ý, 00. 'The Writer 7 F. O. Matthiespsen, The Responsibilities of the Critiol 
and His Craft, 247. 
. (8 'Abb&s, Moby Dick, p. 67- 
(9 kelville, 12,10by Di tck_,, P- 30- (10) Wright, ii, p. 204. 
log 
Examples of the equation of '. 51 with the English 'any, I 
occur also Jr. the interrogative sentences, but such examples are 
attested only in translated works, e. g. 
(2) 
from the English, 'Do you think there. any fish in that hole? ' 
(3) T-, II 
.6!, ý- ý^- 7- 41 j -Lý " 'Dýj 
from the English, 'But will any whaleman believe these stories? '()+) 
To express the signification of the modem 'Sl as used in 
the interrogative sentences above, the standard Arabic uses the 
indefinite noun by itself. Sometimes is used before the 
indefinite noun, e. g. 
(5) 
4. U I _U 
U- JA 'Is there any 
creator but God? ' 
(I Jabri, Adlb, p. 96. 
(2ý John Crowe Ranson, "' Poetry as Primitive Language', The Writer and 
His Craft, p. 146. 
(3 'Abb&s, Moby Dick, p- 724. 
(4ý Helville, Moby Dick, P- 398. 
(5) Wright, II, p. 136; Mahd-l -1-Makhzu'mi-, A -1-N4w -1-Arabi 
p. 241 . 
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i: 2: d: '2"-e 
-ocLarn -ýra. -Lers 01 L-en place together two or more indefinite nouns 
tl, e last o. L xl-iich is usually a number, e. g. f, 
Iy 
j-ý 
Such forms, which vere first introduced into the journalistic and 
"bureaucratic language as a result of translations from French 
(7) 
and 
English, are now found in the literary works of a serious character as 
well. The standard Arabic uses adjectival construction in the above- 
zentioned pattern, e. g. J 6, ryýý 
I (. rýý 
I 
--, 
ý I 
and ýY jc_LJ I which is read 
1 L_J I 
T JO 4. he modern forms, such as trr 
are on the same pattern as the English, 'element No. (number) 95' 
(ninety-five), 'project No. (number) 433 (four hundred and thirty- 
three', and the equivalent French pattern. 
Zak!, 1114aýa-I-Irah, p. 199, footnote (2). 
ý'2 
lvla. ýfluý, Kh&n al-Khalili, p. 8. 
(3 ibid, P. 7. 
(4 Ahrim, Irlay 14,1964, P- 9. (5ý jumhZLri-y-ya, 0. , May 22,1964, p. I C). (6) Man , July 2,1964-, p. 8. (7) cf. Zu"butava, Ajjýi' p- 47. 
(8 ) ibid. 
III 
1: 2: e: 
In modern writinga the noun CD 
is often used in the 
accusative to express a hostile sýgnification: 
j4 
(2) 
(4) 
5 
LL. -J 
I L, Cýý I 
is very common in the journalistic 13-nguage: 
(0) 
-"a- &' 1. 
ý 
-L'ý' 
Ztý 1 '7ýý" 11"1 ar-ý' 
ýLp 
j L-- 
L: 
7, 
J-J I Z.,.! L^ LJI Ii z-; 15 
.ýL; 
J Id iih 
-L,, ý in the preceding examples is used as a preposition-equivalent 
in the sense of the English 'against'. This sense of i's 
ex-pressea in the standard usage by the preposition which, 
among other things, is used '-,. n a hostile sense, in which case it can 
generally be rendered by against. '(9) j-. ý in standard Arabic 
is a noun 'meaning contrary or opposite; e. g. ý!,, 
He is contrary or opposed or repugg ., 
nant -to thee ... ; andi,. ýJl L,. b 
signif ies that iNhich is repugriant to a thing, so that it would 
(I Nuayma, ýIýan, pp. 24-25. 
ý2 Qar? r al-Shaviq, p. 186. 
3 ibld., p. 264o 
(Lj-) Amin, Zu'amZftl-I. ýMh, p. 21. 
(5) Jard, Araq, p. 186. 
(6) Ahram, May 11 , 1964. (7) Jumhiari-y. )ra, B- , JulY 17,1964, P- 3- 8ý Ahr , may 
6,1964, p. ýq 
Wright, 11,167 (b). 
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-1 , (I) ovzxcome it, as black i. 3 to white, and aeath to 14-Ae. 
The modern usa(-, e of as a prepozition-equivalent, vjhich czý 
has been criticized on account of its foreign origin, 
(2) 
is a 
translation of the English 'arrainst' and the 1rench 'contre'. Thus ID k, 
lagainst' in "bear arms agains t lana invaders' which occurs in ll, ýoby 
Dick'(5) -'Ls translated byýZbbas as, 
. %ý is also used Nvi-ýh some verbs of the third fonn 
ý, U 
e. g. 
J 
(5) 
1 
The third form ýPL; vhich has the idea of reciprocity, 
d 
(7) 
governs a direct object. Besides, it implies the idea of 
prolongation and resistance. In the above-mentioned sentences 
.; -: ý J; L; & Liý Zý L-- is a paraphrase o. -L' the idea of the 
third form jPL; suggested by the Fziglish 'fight, struggle, against', 
or the French, 'battre, luttre, contrel. 
Por further discussion of . 
ýPL; us ed vii th -L. ý- see P. 83. 
T alle, Part V, P- 1775. 
(2) See Maghribi Te rib R. A. C. , I, p. 341 , and Ytizi J'3*, Lu,,, hat al-Jard'id, p. 101. 
(3 '41elville, T, -Ioby Dick, P. 69. 
(4 4AVo-is, Moby Dick, p. 138- 
(5 jarida, -17ýa-y-22'1ý711964-, P. 6. 
M (6 j, -hr; La, ,, Iay 12,1964, P. 6. 
'VVright, 1, pp. 32-33. 
it I 
The possibility that some -., riters, individually or collectively, 
might use --ý as a tranalation. for the English 'against' and the 
rench 'contrel, in all their respective meanings, is an open one. 
,, eedleýý to say, standard Arabic renders those meanings in a variety 
of ways or idioias, e. g. 
LO -40 
-'ere st&ndard usage would probably be: 
lioý,, Iever, in the cases oxamined above -A4 , wheri not completelý 
redundant, as in the caae with form III verbs, cf. pp. 03,112, can be 
replaced by the standard idiom C--Aý - 
J&Ada , . ý&y 25,1564, p. 2. 
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THZ FRO -IT. 3-L 
1: 3: a: The Orlcr of the Personal Pro-nouns: 
The personal pronouns founa in the exanples mentioned below have 
the follo';; ing order: -second person, first person, e. g. 
(2) aj,, j_.. .1jI 
Thzýse examples are taken from modern krabic writings. In the following 
e-xa: -,, P1es, výýcich are also taken from =, odern writings, the noun is 
mentioned explicitly instead of the personal pronoun of the third person 
The pronoun of the first person comes at the end, e. g. 
(3) 
(4) 
. 
An early exa: mple of this word order is quoted by Mundhir in his open 
letter to the Academy of : anguage in Damascus published in 1927. 
(5) zý The letter gives as the 
normal order. 
(6) 
In the, -standard Arabic usage the personal pronouns of the first 
person come alN,, -ays first, and the normal order is; first, second, and 
third persons. 
(7) 
in English and other European languages the first 
person is placed after the third and second persons. The order of the 
personal pronouns quoted in the examples above is, therefore, most 
probably influenced by the European pattern. 
(I ) Idahf'4, Dunya-l-L-ah, P. 30. 
(2) ZaL, *Mat-a-l-I: ah, p. 140. 
ý3ý A-man, Uay&t 
'p; 
213. 
4 Ah-ram, 174ay 2o 964, p- 3. (5) Kitkb, P- 34- 
(6) ibid. 
(7) Blacliere, P. 304; and Reckendorf, Syntax, p. 332. 
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`-e Pro-ýIoun -2rt-c-d4n-, it6 Aritt! cedlent'. 
tý-, e S-a, ti-ie suffixed pronoun follows it5 antecedent. a u6age 
'J. 1- A 
'A. -f -A 
m-pies of the suffixed pronoun preceding its antecedent are LOWO, Ver, C"LZ 
also attestea e. o. 
(2) 
but. they are rare and usually belong to týie sim-ple proposition with 
the Prepositional phrase Lý. - as compliment. The 
prepositional pQase is placed in front position Or Mhasis. 
in moacm viritirzz exar-aples of the suf fixed pronoun preceding its 
anteceaent are ; ouvtj iK troxoshr#-J QaY7klA in the press, e. g. 
(7) 
The modern examples j most of which are compound sentences, eve jtýý4,4aý xro-AD. -J, ants I., W. 1- ;, Ike 4A. Pre-i"ns Prow"'A 04 or-kLv xse-A 
fallsunder the influence of the European pattern. The English pattern 
is directly responsible for the following exwnples translated from 
Concerning tile Placing Of tile pronoun before its antecedent, Ibn 
Ya'ish i, 92) writes: .1 
C. - C. 
.-- r- Li: 
4ý Z--J 
Ij U: 
--ýJ U; 
IjILI 
(2 v-aya6zi, AmthAl, ii, p. 14. 
ibid. 
ibn Ya' i'sh, lvlufassal, i, p. 92. ý5) 
Ahram, Yay 12, llt, ý4 T). 1. 
6ý ibid., Iday 26,1,064, p. 1. 
, 
ýIir's sentence, Ta&. kara, p. 26: 7cf. D; ia;: 
4ý, Jl 4: W-JI 4-ý-ý criticised by Mustafa 
Javvýid, Arjhl&ý al-LuZýa-vviyyn al-Acdamin, ', p. 17, r-: 
ýJ dj L., ýý I 
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----Is,. 
A 
Engiish, 11hile their wasters, the mates, seemed afraid of the sound 
of the hin3es of their ja7.7S, the harpooners chewed their food ... ' 
(2) 
up 
for, the entire shiP's co.,, apany were assemblea, &nd with curious 
and not wholly unapprehensive -faces, were eyeing him, for he looked not 
unliko the weather horizon v4aen a stonan is conning up, Ahab, after 
rapidly glancin g ... . 
(4-) 
(5) 
for, 'Consider them both, the sea and the land. 
JWl : ý, lL;, L-J I 
for, 'so seemed it to me, as I stooa at her helm, and for long hours 
silently guided the way of this fire ship. ' 
(8) 
I Zej LJ 1 4: 1 
for, 'In his fiery eyes of scorn and triumph, you then saw Ahab 
ý1ý ý. bbas, -', -. Ioby Dicý, p. 255. 
21': elvj-lle, idoby Dick, -D. 132. 
(3) '. Wbbbs, op. cit., P. 270. 
(4) 1ý1. elville' OP. Cit. , 1: ). 140. (5 ') 'Abbas, op. cit. , P. 450. (6) 
-elville, op. cit. , -o. 241. (7) op. cit. , p. 670. (8) 1'ýClville' OP. cit., P- 367. 
(9) ý. bbgs, op. cit., p. 617. 
(10) 31MIelville, OP. cit., p- 445. 
ii 
"" 
_j_ _. -_"_J_". __. 
.L. Lr. j-. 
:ýýr-. --'- 0-' 
ten use t? ýc Preposition -n writerz very oft u or -ode & 
''- c; alztract noun to convey t'he sense of the English adverb of -ai L- uw6 
(0) .- ý--l I- L'i ", - ol 
The standard usaýFe in Arabic conveys the idea of the English adverb 
r. -anner or degree by means 0ý: 
first, 
-L '-ý 
I the cognate accusative, e -9- 
y4 LL 
secondly, 
thirdly, certain verbs like v. tich mean 'aL-aost nearly', 
and fourthly, JWI the object of which indicates state, &S 
Since these usagges are not called adverbs in Arabic, the modern writer) 
who is often too conscious of the European concept of the advexlb, 
fails to recognize them. inztead he makes frequent use of the 
Zakl, krabl, September 1961 , p. 20. (2) Jabrii, Sur5-kh, p. 12- 
ýumalan, P. 107- 
ma. ýf, 4, Qa, -er al-, p. 126. 
(5) Nucayma, 1ýýt * P. 54. (6) jari , May 22., 1964, P. 4- 
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prýý-, )o6itional phrase, wldch 'has -4tz equivalent -Lri the European 
1--rab simplic-uy, ic 
'wit? i Limatience' , Lrabic Prepositional 
-ohrascs uýýcd to co--,, vc. y tl-. e idea Of the English adverb of manner or 
4n 
acý-: ý-cc are not Ur_ZCý- 'a a standard usaSe, but they were u6ecl on 
a ml-rrow sc-, -, -S. lc by tne prc-: ýLodcrn -vxdtex 
1 
(3) in mcdcnn writinZ3 , on ýI tlie ot. -cr laana, Henri : ýIeizch rightly 
-poin-11-s out that tuncze prepositional phrases, usea to convey the 
European concept of the adverb o-, " manner or degree, have increased C, 
Sreatly oviing Lo the L-uro-oean -jnjluOnce of translation, mainly English 
and ! 'rench. Thus 'abicuptly' in'ab=ptly said the stranger 
(4) 
is 
translated as in 
(5) 
j : ý, 
(6) 
and 'sharply' in 'looking round : -,. c sharply' is translated as 
in 
Tt ! 9-j 
IX 
YA W; 
dt"' 
US' 
ckavl-, b, ý 'I monner. , 
Ito- coil 0 MAJ P-tt-tv. -, e. j . )14 
k 
SWtSjý 
, 1, 
', 
. -% - %#Arý .., A I-:; e - it- a ta IL J'Jceti r5ftk 
nI ro, -j , at -A IkL, f esi- if- Ike- ArAv Cc u"ý 
ýaes 
. 
(q) 
11. 'Ionteil, p. 256. 
ibid. 
3 Herxi Keisch, LArabe Classiclue, Esquisse d1une Structure 
Linguistique, p. 119. 
! ielville, 14oby Dick, p. B4. 
(5) ':. A-bbas , IMoby Diclk, p. 164- (0) ; ý. elville, op. cit., P. 71. Ste M5. ýhi' 1, JV3 (7) 'Abb5. s, op. cit. , p. 140. 
p. 256, believes that the dialects of the countries from 
Yorocco to Lebanon, 'which use this type of phrase, might have 
influenced the modern usage 4+ abstract noun. 
Ila 
1--e. 
Rdaký,, P4,, T-sed' as 
ý-ccoa-din_ý- -',, o 1ýeckendo2f t1n. ere are not many adverbial adjectives - I 
ad used as adverbs - in 
(I ) 
as a rule the cognate 
object an ad, ýýectival attribute conveys the sense of the English 
adv cz; rb 
(2) 
.: odern -mriters, hoj; ever, frequently use the adjective or 
as ar, advarlb, e. g. 
LD 
(7) "J 
Wehr bolieves that the use of adjective in the above- 
mentioned sentences is a historical development based on the standard 
usage vLere the coZnate object is omitted, and the adjective describing 
it stands by itself, e. g. instead Of 
T A. his argument does not explain vLy the modern writer often 
prefers the even if there iz an established 
adverb, e. g. the modern instead of rý' Lý and 
the 
61; he ýLuotes: 
ibid. 
(3) Sizwigýn, P. 172. 
al-Shavq, p. 4J+Q. 
(5) Amin I, P 7. 
(6ý za. Ici - 1563, P- 11. Augus u M ja7or Adilb ,p- 44. (8) Ihr , "J. ay 2G, 102c4-, p. 6. (9) lýýat, Diay 14,1964, p. 1- 
(1,0) Die Besonderheiten, p. 16. 
lig 
of i L: od -ý rJ ns 
L retaý%A-ft-4n, has become -, --a modern usa-ýD o' 
established in -.,. odern -vxitiný,, s. The frequent examples we often Ne 
to trans"tions from English or Kench; ana my justification or 
e0lanation nich might be given for this modern usage based on the 
stan"d uwaZc has faded amy. Thus then the modem writer uses 
-he Eri, -lish, 'personally' , or for ins-Lance, he has in r., Lind 4. 
lh,: ý -, 'rench An example oil the direct influence of 
ýj I in 
(2) 
j3 L LJ I 
translated from the EnZlish, 'he cannot then help mechanically seeing 
v&, atcver objecta are before hir.. 
(3) 
fraPtr- AnA i*ttriltrý Pr L) P tY 110% S lay- 
u v% vy trt d 
LiD LS Ac- et L, UC C_ ý. ff 0 vtr 
be t .5 'LA- does Val- 
tl_D 
4Kj 
0ý Irt tt, (L, 6_0 "a-, S 
.% 
04) - 
(I ) Laile, iii, p. 667. 
2) ", ý. bbas, '. ý;. oby Dick, P- - 
533- There is a similar example in . 14 A'Awýa' 
KhUida: 7, nE. -a,., LuLhat al4krab, August 1926, pp. 62-63- 
LI L', --, J I mrith th e coixnerlt by the e(litor 
Lý,, -,: J Ii Ij IIL- IjU; 
CL: j 
U; --j I 
(3) ý'. elville, Moloy Dick, p. 287- 
(4) se ot we w eU ) IT ý Pý ý 19- 76 -I 5t, 1q- 
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I: -: c: Lvrbg c Pace: 
i: 4.; c(a): 
bc-*LnZr ar. zdver-o of is often used in modern 
I Ulý 
LjIjL, J j 1ýý 1 
In the preceding exwples the standard usage muld have the 
prepossition or iriztead Of which in 
standara Axabic is u--cd onlY as adverb o IL ? 
IACt 
ireaning ' around, in 
t the vicinitty of. '. huF, wa , ýay 15 ýLj Or ýý L. ýý 
noun being in the accusative case as adverb of place, i. e. 'they 
1 
(7) 
sat, or we sat around him, or It, or in his or its, environs. 
in -the new sonze, i. e. , prepo-5., -ýjorj-equivalent meaning 
'concerniqq, ' has become coaTon in the modern writing, especially in 
--- journalistic krabic. The influence here is English rather than 
Zakl, September 1903, P- 13- 
2ý knin .01, vi, P. 71. 
.. -alý-Fuý, Raco: "bis, p. I 
-. T"I''' 
jimahlariv G. , ya Y Zý-Y 22,1964, p. 6. 
5) ýarida, dlaY 30,1964, P- 6- 
6) , July 10,1904, p. 6. 
7) Lane, ii, p. 676. 
-1.21 
about by ldcn-zaf cation of the , 'xabic 
v; -, ýý-n 'about, This i3 obvious Ln the folloviing 
, 
2) 
3, is translated from 
no ý3: i ZI J*. LL v C. ced-. -iy ýrdnd about t lia t hzL. ro o orner. Cý II 
The 
tv., o e. =, -: )Ies also cone =der the direct influence of 
f3w tHe ýIish, 'Sive orderz "out a ýite ýaje. 
for, Vewps askinZ the biZ question, nout wn 
k furt. hex rezul-t of iden-ri2yirZ- with the English 'about 
and probably 'around' is tne use of tqe Arabic word in the sense of 
an -ximation of time, or nu: -.,. 
ber, pro e. g. 
L ý4 
1ý I us, 
- 
"ra 'ý, u XA. Anbaý 
", R. '. D. , xxviii, p. 151, who believes 
tha-, the mouern usage of is a translation of the Iýrench 
'autour de'. iýut. 2rench does not use 'autour de' in the sense of 
cited above. it uses: sur, pour, as used in the ex , de, e. g. parler de, to speak about; on se. battit pour decider qui 
devait rester, there was a fight about who should remain. 
(2) 
- 'ObLs, L-oby Dick, p- 50- (3 
: 'ielvil le, 1,, oby Dic , p. 19. (4) '-, O'oas, op. cit. , p. 271. 
51 ) -elville, cit. , P. 141. ic: ord, ýtLLd-: b p. 205. 
7 Responsibilities of the Cýrjtjc, The Writer 
and His Craft, -o. 252. 
(8) Zaki,; ýrabi. December 1562, p. 46. 
(9) ZaIci, ', ýýrabl, June 1963, p. 29. 
(10) A-rdn, p. 237. 
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the niodern tUhe serkse oý 
as c ýDd Zlllcý V, -OrU thus in Lane 
in a:; aout -. nrac hourz. 
1: 4: (b) - 
ar con use d in niodern ý,, ritings as introcluct ory 
to usher an indefinitc s-Lfbýec--; and they have no adverbial 
C tion, e. g. 
(2) 
Ls, 
(3) 1 L. 5 
!, Ii Lct, C-.,:. j 
< 
ZI: I e- Lcb L5' 
In t, -, e standard usa, ý,,, e ý: 2 J LL-%, are aaverbs of 
place, or wh--t the Arab graz. mariars call ý L: Iýj I C. L- I 
dainonztrative nouns meaning I there'. The moaern usacre of L'ýJ LLb 6 d3 Lll- 
as an 4-,. itroductorY =rd is described by Ch. Fellat as 'anglicism 
(I ) Part VIII, glý'-OPI- , P- 3029; Wright, II, p. 212. (2) Zald:., 'ý, rabl, -kpril 1561, p. 13. 
ý3) kmi-ý, Eýý I, P- 42 - 
4-) 1,1al-ii dz . Qasr al-, Iýhavq (5 Jaira*, 'Surb-1,7-h, p. 26. 
(6ý Jumý.: ariyya, C. , May 22,1964, p. 2. (7) ýaY 6,1904-, P-3- 
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-d ý-o ý, ýra3 a-r-Z-1 ,, -3 Jt 'Ona Of the maost conz-* ko u 
2 
-z, in moaern Zý, ýr i-C.:, 
ý) 
-, Cý abic -,; ý r., 7s. I 
"Ioacrn usa--e wit., -l 11 'L ý_j -ý (, Lý- j _:., 
is basea on 
-_ -, -4 '- ,,, en -uýc. ': ý -n t'-o scr e, as an introduc-l-oi-j 
-. -if uence of transli-at the example: , ho dirccv ý tion is seen J, 
LL% L. ý-j 
z-, 'for therc, --s no c-ual--ty in t?, is woria -that is not 
,;,,, -, a -J- 
;: ýtludy Of prcccý-ný ý4 r- -fiýom modern vriting, 3 reveals 
1.1ý Lnd. -I'--rdtc; and t? ic -predicate a 1)repositiorial U 
-n thie, stýndLxd usa-re the inde-Cinite subject is placed after 
0 the predicate, i- this type of sentence, 
() 
e. g. 
T ýha zaý--a ;,, ord order iS M-3intained ý,,. -. en such sentences are introduced 
(7) 
by verbs of pr, ýdication ý-, jLn jwýl e. g. 
J 
th -Laa introduction of &J LL; ý (' ,ý Lcý in th air new capacity, 
t. -e vlora O. -C-6-r in tne : Lnglish pattern has been adopted in the modern 
kra: bic usa(le. 
(" ý Introduction 'a 1ý1ýaýoc 'ý, -or: erne, p. jjo. 
(2) -0- 25, footnota 2. 
2or a fýull aiscussion of sense of 'there', see Kruisinga, 
A . --and: oook of Prezýýnt Day :: njfli5 , i, pp. 101/1-110; 111, pp. 141, 144 and. 246, and pp. 2ý2-263- 0 
0 as , ý', '! Ob Dick, 105. (5) 
., Iczýlville, 7, oby Dick, p. 51. (6) ý'*. " r i, -:, 1,, t, -4 i, . -: ) .253- (7) Qf--ý-al, unpL;: blished notes, p. 12. However, when the indefinite 
siYbjectt --s governed by called L-j I then the 
indefinite subJect is placed before the predicate, as: 
ý ý_; ý ,I. L 
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L? 
. 1aV vnc pa-, Lcra 
ow Eý, IJS! a 'tern, 'There s nz pa 
no, onýý- 'r-Dy flaa-2 On t"Iel ir 
zjigrjification as mere 
d'-- 0 C) ry v. -O rdSa00c ca:: in an 0 t. -I u sentence, as: , -; r type 0 
lcý o-'j Lz 
ý2) LS A; Ol 
k. ý L 
ac--alr. L-j are su-cstod by the Ln. -14sh 'there' 
usca -s an introductory %-,, oýa. !, 'I thýýse Zontences the standard usage 
ha-s- ins tead of 6 In the second 
6- Xal: ', above -Ole 4s placed. side by side with Z.: 
in itse wou, d have been su.. A ent. `4'ic- 
Qaýir al-ýhawq 56. 
2') sul-'kariv 254. 
Zaý,,, 2-, : krabi, Jully p. 13. 
ýýu'ay-m-a, Aka-bir, p. 120. 
(5 p. 239; 'v'lright, i, p. 293. 
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0ý-e- , C-; " n u-, " -adva, 2b .1ý 
nýýw e. z. 
1. ý-'A' L 
(2) 
by in tlie p:: -, ýccdinZ exa; -ýa-ples is ex-prossed 
by in the ztandard usazc- citez the ex"Ies: 
j -. c;: cý=., D in 'by, cr throuSh, the door; 
its towars throuý; h 'v, 'nich the water 
ascends; when vie 
look at ! he sun -and =on throu2; h an'openinZ in the clouds. ' 
(4) 
in the standard usage is explained by ýe Ws: 
ziZnif ies that is around the limits of the house; or 
around the ýIls thereof; and "at is betneen the chawers thereof. 
You say, I entered mid the breaks, or 
inter5paccs, of the people. ind >1 and and 
He is =id IhW. L and 
nj 
Plrý 0ji. e. (Ke went, or wen, to and fro, or went round 
about) =-Ld the ten-Its of the tribe, and. in the midst of the hou5e. 5 of 
the : 'Oople. '(5) 
usage of JýAý in the sense of L), Seerns 
to be. suggested by the English preposition 'tl-irough'; thus in 
jaýorL, 
ra. 
--at , 
-: ý&rt 2, 
- i, p. 130. 
ýi, p. ijo. 
p. 7ý30. 
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ZD tic trap-laat 
in 0uc, ý--- -ýo t -,,. --rc) uitu or 
ana -1 
LýH .1 4ý 
'No , he es th_-0, uZ nis, z5piracles alone. 
I 'ý 46. L -! Zlish 'tiarouL; h, ' is carrica z ýýcuat n. of the ýý 
, t', n tl-lo - `Io,,, dng from nnoaern writings: . 
20-L 
j 
17 
t--- acove -=-. ationea e.., a; --, Lo Iez conveyz the Meaning, of 
'by reason of, by agency, mows of', lich is suggested by We English 
'thrc*uzh'. 
(5) 
To express this meaning, the standard usage has the 
praosition . 
00) 
ý--bbas, jýý Dick, -p. 263. 
2, -Diville, 137. C, oP. cit. , -0.592. 
.. -z-lvillc, op. cit. , ID. 320. Jabra, ;ý ý-Ib, p. 25. 
1,01Y 14,1904, P-9. 
ýy /0 (7 -,,, o: La. , ., -. 6, " C"4' P. 9. ibid- 7,1 ')64, P. 8. 
(F)) For th. ýs mcaning of sc, ) G. O. D. 
(10) ii, p. 160 c. 
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1 14-: d. of L-mc;. 
in t'. 'Ie standard u6a, -c are adverb4 of time 
ldeno'. 'Lný,, a t". -Lný; 's ha-ppenin. cT suddallly. LL- 
wh-, c ue -, verc in such a sta-te az that, Lo, or t1here, or tý,, en, such 
": L t. i. -L-nS hapj)ened, or came to pass. They are al7iays 'prefixed to 
a nrcý-)os'LtLon, or in tnie words of the Arab gra=iarians they have 
(2) 
in modern wrltingz; ar a of tun us ed aa 
conjunctions to join two co-ordinate clauý; cs, e. g. 
. 
jL rz 
L 4}tL 0" 
(7) Z:: k JJLL L. --j 
ý--j Ij L 
j 
Lzaae, i, p. 288. 
J-b DIL d. 
X-: 11,111 , 'I, P. 309. 4) Zalcal., SeptuTocr 1961 , p. 11, (5) ibid. ! ýVbruaxy 1963, P- 14. 
/61, -, -, Uc ý)ý aymna, kkWbir, p. 25. 
(7 jabrii, SurLkh, P. 52. M 
Lis, P. 38. 
(9) Jurahu-riy-ya' ,ýB. , July 3,1964, p. 2. 
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4 has a' so affected t eir chaýý-. -o in the function Of L- ý. J. th 
posi-. ion in the sentence. In their caPacity as conjunctions they 
ezir. b-- placed in the . dddle of the compound sentence, as some of the 
prcced-LnS exa. r-ples zhow. 
"'he modern usage with vdth their more flexible 
po. ý . ion is influenced by the uzage of the Enýlish 'while' in its 
ca-pacity aS strong temporal, non-temporal conjunction, and weak 
c on, -, -xi ction. 
(1) 
'-'he modern L U-- sometimes introduce subordinate clauses 
f the type called circumstantial clauses, as: 
( 2) .5 rf,, 
L:.,. ý 4 ýý ý-A 
"-- JI Lj-ý 
-I t. D- J 
This usage occurs more frequently in the viorks of translation, as: 
LD 
LI LL- ýI -C < ... D--J- O-J) 1: -ý 
. 41 '1 was the attendant or page oi Queequeg, while from the English, 
busy at the mat. ' 
(4) 
(5) LI* L- 4J Uý U- IJL; 
from the English, 'said Starbuck, to his men; while the sharp 
fixed glance from his eyes darted 
(6) 
(7). 
for, 'and what it is to keep shouting at the top of one's cor. r2ass, 
(8N 
while all the other muscles are strained ... ?I) 
ý1 ) Yor full discussion of 'vA-iile' see Fowler, -, L E. U , P- 721. (2) Zak-", Arab!, May 1962, p. 11. 
(3) '; ý. bbds, Moby Dick, p- 355- 
." lelville, 187- 
(4) Mloby Dick, 
- (5 
'Ll -0- bas, op. cit-, P- 368- 
"IcIvi ' Ile, OP. cit., P. 195. (7) 'Ablbiis, op. cit. , P. 469- (8) "Ielville, OP. cit., P. 251 - 
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/. N 
-"Or the Lnglish, '3ut winile this sleeP) this dream is on ye, move 
your 'Aoot... ' 
(2) 
T Lhe standard usage -4, ould. normally introduce this type of clause 
by j 
(3) 
thus; 
Jt 
Ll- I JU LLLz Lp J Lýý 
The use of ý)t: in the first t1vo sentences translated from 
lln,, --ish is also under the influence of the English sequence ol tenses. 
kccordi. ngr to the standard Arabic usacre C'ý 
6 is redundant in these 
sentences, since the time of the verbs in the subordinate clauses, in 
A Arabic, depends on the time of the verb in the main clause. In the 
last exaxple LL- the position of 
follows the standard usage but its function does not, it does not 
introa: ace the iclea of zuddenness. 
The use of L4---. 4 U. ý in the preceaing examples -I'rom 
modern writers is directly influenced by the English conjunction 
'while'. 
(4) 
(I ' KbbbL , op. cit. , p. 267. (2ý iý. clvsille, op. cit- , P- 139. 3) cf- Vir-J, "ht, ii, P. 330. 
2or further discussion of the modern L::,.: see Dagrhir, 
Taahkara, p. 121; lduiýd. and Nivjixr, 'Aklat6, ' P. 49. Lhir, Kit6Lb, P- 33; 
-Xý* 
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d(b) 
-, ýOdern writers o. If', en use the phrase as an 
adverb o-f time to express the idea that something takes place at the C> 
same time as another in a subordinate adverbial clause, e. g. 
aj Lj 
The subordinate clauses in the preceding examples are called in 
. Lrabic 
LJ L;, -J I In the standard usage they are noriLally 
(5) 
. L! J-: -ý . 11 *. L, inti-oduced by e. g. -j ej 
The modern adverbial expression L)--! 
L; j comes from the 
Eng lish I at the same time aýd the French, I en m6me temps'. 
(6) 
The 
direct influence of translation can be seen in 
(7) 
4. ý Cý) Lýp DW 4, 
ý 
I 
:. Y I translated from the English, 
'held himself fast, and at the same time also helped to hoise his own 
weight .. - 1(8) 
71. use #f -Ljyj is ek rtwJeJ .w msjtrvý 40- 
L,: 
L 
0 ru I 
kpý 
US "I is gw. r Ir Pro 
6. L 6 
"Ark vt 
ek rA 
Avkk, sc . 1-tA, 
0 lda. ýfiaZ., Bayn al-Q&sraya, p. 164. 
2 ibid.,; p. 266. 
3 Zaki, Arabl, December 1962, P. 53. 
(4 Junhariyya, C., May 20,1964, p. 2. 
(5ý ', 'o'right, ii,.. P- 330. 
. 'j 7* -Asg (6) See bllafhribi 
' Ta"rib al lib', R. A. C. , i, p- 341; 
Nifl, Fiqh 
al-Lupýha, p. 246. 
(7) -kVb6z, lvloby Dick, p. 691. 
(b) -1,1el-ville, joby Dick, p. 379- 
TU"LW' C- 116)4 
F3 33 -3M, 
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I: 4: e: The Restrict-ive Adverb 
1: 4*. e(a): Position: 
In modern writings one often comes across the viord -Iu-. 9 us ed 
adverbially before the -word or mords it modifies, as: 
(1 
(2) 
L. 
ý,: 
J jxý L.: j 
J1 
In the standard usage -6i; always follows the word or words 
it modifies. 
(6) 
The modern flexibility in the position of J. -U is very 
oll'ten suggested by the position of the English adverb 'only'. As an 
example of the direct influence of the English 'only' one may quote the 
following sentence from The Writer and His Craft, 'They have read only 
the title of the first chapter., 
(7) 
The translator equates the 
English 'only' with the Arabic jz-ýU which he places in front of 
the item governed by it: 
(8) jIýj 
(I kmin, Z! ýYJ2 i, P. 183. 
(2ý Nul- ayma, Arqaah p. II 
ý3ý !. IaVZLý p ý3. a re. n, p. 264- ý4 Zaki, Araýbi, September 1963, P- 9- 
(5 
#cAhr , 
iýay 7,1964, P. 5. 
ý6 Atharit al-Aq1Am, " n. a. , R. A. D. , ii, p. 28. 
7 Zfax Eastman, " Literature in an Age of Science, $ p. 17- 
(6) Jabri, Ldlb, p. 43. 
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1: )+: e(b). The Patterns with li; -ý : 
In modern vwitings J:: 'ý is used in the negative sentences, 
often in a special pattern, as: 
JL. 
Li Lt 
j 
(2) j) ;j I 
In the preceding examples -; zLw is used in the pattern 
Lk, I CýJj- -- -Inlq - This pattern has been criticised by several 
philologists on the account of its foreign origin. 
(3) 
In the standard 
usage 
_rý 
and Jý are not placed next to one'another, on the 
one hand; and on the other hand, Jý-U does not precede the word 
or words which it qualifies, as has already been mentioned. 
(4) 
ri ... Lk' I lhe standard usage for the modern C. ýj j... 
can be shown, as suggested by LuZphaý5ý11ýArab, by quoting the following 
example from al-Jiýi;; 
(6) 
. 
6-; j ":. U -iL--. 
J i 
.rJ 
Some philologists are of the opinion that the standard usage also 
expresses the idea of I &'. 0j by means of the 
(I ) Zaki-, 'Arabi, April 1961 , p. 9. (2) Jiuah&i yya_, B. , JUIY 17,1964, P. 8. (3) cf . Karinall, Agjýlfxý al-Natkawi , pp. 253-254; 
"Aths-rit 
al-Aqlim, "' 
n. a. , R. A. D. , ii, p. 28; and"Fawi'id Luyhawiyya', ' n. a. , LuZhat 
al--ýkrýb7, v, p. 166. 
(4 cf. 'Faw! id LuLhawiyya, n. a., Lu hat al-Arab, v, p. 166. (5ý ibid. 
(6) Bayýan ii, p. 18. 
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czpre3Sion 
(i) 
However, the modern iz based on 
the English, 'not only ... but also. ' 
Another pattern with the adverb 
ltý is f ound in the 
following exazples: 
ý) 1.3 
The pattern used above is repetition of a part of the sentence and 
then using 
lx; ý ' This pattern cannot be explained on the basis 
of the verbal corroboration 1ýý I 'L'ý -since no particle y ý: 
j 
can be used between the parts repeated in LL- 
(7) 
The second example quoted above contains in its first part, i. e. 
the syntax of negative with 
exception, which, in the standard usage, is in itself sufficient to 
express the sense of the English 'only'. 
Obviously the modern pattern shown in the preceding examples is 
suggested by the English pattern, 'Then, and then only ..., himself, 
and himself only. ' The direct influence of translation from English 
of. 
" Fawýi'id LuEhawiyya" n. a. , Luahat al 
' 
-Arab, v, p. 166. 
2 Amin, ZýýLd, iii, p. 9. 
3 ibid., p. 233. 
(4) ibid, xx, p. 60. 
(5) ibicl- 246. 
M (6 Zaki, SePtember 1959, P. 8. 
Wright, ii, p. 282. 
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can be seen in the following exarTle: 
a translation of, 'On the surface, but on the surface only, Hardy is 
an umvi eldy .. - 
(2) 
ý1 ý Jabr6., Adib, p. 251 - 
2 1dark Van Doren"The Possible Importance of Poetry" The Writer and J, P 
His Craft, p. 284. 
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1'. 5. THS PARTICIZ , 
I: 5: a: Prepositions: 
1; 5: a(aý- C2 
The particle J. which the Arab gralTmarians call 
is used to express a simile - resemblance of one thing to another. 
(') 
In addition to this sense, JI is often used by modern writers to 
express the meaning of the English 'as, in the capacity of', as: 
A. 
(2) 
(3) 
L;, L. L; 
B. 
(5) 
(6) 
L-j LL-6 
(7) jLji I_jj 
(8) 
c- arý ie- j 
In the examples of type A, is used with the PA ri - In 
such examples the standard usage conveys the same idea by means of 
L- ý-ýl I e. g. Lý.. el 
(9) 
In the examples B, the standard usage normally has the noun in 
the accusative without using the particle 
(10) 
e. g. 
Wright, ii, pp. 176,177,178. 
(2) Nu"ayma, jý. l-Nar wa-l-Dayjiir, P- 59- 
3) knin, Fayd, iii, p. 182. 
4) Jariaa, 1ý117ý 26,1964, p. 6. 
5 ldlahflaz, BiclAya, p. I 19. 6ý Jatra', !kq, p. 169. 
, ALýhram, 
711ay (7) --6,1964, P- 3- 
ý8 Jumhariyya, B-, July 17,1964, p. 2. 
9 cf. Wrigh-t, ii, p. 93- 
10 Monteil, p. 239. 
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One of the earliest critics to notice the modern usage of k! j 
is Jurji Zayd&n. Wehr sees in the new a meaning similar 
to the ýý. -ench Icomme'. 
(2) 
Pellat, on the other hand, believes that 
it is an English influence rather than French, 
(3) 
and the same opinion 
is held by Alonteil. 
(4) 
1/1 / is alsd as-A eo? joy coAts"ttai- 
,I '(C) hitst-C 'JAI. %. Nt (. Kdo;. tj jj It 
Pow ev&t, av, I; k, 
_g 
1j, - In. 
J-- e), p, +jeA ots 
ji- is 
P-) to., ( Y. T CAASOX"O") wr#4- 
Ce'"Se 
-I't 0045 6; 1,9 q M. - veo- AXS .Sý e) ce 
lt; ýCrc- f$ ottso 
'V*I4CAC"-" 
J 
The particle j is often prefixed to some adverbial 
expressions of time, in modem writings, e. g. 
ýý. ! -JW -" 
J1 (6) 
Of) - ;, 
(1) ---L, -; I ; ý, - ýI; 'ji ýj 
(R) 
. 
iLJ 4$j; Lt 
(ii) 
Jt LJJ 
(1 9-) .L 
- 
al-LugLaa -1 Arabiyya, P- 115 - (2) -Die Besonderheiten, p. 18. 
(3 Introduction, p. 97. (4ý p. 239. 
iii, P- 46. 
Za-ki, 'Arabi, April 1964, p. io. 
Hams al-JunCm, p. 275- 
(j), Jumhariyya, C. , May 6,1964, p. 9. 
Nu'ayma, al-Yavn al-Akh1r, p. 182. 
JabrbL, SurbLkh, p. 10. 
(19. ) ibid., P. 53- 
(5) s f- t 14- ývc- 
11 
, 
IIJ, ?t-369,3 (1 
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'ý-he use of in the above-mentioned examples is new. In L 
týie examples A. j is used to express a point of time. In the 
standard usage the same idea is expressed without e9gs 
In the examples B. j is used to express a length or extent 
of time. Here again the standard usage does not require j e. g. 
L tr- 11L 45ý: 'Lt 
(2) 
However, is used if the time of the sentence is past, as 
is t-ie case in the last sentence of examples B, e. g. 
j k-4 " Lý-L 1 . 1; 
The particle Yhich the Arab grammarians call : -ýi-jj rý found 
in the standard usage is different from the modern 
(3) 1- 
The former means A-LC. e. g. when one night had 
pa5sed, i. e. on the first day of the month. 
(4) 
The modern usage with 
j is a translation of the English 
'for', in such expressions as, 'for the first time', and 'When used for 
extent of time, as 11 have not seen him for six years', and the 
equivalent French patterns with 'pour'. The direct influence of 
translation is found in, e. g. 
(5) 
Jý) 
for the English, 'for the first time found himself pulling... 10) and 
,, - L; 
(7) 
j1 ZsL ;, ij ; L,, Jl M 
for the English, 'for an hour more, he carries a surplus stock. of vitality. ' 
(1) cf. Tabari, Tirikh, 111,1259: 
(2) `ýIright, ii, p. 174, Ren. b. 
(3ý See Wehr, Besonderheiten, p. 26. 
(4) ýýe, SUPPIT -P- 3006; of. also I, p. 213- 
5 Abb&s, Moby Dick, P- 370. 
6. Melville, 146by Dick, p. 196. 
(7 'Abbis, OP--'a-it- -, P- 592. 
(81 "ielville, OP- cit- , P- 321. 
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1: 5: a(c): Prepositions in Construct: 
Vihen two prepositions are related to the same noun, the rule in 
standard usage is that one of the prepositions directly governs the 
noun while the other follows the noun, governing the pronoun referring 
to it'(1) e. g. 
Lt"ei II 
In the journalistic language, however, one comes across such 
examples as: 
(2) 
.I jIj ýý " 
ýý I j1Z 
U-, j I jI 1, -j 1 LýL -3 ;ýL 
in which both prepositions precede the noun. Such examples are based 
on the English pattern, '... to and from the I 
For similar change with two or more nouns construed with a common 
genitive, see the construct; 
(4) 
and for two verbs governing one common 
object, see the chapter on verbs. 
(5) 
(1) Mundhir, Kitkb, p- 35. 
(2) Ahi7am-, May iI, 1964, p. 9. 
5 ll-iaivra, K. , June 7,1964, p. 2. (4ý P. 98, f. 
(5) p. 92, f. 
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.: 5: b: Conjunctions: 
I: 5: b(a): omission of the Conjunction: 
7, lihen enumerating a list of items, modern writers often omit the 
conjunction before each item, e. g. 
(I UII-. t. J Ij )U J(, rL' j (, 
ýJ Zý 
(2) 
...,, ' J5 (. Lý.; J 1,1 C. Jz-,., (' (: -1 6 
J'.;. 
ý . 1; 
(4) 
LJII "): 
J II SJ I L; Cý 
The standard usage requires before every item of enýimeration. 
(5) 
Omission of the conjunction is due to the European influence brought 
aýbout through translation mainly from English and FVench. 
(6) 
The 
influence of translation from English can be seen in: 
(7) 
__'J II"I666 
for, 'Perseus, St. George, Hercules, Jonah and Vishnu! There's a 
Qý 
member roll ul 
Some writers go even further in copying the -buropean pattern by 
using the conjunction J before the last item in the list, e. g. 
(9) 
J u. 
0) L. 6 U40 rL 
(I ) k*,, 
.! 
ýd, iii, P- 175. 
(2) Zaki, Arab , july 1960, p. 13- (3) AhrL-n, May 7,1964, p. 14. 
(4) Jarida, May 29,1964, P. 7. 
(5 hlugjýnl, ii, P- 305; Zulbulawi ýW uni, p. 122. 
ý6 cf. Zu'buliwi, AkhtLimjL, p. 1 
7 tAbb5z, Moby DicFk7,75- 583- 
(8) Melville, Moby Dick, P- 316. 
(9) Zak 'AKalTi -. J - 14. , June 1963, p 
10) Nucayma, Akibi , P. 17: 
ý11) 
M&ýfdz, Khiin al-Khalili, p. 40- . =I! = --momý 
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LLJ i L,, L:, 
L-J I 
( 2) 
. .ý1 . 
7, L. ý. 
Li4 
j44 Zi-;. -. - 
LJ I 
The tendency to copy the European pattern can also be detected - 
although in a less obvious manner in the use of J befo re the 
phrases 4--t L 
_ý 
in the examples: 
6 ýý L; 3J I J--Li; 4 
4 Ze-LL,. c- U<j Z IL,. J I L-t-e) aJ I LIj 
L. 15J I L. ý-. J ILL,, ý I 
The conjunctions joining sentences are also sometimes omitted in 
modern writings, e. g. 
'uj I 
L- L J01 -Lj Ij 
(i ) Jarlda, May 26,1964, p. 8. 
ý2) ýUat, May 6,1964, p. 6. 
3) Jabra, Sur , P- 79- ý4 Nu'ayma, ýav4 al . Alam, P. 23. 
5 Kaýf4 J, L4 , P. I b. (6 Maýf4, Bummin, P- 7- 
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(1) - 
6-ý I LL,, 
LL- ýL 
ýj I 
Oýj 
I 
_; 
s_; I 
-,: j I 
I 
j !., -J I L!: ý UA I 
JI: 
L) 
t 
j, L,; j i j Lo j L. I 
In the first two exzmples there might be a rhetorical 
justification; 'whereas in the examples taken from the press the 
foreign influence is obvious. Here again the English and the French 
patterns play an important part in omission of conjunctions -which 
join sentences. 
(I ) jumhýlri C., May 19,1964, P--8- 
(2) ibid. 
(3) ibid. 
(4) Ahrim, MaY 13,1964, P- 7- 
14-9 
.. 5,. b(b). Insertion of the Conjunction before Adjectives; 
Two or more adjectives - v&ether predicative or attributive - 
describing, one coimon, noun simultaneously are not joined by any 
conjunction in the standard usage; 
(') 
thus in the Qur'&n: 
LL. I-L- Itj I dJ -L- 4-u 
(2) L, L- 1; 
the insertion of between two adjectives mans that they apply 
alteraatively, as the example quoted above shows. 
In modern writings, however, one often comes across examples 
where 
-9 
is placed between two adjectives which describe a common 
noun simultaneouuly, &5; 
a-- u- 
zev" :, tut -i.: s 
In the above-mentioned example where tvyo adjectives are involved, the 
infiuence of the spoken Arabic on the insertion of 3 cannot 
be ruled out altogether, although the European pattern - Fziglish, 'He 
is strong and bold' can also be detected. 
(1) Blachýre, pp. 297,390; cf. FeShali, Syntax des Parlers Arabes du 
Leban, p. 147. 
(2ý ýur'&n, 66,5. 
(3 Maýfixý, BidAya, p. 121. 
(4) i"bid. , P- 325. ý5 Dlahf4, Liý, P- 31 - 6 'Arab, Junn-e-30,1964, P- 5- 
7 J; ý; Iariyya, B. , July 17,1961+, p. 2. 61 Týhis use of j between two adjectives is very common in Iraqi 
dialect, and it is also found in Egyptian dialect. 
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rn 
lo convey the idea of simultaneousness, the modern writer often 
uses such expressions as, 6, Cýý J4 as: 
(2) 
(3) 
it has already been mentioned that the insertion of J between 
two adjectives in the standard usage would mean that they apply 
alternatively. The use of such expressions as L-. (,, )i j4c-Y1LY-; -; 
j 
in the same sentence with would be incongruous. The European 
pattern is often responsible for this modern constructi on - joining of 
two adjectives with J and using 
to denote that the adjectives apply simultaneously. The following 
exarq? le is under the direct influence of the English pattern: 
14 1ý16,4: 1 JA I 
The original text reads: 'The same single individual, if he is big 
enough, can be both scientific and poetic. '(5) Thus 
is suggested by 'both scientific and poetic'. 
In the following example, on the other hand, is not 
incongruous but redundant according to the standard usage. 
-JJ- 
J 
The absence of from between the adjectives muld in itself 
ý1ý MaVaý, S Carl , *P- 338- 2 Jab3ý&, 
2ýpý.: 
39. (3) jumhiari'vva, C., May 20,1964, P. i- 
(4- JabrZL, Ad-lb, p. 62. 
(5ý Max Fastman, "Literature in an Age of Science, ' The Writer and His 
Craft, p. 28. 
(6) 'AVbas, Moby Dick, p. 24. 
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convey the idea of L" in the standard usage, as already mentioned. 
In the line which occurs in Muý allaqat Imrul u -, l-Qays: J--"9- 'j- -ý- 
J-r- &4 J--J I 4-ia- 
. )ý 
the use of LA- is felt 
significant since the adjectives are 
contradictory in meaning. The idea stressed by L, is that, in 
spite of the contradictory meanings of the adjectives, they should be 
taken together. This point does not rise in the modern example: 
LYL9 ýý L, 
1r,. )which is translated from the English, 
land in a manner at once so artful, bold and mischievous. '(') The use 
of Ll. is suggested by 'at once'. 
`. ýihat has been said of adjectives is also true of JL. J1 
circ-LL-, istantial adverb, in that no conjunction is needed, in the 
standard usage, to join these words if they are to be taken 
a. 1: 1ý, L" W 1ýý . 1, simultaneously, e. g. 
(2) L: 
,jI 
LC, 
Modern writers, however, sometimes insert j between the 
circilm tantial adverbs JWI although they are meant to be taken 
simultaneously, as: 
(3) 
. a-L" Uj L--j " 
(5) 
(I ) 1,4elville, 14oby Dick, P- 501. 
(2) Quoted by Ibn Yar'Ish, lvlufa;;, al,. ii, p. 56. 
(3) Nu4 ayma, Liq: iO, p. 72-. 
(4) JabrA, Sur&kh, P- 5- 
(5) Maýf4 -EWy-H al-Qaýrayn, P- 350- 
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The insertion of J in the above-mentioned sentences is 
su-, gestive of the European pattern; thus Zilf. L; L-. j " for 
, English, 'shaking hands and saying'. 
The influence of the European pattern is more obvious in the 
exairmles where more than two adjectives are concerned and is 
inserted before the last adjective, as: 
(1 Wr- L; 6ý1.3 (, IS --L. Ltj Lil, -.; 
L 
(2) U: ý. ý )L 6 t, Li Le Lý_J Iaj,, 
31 j $j ýJ; aj ýJi I& L; L, 
Lj: ý. 5 (, "Jý (, "L. - :.; 6 ýý ; )-. t: C. ýP 
The last adjective in each of the above-mentioned sentences is meant 
to be taken simultaneously with the rest; whereas according to the 
standard usage, the insertion of J before the last adjective 
means that it has to be taken alternatively (see the example from 
Qur'an already quoted where J is inserted between 
L<, 
-: 
1 
.5 
because these adjectives can only apply alternatively). 
Obviously the modern pattern with 3 before the last 
adjective is suggested by the European pattern - in Finglish we say: 
'She is pure, perfect and free. ' 
(i ) Ahrim, May 25,1 ýýft+-Lp- 9. 
2 Nu<ayma, s 2Lt s-I , p. 22. 
M 
Nu"ayma, a. 1-Yawm al-Akhir, p. 103. 
(4) IL8-L-b, Jun; 30,1964, p. 5. 
IN5 z 
The examples quoted by Howell, III, PP. 473-475 from ýurin for 
CZ 
the ' 
-9 whose 
inclusion is like its exclusion' do not invalidate 
the rules stated in this study. The example from Qur'In IXVI-5 have 
_v 
before 
-, 
a) Lp- LvoWljo in been explained on p. 142. As for 
j 
51, j- 
Qur an IX-113 - Q114 1--j IU 0-ýO-A-W) Lj-. Ij LjI 
L) I 
(k 
%A r 
tL%., 6 a SM-p 
,, 4-4.0- 
ý,, -ý) ) _j<: x 
The 
-9 
there is used to join with 
ý0 
Wit because both of them are considered one concept, 
-XX, 
l 1 L. A. 0. 
and rarely separated from each other. However, what might be a valid 
point is the -9 
in the rest of the verse -OnMI C')ý, 
ý; Oj 
-which is not mentioned by Howell. This ý9 
is felt to be inserted 
as a result of the influence of the immediately preceding -9 
in 
, 
C11 &ccording to Qurtubli, who does not 
accept the view that it is redundant, 
Lý>4-jd I o- LP 
2) 
Qurtubi further points out that is not required in such series 4 
unless it is brought up by a particular meaning, by quoting the verse 
IS LIX. 23: 6. -ýA 
If s---i Ii LILL I -'aD 
a) I "D 
0 VIII, p. 271. 
(2ý -t, 6', A. 
1ý6 
il- 
11-1 E 
ý.:. xclaaation in the standard uaage follovs one of these patterns: 
I 
i-irst, followed by the accusative, and secondly 
I Le with the genitive, e. g. 
To convey the past time is used with the first pattern thus, 
0) '->ý; d"%'p L, - 
In addition to these patterns modern write, -s often make use of a 
third one, as: 
(2) zý 6' 
U 
(5) 
the assertory or predicative in standard 
Arabic is different fr= the use of widern F for exclamation. The 
(6) former is followed by a singular or plural in the genitive, e. ge 
L-Jý many a slave have I owned, or how many a 
slave have I owned! many a dirh&m have 
I spent, or how many a dirham have I spent. 
(7) 
In the modern use rr, is followed by a nwcrýnal sentence 
(e. xgLaples, 2, j, l+) -a subject, noun or pro. noun, the predicate of which 
0' xight, I, pp. 98-100. ý ' 
(2 ', luayma, Labran, P- 107- 
(3) 
- Aýý, 
Zucifk , P. 336. (4) "Hame al-JunUn, p. 236. 
yat) . IL&y 12,1964, P. 4. 
(5) ý& 
Not always, see Wright, TI, p. 126. 
7 týuoted by "Wright, ibid. 
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is an adjcctive w UV is used after - as in example i- 
to Lidicate the past ti, ýrle. 
Hot- . weVer, an incidental sýýnse of excla--ation. in sentences 
introduced by can be noticed; and in spite of the basic 
Eiyntact*cal difference between senterme and the aodern 
exclamatory sentence -..,, -ýIth rr it is possible to say that the 
T, rao"Iern use of rAght have some origin in r. . 
There is also the possibility that the -Aglish 'how' in the 
ir, Lerroi,, ative 'how jSay' being L]Aentified with Arabic the 
English pattern in the exclamation, how beautiful 3he is! and the 
, *'rer=h pattern with loo., nme' might have suggested the ixdern Arabic ': ýL? cAr. 
Ferthe influence of the colloquial pattern - cf. in Iraqi dialect 
Mr 
how beautiful, or, pretty! Lebanon 
qaddailh skTatir. 
(2) 
ýj ý IcCarthy, The Spoken Arabic of 3aghda v 1., P- 476- 2 Feghali, 3yntaxe des Parlera Arabes du Liban, P- 474- 
A 
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11: 2: NIGATIVE SENTENCý: 
11: 2: a: 
Modern writers frequently use the negative particle 
followed by ý. to express a strong negative. 
a al . 
(2) 
. -I-I;., -ý , 
-ý I 
(3) 
More often precedes the negative particle. 
j 
(5) 
OiJI 
(6) 
rNLýj 
I ;, 
e; a. ý 
U. ýL; 
'I LU Lý 4. 
The emphatic negative is, in the standard usage, usually expressed 
by repeating after a preceding negative, eog. 5)1 'ý j 
j 
'but I do not see that there has come out even 
a single one of them. ' 
(9) 
j or, Ij- I re-L. C'J 
(10) 
The use of in and seems to be 
suggested by the English 'not even' and the French 'pas Memel. 
ý1ý maýfý;, Bayn a. 1--Qasrayn, po 159. 
2) -214aýý, (Zasr P- 330- * (3) Zaki, 'Ara-bi, March 1960, P- 32. 
I- 
- , T . (4 Jabrd, Araq, p. 97. 
5 Amin, ýaAl, i, po 47o 
6 Nucayma, lkird&d, po 115- 
4qýk, p. 69. ý7ý Nu'ayma, Li_&7 
8 Zaki . Arabis October 1963, P- 13- (9) Wright, ii. PPo 303-304. 
(10) Quoted by Reckendorf, SYntax, PP- 339o 
wr 
No trace of thi6 pattern on record has been found in the spoken 
Arabic. i. ccording to Willmore, 
(I ) 
and ieghali, 
(2) 
the standard pattern 
is used, e. g. IL& dakhatiah ma la tli; 14tish -I neither went in nor c&, w 
out. laid in Lebaaan, 'ma siqft la kpbir ula zjir ula at beS-4rir 
"'he same pattern i6 uued in Iraqi clialeat. Traces of it (colloquial) 
can prooably be attributed to the fact that the expression is being 
p. Lcked up from writing and used in the spoken language. 
> 
ýl ý Willwre, The Spoken Arabic of, ý-ýpt, pp. 1 -33,299. 2 'Yeghali, p. 215. 
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II: 2: b: 
Modern Arabic writers use in the sense of the English, 
Imust not,: 
L5 
jtý.: C) 
I 
(2) 
(5) 
6) ;jL... 
In the standard usage normally means 'it is not incumbent; 
(7 ) 
it is not necessary, i. e., it is optional'. The standard Arabic 
expresses the sense of the English, 'must not' , by attaching the 
negative particle not to Lr-: r-ý but to the verb dependent on it; 
e. g. The new trend in the meaning of 
is often due to the influence of the English, 'must not', brought about 
as a result of identification and equation of the Arabic verb 
with the English, 'must'. 
(1) Mata'd;, Sukkariyya, p. 109. 
(2) Nu'ayma, 
-!! 
ýýa, P. 95. 
(3) Ahrialn, May 26,1964, P. 8. 
ý4ý 
'April 
2,1964, p. i. 
5 May 29,1964, P. 7. 
ý6ý Zaki-, "Arabi, April 1964, p. 14. 
7 DiZhir, Tadhkara, p. 47; of. Muýammad BeLhjat al-Bayý&r, al-Tacrif 
wa -1-Naqd" , A. ID. , xxiv, p. 125. (6) ibid. 
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11: 2: c: ýl in Double Negative: 
2.1odern writers often use JI 
in the negative sentences to 
deny two or more alternatives. These alternatives may be verbs, as: 
(I ). 
ZJý Lt-;. JI 
(2) 
Lj III 
(3) 
- U, U 6.1ýý I L% L..... VJ 'I J 
(4) 
J; J 
In the type of sentences mentioned above, the standard usage repeats 
the negative particle using the conjunction before it, 
(6) 
e. g. 
ue ý-Z. -6 
L,.;. 
L:,. -L 
J 
_. CJ 
j1 as used in the preceding examples would mean, lexc6ptl, 
'unless', e. g. 
(7) L; J Lo c--ý L) 
I 
Lý--- jI 
'I 4-U I 
_) 
'By God 
we shall not leave (this place) unless you weep if you are sincere. ' 
ly. 'Loden-i writers also use JI to join negative alternatives 
which are parts of speech other than verbs, as: 
(8) - 
(9) UýL, IU is 
(10), iý, - '. ) L. 's Ij, I 'D LJ I LýJ ýjJ. 5 ý. 1.1-L I 
ýJ) Amin, Frayd, vii, p. 130- 
2) M&hff3z &I-Q&hira-l-Jadida, p. 181. 
Zak*i, , December 1961, p. 10. 
Jarld@ý, %, lay 26,1964, P. 9. 
(5) Ahr , MAY 7,1964, p. 9. (6) Wright, ii, P- 303; cf. also Reckendorf, Syntax, PP- 335-336; 
Blac0ere, p. 480. 
ý7ý AgLard, i, p. 152. 
8 Zaki, Arabi, October 1963, P- 11- 
(0 
Nulayma, Durýab, p. 22. 
10 Nucayma, . 
'Aba Batta P- 125- 
- *-I- $ 
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Here the standard usage would have the conjunction J 
followed by the negative particle e. g. 
(2) 
I LJ 'I ý xJ I L. I 
'I 
_1 
: )I 
. 
5.. J I &J 
L) 
IL 
The frequent use of 
(3) 
J1 to join negative alternatives 
in modern writings is very much suggestive of the influence of the 
English 'or' in the pattern: 'He does not move . or speak. I did not 
see him here or in any other place. ' The influence of the English 
)I for' is obvious in 
which is a translation of the English text, 'They were careful not to 
speak or rustle their feet. ' 
(5) 
(1) Wright, ii, pp. 303-304. 
M (2 For this use of 41 see P. (06)P, 
jI is sometimes used in the standard usage in prohibition. 
7: MiýEý3. gives the example: 
Lane, i, p. 122, -writes about this J1 that it is more forcible than 
(4ý cAbbbLs 
,, P- 329. (5 Melville, Moby Die , p- 17l. 
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11: 3: INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES: 
II: 3: a: The Indiýect Question: 
Arabic language 'ignores the difference between the direct and the 
indirect question, in so far as regards the arrangement of the words 
and the mood of the verb'; 
(' ) 
the interrogative particles 
I 
(, ýz are 
kept in the indirect question, e. g. 
(2) 
j tLý. j uej rt-j rt- ) .uýLI 
(3) 
In modern writings the particles J. A are often replaced 
by jjj f, 
. ýj 
as: 
L. J I j)" 
(5) 
(6) JL- 
(7) 
4. y 
(8) wuý- L: ý' 
(9) 
Lyý. 
0) 
- 
The use of Iýlt, ý, l to introduce the indirect question, as shom 
in the above-mentioned sentences has been criticised by several 
(I 1-Yright, ii, P- 306. 
(2ý Qur' , 72,10. (3) Quoted by Wright, ii) P- 309- 
(4) Nu" ayma, Akhbi , p. 104. (5 Nucayma, Ghirb-a , p. 46. (6 Jabr&, Surb-&, p. 47. 
(7 jarlda, May 27,1964, P- 2- 
8 'T'JatLfla;, Bid , P- 105- 9 Matifla;, Sukkariyya, P- 308. 
(10 Jumhlariyya, B., July 17,1964, p. 6. 
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(1) ( -. (2) 
f "1,4, 
philologists. Awimiri rtg=? y states that the modern I 
is a translation of the English 'if', 'whether', as used in the 
Lidirect ciuestion. 'He asked him if (whether) he knew ... I The 
direct influence of translation can be seen in: 
(3) ... _____ tS I 
for the English, I... to examine, whether or not the vessel had 
received ... '(4) The influence of the equivalent Prenoh pattern with 
Isi' should also be taken into account. Sý'ce tkL pAo-., - LýV^ý r4LC-JItJ 
rv-ýCk 2e't "tA; O-C. 
Furthermore, it is to be noticed that all-the preceding examples 
from modem writers have c)15 * Most probably, this use of Cj6 
is due to the fact that most of the reported speech is in the past; 
the Arabic writer, translating from the European languages, was 
tense-conscious and felt the need of following the European pattern. 
Hence the use of C) 15 to convey the idea of the past time. A& 
time passed the use of C) after 131 and C)I became an 
almost inseparable construction. The insertion of L)L5 is 
unnecessary since, in Arabia, the preceding verb determines the tense 
(5) (time) of all the other verbs which depend on it. -II%Lks 
9AS e of ý)Y vy-ker- U- 
dljj'ýý r- -t4 IWLt&, (- *L pask +-, ---- ex, sl. -J ;, 
(1) Yiziji, Lug_h. at al-Jarg. 'id, P. 41; Dighir, Tadhk&ra, P- 59; 
t& " un7 Zu4 bulaivai , Akh a, p. 143; and Pellat, Ir; t-r-oductio P- 79- (2) "Butykth via TZq--iqiLt Liý&wiyya" R. A. C. 0 1, pp. 180-161. (3) cAbbbLs, Moby Dic , P- 346- (4 Melville Moby Dick, p. 182. 
(5ý Blacli6re: p. 256; Wright, ii, p. 21. 
/59- ýL 
Jone or th-- native critics of this pattern referred to the 
posL; ibility of its existence in the colloquial language. However, 
I 
and I in the indirect 2eghali points out the use of I. 
question, e. g. Isuf eza kan ga'. So does Willmore, e. g. Isa'altu 
iza kan rayik yigil. 
(2) 
The usage seems to have become widespread in places with a long 
and advanced tradition of education and reading, and it has been 
picked into colloquial Arabic to the extent of giving the impression 
that it is indigenous to the vernacular. 
(i p. 226, footnote (1) and p. 271- (2ý The Spoken Arabic of Fgypt, p. 293. 
A 
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11: 3: b: Tag questions: 
In modern writings one often comes across a question dependent on 
an affirmative or negative statement, i. e. what is known in English as 
a tag-question, e. g. 
jý 
". 
j I C. 
(2) 
Cýj 
ýjl c -1 'ýy 
(5) T 0-ij '1ý 
The pattern Lý'-j used in the above-mentionedeva. -+I-ri 
However, it is almost certain that the tag question has always 
existed in the conversation. Its absence from the records of standard 
Arabic is probably due to the fact that it did not concern itself with 
simple, everyday conversation. Parallel idiom can be found in the 
modem colloquials, 0 -S' '; --- 
(i; gypt) ,V1; , 
(Iraq), 
and similar forras found in the rest of the Arab countries. 
Translation from English is, however, directly responsible for the 
pattern of tag questions found in the following sentences. 
(9) '' JA 6II 
(1) 144f4, Hams al-Juným, p. 295- 
(2) 114Vi7., Zuq: &q, p. 231 
ý3) Jabri., $ur6, kh, p. 10. 
4 Nu'ayma, al-Yawm al-Akhir, p. 180. 
(5ý Zaki, , Arabi, July 1961, p. 15- 
(6) The standard usage prefers the proper question, -Yihich sometimes 
conveys other meanings besides interrogation, i. e. to deny or 
confirm a statement as: ý. j 
IA.. UI 
(qMKL: an, xvii, 4-2); and Vjj JWC J'J (ýýkn. xcivs I)* 
(7) cAýbýz, Moby Dic , P- 134-- (8 Melville, KobM23ý. ck, p. 66. (9ý cAbbiz, op. Cit-s P- 134- 
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for the English, 
(2) T 
for the English, 
for the English, 
was it?, 
(5) 
'(thou) didst not rob thy captain, didst thou? '(') 
O. J 
'He hain't been a-sittin' so all day, has he? '(3) 
Lt. 
-: vjj5j Y; -j 
I dýj-- II C"- Lýý: 
ý 
'It wasn't a common pitch pine leg he kicked with, 
The English pattern has been reproduced in ý; A 
JA. and T e0jd 
0) "Ielville, op. cit. , p. 
66. 
(2) 'Abbas, op. cit-, P- 152. 
(3) 'Melville, op. cit-, P. 78- 
(J+) 'Abb&s, op. cit. , p. 226. (5) lelville, op. cit- , P. 114. 
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II: 3: c: Word Order with ý-ýz 
1.1odern writers often have the interrogative particle JLA 
prefixed to a nominal sentence the predicate of výhich is a finite 
verb, e. 
(1) ý ý" , 
L- 1 ý. L 
The examples mentioned above belong to the type of questions caUed 
The use of JA - excePt in the lazt example, which 
will be explained later - is, therefore, in agreement with the standard 
usage., 
(6) 
but the word order is not. The standard usage would place, 
the finite verb first, thus: 
(7) 
-L is. 
r 
Li I 
LLi 
j)I 4%; 
) 
According to the standard usage, sentences following the word order 
would be taken to 
belong to the type of questions called jl, ý 'where the particle 
(I ) Amin, Fayd, i. p. 210. 
(2 
/4 
Zaki, jirabi, October 1963, p. 12. 
3 Mir'&t al-Ra'il -1-Gharbi', "Arabi, Ma h 1964, p. 39. 
4 Nu'ayma, Jibr&n, p. 20. 
(5) N. u'ayma, Ký Mi Kin, P- 59- 
(6) 
, ii, P. 349. (7) of- Wright, iis PP* 308-309; Najjix, A2Shýa', P- 36; Yizaji-, 
ýuLhat al-Jar&'id, pp. 84-85. 
1: 4 Y-Y, A (1) 'ýr' 
. 
%. iXkWW-- 
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would be used instead of JA 
(1), 
and the meaning rendered into 
English would be, 'Is it this world (or another world) which is built 
on *001p 'Was it they (or others) who agreed ... I, which is obviously 
not what the writers of the above-mentioned examples mean. 
ýWl IdA jib The modern-word order in the pattern T C-V;. f 
is probably influenced by the European 
pattern English, 'Is this morld built on .. *? ' 'Did they agree to 
slavery ...? ' Thus the English word order is kept in: 
(2) iUIL. L r6 (It., 01 U6 
translated from, 'I was resolved to satisfy myself whether this ragged 
Elijah was really dogging us., 
(3) 
In the sentence quoted from Nucayma T... JeA: ýw .3 L". LýA ) 
the particle J-z is used with a negative sentence. 
(4) 
This is not 
possible in the standard us&geo(5) 
o The 
jcr, %, l%je-j4 ýd -týr- oticý-, aftý ý-7,1 ixýs 'it 6&, k 
Pro cc . 55 L)b 
(I 4&#tL cov-e- 
ta 61- co+tsd w1k e-s-ek oker iw w, 
'thk3 
. 
YA I' 4. ee- atfccrtj *t -Y"Iltajtft tj a-rd#- cf4te 
LAnIt 
tAsj 
t-0 )e c Cl OL uesfiow LAOL tit 
'i, 2t r9 9ý 
P- 349. 
2 Abb&s, Moby Dic , p. 168. 3 Melville, Moby Dic , p. 66. 4 One may quote another exanple from Nu" ayma, . Abu' 4a ýa, p. 175P , where J. A is used withnegative sentence, jib 
(5) Wright, ii, P- 308- 
1451 
R&LiTIV NTENCS: 
.1 
(feminine ý541 ) is a conjunctive noun; it 
connects a definite aatecedent to the conjunctive clause 
which announces a fact known or admitted, i. e. previously eatablished 
to the perscn addressed; thus in Ibn Ya ish: 
JO 
Lc 
-d 
I 
'The acnjunctive clause should be kr--. o,., n to the penion addressed, 
because its purpose is to determine the mentioned by means of that 
which is known to the person addressed, in order that it -, nay afterwards 
be predicable. ' 
Thua me say3: 
r L; c5 The man who 
had stood came. 
(2-) 
, 
J_ta 
The Ranote ýozque, the precinct of which we have bleased. 
0) 
In modern writings, however, the conjunctive noun often introducen 
a conjunctive clauae which does riot armounce a previously known fact, 
but a fact subsequent in time to that of the main clause, e. g. 
_rJ 
Iý -' 
'" Lý 
t--v- -cý c-r -ý. i , 
ýý j£- f 
Li 
(i) Tjl, 
_p. 
j54; cf. "o iloweii, 1, pp. 606-607. 
(2) ýýan, xvii, 1, quoted by ibn Yallah, ibid, p. 139- 
(3 Translated by Palmer, The soran, xvii, 1. 
(4ý Nu"sqma, Jibrin, p. 96- 
163. ý5ý 1WU. z. , 3&yn al iI- 6 'AahftA, iams &1-Junw";! 
y, nP'-r2-15- 
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) L?, c -, 
L-;. I c-Sý31 I -ý, LA* Uir -j)j 
( 2*' 6 ýj I ý) U ).. & Cf-,, f L:,.. 
L.; j IJ 
L4 
A 
-. LAX- J L'o. 
a: j I 
3 ueo Ll !jI 
S L01-0 J, i &-Ao LXj I 
CAI Lpo: J L 
In the preceding examples the fact armounced by the conjunctive 
clause is subsequent in time to that of the wain clause. It is &ISO 
to 'be noticed that the verb of the main clause is perfect (past time), 
and the verb of the subordinate clause - conjunctive clause - is also 
perfect (past time). In standard usage the verb in such subordinate 
clause - conjunctive clau6e - will have the sense of the English past 
III., I.; 
4 
perfect, cf. the ex&. iple quoted by ', ', right. LýýL-rp-jj,., Lrw). vm4A 
(5) 
je .yW 
since the conjunctive clause announces a fact previously known, and in 
standard usaFe the verb in the min clause determines the tense (time) 
of the verb(s) in the subordinate clause. Hance in standard usage, 
these modern sentences would be translated thus. 
He met at the door the postman *ho had given him a letter. 
She swooped on Hasanayn, Mho, had Withdram ... 
They took the car iihich had set off tomards 
Obviously this is not the sense intended by the writers of these 
(i jM*aAyyvL, C. IV 19, 1964, P. 5. 
(2 
1 
jari , .., Iiay 29, 1964., P- 3. 3 , ', lay 12) 19641, p. i. 
4 tanfir, Juae 21 , 19", P- 5. 
5) 11, P- 321. 
sentences. The conjunctive clause in these sentences is intended to 
be taken as subsequent in time to that of the main clause, and is to 
be rendered into English as: 
He met at the door the postman, who gave him a letter. 
She swooped on Hasanayn, 'who withdrew 
They took the car, which set off towards 
In this type of clauses -which announce a subsequent fact, the 
standard Arabic uses called .. -ý -, I-b- 
(1 ) 
instead of the 
conjunctive noun, thus: 
(2) 
. »' & 
( 
"S __ 
One of the earliest critics of this pattern is Jurji Zaydan, mho 
gives the example: 
(3) uOy 
which he corrects thus: 
1.51 
This modern usage of the conjunctive clause is based on the English 
pattern, 'I saw my friend X, -who gave me the book', and the equivalent 
French pattern. 
Translation has played an important part in introducing and 
popularizing the modern trend in the conjunctive clause. For instance, 
the Queen's message on the occasion of Nehru's death: 
'I am deeply grieved to hear of the death of Mr Nehru, mho willbe 
(1) Wright, I, pp. 290-291; Muzbni, I, pp. 161-163. 
(2) This. sense is clear from the text, which reads: 
-J L-, I J-Jii L; . 
(3) dL1-Lu9h&-l-(ArabiYYa, P-'115- 
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PP 0 aIr 041 0) kthroughout the Commonwealth', is rendered into Arabic by the 
Lebanese paper Jarada thus: 
(2) 
The English pattern , who will be' is rendered into Arabic 
as V... j The standard usage would have the 
particle __q 
instead of A L-. S 
(I The Times, May 28,1964, p. 10. 
(2ý May -27-, 1'964, P. 7. 
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11: 5: CONDITIONAL SENTYANCES: 
II: 5: a: ýJ with 6- in the Apodosis. - 
In the standard Arabid usage, the particle ýj forms 
hypothetical clauses and implies that what is supposed either does not 
take place, or is not likely to do so. 
(') 
Furthermore, the future 
particles are very rarely, if ever, 
(2) 
used in the 
apodosis of this type of sentences. The perfect is normally used, e. g. 
r6l C'S ýj 
Modern writers, on the other hand, often use the future particles in 
the apodosis of ýj as: 
ýj 
(5) 
(6) 1j L-..! j L; I zu Lý... j 1 C7.1 - lz-ý 
(7) 
Lo-. J1 eJJ, - '1. )jJ1 L, 'Ij L 
(I ) Wright, ii, P- 347; De Sacy, i, p. 166, footnote 
(2) Reckendorf, Syntax, P. 494, quotes j"I I 
about which Blachýre says (p. 466) tone should not 
attach much importance to this usage of ýJ 'which is similar to 
that of 1j, ; it marks an old stage of the language, when the 
. 
difference between the two particles was not always recognized. (3 RIWL&LA' vii, 188- 
ý4 Amin, FayýL, iii, p. 112. 
5 ibid., ix, p. 210. 
Xy (6 Mahf6z, aukkafi, a, P- 318- 
(7 Zaii, *Arabj., September 1963s P- 12. 
(8 ibid. , March 1961 , p. 9. 
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-, 
,I, L-L) I 
ý-)ý ý. ý J----e t. ) I L-i I -: -, j C: ?-C. -),. "j L L: ---- I ýj 
<j 
The use of the future in the apodosis of the above-mentioned sentences 
shovis that these sentences convey the idea of the likely condition, 
vihere the standard usage would have 01 instead of jj 
ý2) 
In 
fact the likely idea is clearly stated in the first example by means 
of the phrase DII)I ýt, 6 
The modern usage with j where it is used to denote likely 
conclition with in the apodosis, is often due to the 
identification of ýj with the English 
'if' used in the open 
condition, as in the pattern, 'If they mork hard they will succeed, 
and the equivalent French pattern. 
The question to be asked here is whether )J (. cjl 6, u are 
becoming interchangeable owing to their common correspondence, as 
particles, to the English 'if' and the French Isil; and the 
responsibility for deciding the type of condition - whether open or 
rejected - which in the standard usage lies in the particles is being 
shifted to the verb (tense), as is the case in English and other , 
European languages. 
See also the identification of 
'if' in the indirect question, 
(3) 
and 
concession. 
(4) 
t: )l (o 
131 
with the English 
. ', 
) ý with 'even if' in the 
(i ) Ahr , mey ii, i 96j+, p-5 (2) Wright, ii, p. 347- 
(3 pp- 151,152. (4ý 
. p. 165. 
16ia. 
The use of jd optatively, e. g- 
9)-, 
,, "/-- 
_r, -W-A-V 
0 
-JJ 
Ld L, 
especially with > e. g. 
its use sometimes combined with as U. 
-! 5) 
and, as pointed out under 
'Concessive Sentences', 165, where 
-0) and 'L. ) can 
be 
interchangeable. All this makes the difference between and 
I 
L-) a subtle one. Hence probably the confusion between the two 
particles and the use of in the apodosis of 
cf- Wright, II, pp. 347-348. 
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11: 5: b: The Apodosis of iJ in Front Position: 
In Arabic, as in Fnglish, the apodosis of the conditional sentence 
may precede the protasis, as: 
c"; Lý ýj L-i- 
(2) - 15 1 Ij 
(3) 
'j, L.. J Ij Ij L6 
though more often the apoclosis follows the protasis. 
(4) 
If, however, j is prefixed to the S-POdOsiB Of 
.0 
(' V 
then the apodosis always follows the protasis in the standard usage, 
(5) 
e. g. 
(6) 1 j-j'J L 
(7). 
J, LLL-; J t! ) 
In modem Arabic one sometimes comes across conditional sentences 
where the apodosis with j is placed before the protasis, as in 
the following examples which come under the direct influence of 
translation from English: 
J, ai: qý 
8) 
for the English, 'I should have to give many lectures to explain in 
1(9) any detail thearolution of the novel. 
(10). L -1 C-ý 
for, 'I would elen take it for sublime, did I not know that the colic 
' 
(11) 
is a noisy malady. 
(I Reckendorf, Syntax, p. 496. 
(2 ibid. 
(3 ibid., p. 495. 
(4 Blachere, p. 4,64. 
(5 ibid. 
(6 Qur' vi, 149. 
(71 ii, p. 125. 
ý8 Jabri, Adib, p. 136. 
9 S. Burt7E-e Unreality of Realism, " The Writer and His Craft, p. 168. 
10 'Abb&. 3, Moby Die , p. 800. (JI) Melville, 
-Moby 
Dick, p. 438. 
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^no -I-- neb! ieea bile Of tire il, LIL &L 
1010 
IZ 
sense nor ly associated with conditions, as: 
(1 )- lu 1, J I aj L-- LýJ I 
L; L. - rý- LO 
;JL. - 
(2 loo 
;J U- Z.; J - LO 
&J., u-ý I ýJ L, 
In each of the examples mentioned ov ýJ is followed by 
al-masdar. The standard usag normally fa a the use of the finite 
verb with the appropriat rticle of condition, e. g. "I ý- ý., - 
C-Ul j 1J1 UJI - he modern expression 
ýJ 6- which is 
especially com in the journalistic Arabic, is based o he English 
11ý, 
- cas of', and the French 
'en cas, de'. The use of JI 
after e modern Arabic expression is equivalent to the use of the 
I 
4. 'I - 
W 
iýy 2,96 Ly e., 1 -10 9 ZJumdur' 
1 17,964, p. 2. 
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II: CGlllTCl!! 5SlVE SZý72: -NCES: 
Concession in the standard Arabic usage is expressed by means of 
(I 
L. he particle preceded by e. g. UU 
is sometimes replaced by as, 
(2) 
In modern writings concession is often expressed by means of 
. ýj "; -, 
e-g 
L. J I iýj I C) iU ýj 
ajy 
L; Lj-ýý Lýý : -j Lo pJ Lj;, 
I LtJ 
4j 11 
iA 
Lýj 
--j 
I Un I ýj 
The last example is translated from the English, 'he cwmot spout even 
if he would. 1 
(10) 
(1) : Biachere, pp. 467-486. 
M (2 ibid., p. 468. 
Nu"ayma, Awtb , P. 33. ýQ Amin, Fayý, iii, p. 168. 
5) Maýffaz, Sukkariyya, P. 72. 
(6) mak, ý, az, Ba al-q P 443. - (7) Zaki, Arabi, November 1960, p. 12. 
(b) Ahrim, MaY 15,1964, SUPPI. P. I. 
(9) *Abb&s, Yloby Dick, P- 594. 
(10) Melville, Ivioby Dick, P- 322. 
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in the standard usage )J ý is normally used in the sense 
of 'so that if ... 1, e. g. 
(I) -i -ý 
(2) Lj ýjj 
L, 
In modern vxitings one also comes across J and 
used for coacession, e. g. 
L, JI 'L*- L; 
j ILWIL; 
Examples vith Jjj are more frequent, e. g. 
L-J; -- 
L : -J. ýJ1 'ý 
ZA-11) 
'.; --j 
(5) 
(6) ZL- Uj j L, I _; j I 
(7) ". ), 11 jlýjl U 
jI:,. ': L., IýI.,;, ; ýw ), '1 015 (8) Lý-e 
In the standard usage is used in the sense of luntill(9)e. g. 
el-J 
(10) 
L 
(I) Yiayd&n3., Amth5l, ii, p. 4003. 
(2 AjLhým , viii, p. 126. (3ý Nulayma, ý_Ljbr&n, p. 10. 
(4) Nu'awna, Arqa, , p. 17 - ý5 AldýL"Ilaý Vii, P. 34. 
6ý Zaki, Arab , August 1963, P- 16. W (7 Jabra, Adlb, p. 28. 
Nuayma, J; br , p. 223. (9 Wright, ii, pp. 12-13. 
10 ibid. , p. 13.11 (11 Tabari, T&rikh, h. 585. 
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The modern concession with 
_ýj L;:,, 
(, C. ý Ij _ý 
and IjI Lýý 
is based on the English I even if I, and the French 'mZme si'. The 
' 'luence of the English I even if I can be seen in the following direct ini 
two examples; in the first of which I even if I is rendered as 
and in the second as, L)Ij Both. translations are by the same 
person: 
ji 
for the English, 'But I should like to point out that even if art is 
a weapon, and even if we grant also that we must. ' 
(2) 
(3) '7- -j 
ý1 
.1 
LL 
ýý 
ý-' -Lt- (L4 
ý C) Ij); - 4e-L-- I -! -" 
for the English, 'This applies even if he is not primarily a critio. 
(1) JabrL, Ad1b, Pp- 71 -72. 
(2) Henry Haz lit t, " Literature Versus Opinion, ' The Writer and His 
Craft, p. 41. 
(3) Jabra, op. cit., p. 200. 
(4) F. O. Nlatthiessen, 'The 'Responsibilities of the Critic*, ' The Writer 
and His Craft, p. 247. 
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ADUMATIVE SENTENCES: 
Modern writers often use usually preceded by 
as follows: 
(i )- ju. "l), Lf-loj)ý 
(2) Ap 
(3) 
It seems that L-5"PA., in the above-mentioned sentences is 
used to express a greater precision. This expression (. SpjjL is 
probably coined by the modern writers to convey the meaning of the 
English I rather I, and the French 'plut; t I, as the editor of Lu&at 
alýkrab and some other critics believe. 
(4) 
Thus translation from 
English is directly responsible for C-ý^A in the following example: 
(5) 
.511ý. 
S LI". -- 
-ja 4JI J 
for the English, 'He was fearful Christianity, or rather Christians 
had unfitted him ... 
(6) 
On the other hand, the possibility of a spontaneous extension of 
the standard Arabic 4_. S suited, fitted, as found in the phrase, 
e. g. Lýý k- It is suitable, fit, that 
that should be, 
(7) 
cannot be ruled out. 
(1 Zak-i, c Arab!, January 1963, P- 35. 
(2 IA&tLfaZ,, Bayn al-Qasrayn, P- 359. 
(3 'Arab, June 30,1964, P- I- 
(4) Tawiid Lughawiyyal, n. a. , ii, pp. 194-195, and footnote 
P. 195- 
5ý 'Abbis , Moby Di p. III 6 Melville, g2hL Dick, P. 54. 
(7) Lane, II, P. 556; cf. also Dozy, I, p. 280. 
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a also used in the adversative ; 6entenoes, e. g. 
(2) 1. --- ps- 
A .0C', Lr- 4 
o-ý 
(3) 
4-' ý LJ) ---*J C. *0 
(4) 
In i3tandard usage is used to convey the adversative 
idea, e. g. 
(5 ý10j- 
LI-4-0 C>1 
LIC ýJ LS-r 
In these modern adversative 6entences it is not clear whether 
(6) 
, rather' in, is used to express contrasto as the --`. --4iglish 
'he does not make you laugh, he rather makes you aad'; or here again 
it is for greater precision. 
In the last sentence 
-V -X-tj 
I eisý ev -1) 
the modern pattern is used side by side 
with Lj-. , 
which in standard usage wouid have been sufficiient. 
(I ) Sukkariyya, P. 38. 
M (2 ,. darch 8, iý649 P. 3. 
, ý--aofa*, Biqkyý wa N, P. 314. (4) Nuýayma, ! rd&d, p. J02. 
(5) 4right, 11, P. 334; cf. 'Augha, I. p. 64 for -91 used in the adversative sense of j,. . (6) See C. O. D. and . L. 
W. under rather. 
ýd 
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MAP= III 
THE SUBORDIIATE CLAUSE 
The word-order in Arabic is neither free nor absolutely fixed. 
There are certain coaýbinations which possess a fixed or rigid word- 
order. Outside these combinations, the word-order tends to become 
flexible. 
(') 
Modern writers of ten attempt to introduce some variations in the 
word-order of the fixed or rigid combinations. These attempts, as 
Blackýere justly remarks, 
(2) 
are directly influenced by the English and 
the ! ý. -ench patterns. Examples of these attempts, vLich will be 
discussed in the following pages, are: change in the positions of 
Or. 
subordinate clauses of cause,, purpose; the changes in the position of 
direct speech, and --' the change in position of the subordinate clause 
of time introduced with 
(I Blaclýere, PP. 385-386 and footnote 
(2ý ibid. 
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III: I: SUBORDINAT-Z CiAUSE OF CAUSE 01i PýýASON. 
The subordinate clause of cause or reason is often placed before 
the main clause in modern writings, as: 
(i) 
- "2 
a 
-6r 4. "2 6 "2j 
Li 4 a4y--ý. 344: ar, 4.; 
L,, J 
-i-J 
L-- LS (. eý. L:. ;ý 
"ý 
j 
In the standard usage the main clause normally precedes the subordinate 
clause of cause or reason. The present inversion in the position of 
the subordinate clause is often an imitation of the European pattern - 
mainly French and English. Thus in English it is normal to say, 
I Because I hear too much, I Can kZ&V - dl m, *-S 
ý nothing placing the main 
clause after the subordinate. 
ivlahfaý, 142, p. 23. 
Y4fQý, Sum-. -Zn, p. 105. ý3 
ibid, p. 162. 
(4. Nu'ayma, Aba Baýýa, p. 97. 
(5ý Zaki, Maa-I-Uh, p. 193. 
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111.2: SUBORDINATE CIAUSLS OF FUliPOSE. 
One also comes across subordinate clauses of purpose placed 
before the main clause in modern writers, e. g. 
jj 
(2) j Lý 
--J Lt--- L 
JPW 
j Ll, -J I : ý) X- 14e,, 
J I elU -, >-i 
; ýU I 
Ls, 
I 
ýA u: 
P 
(7) Jt )tJ L: 
In the standard Arabic usage the position of the subordinate clause 
of purpose is after its main clause. In English we often have: '(In 
order) to approach our subject, we shall ... ' The English pattern 
and its French equivalent are often responsible for the inversion of 
the position of the clause of purpose in modern Arabic. In the 
following example the English word-order is kept; 
LjI Lý, L. J. 
ý 
Iý Amin, Zay A, xx, p. 126. 
2 Mahf Hams al-JuntLa, P. 288. 
(3) MaklfU?,, Bayn al-Qaiýr p. 116. 
(4 Nu'ayma, K&n Mg. KfLn, p. 89. 
(5ý Zaki, ýýrabi, February 1963, P- 30. 
(6 Jabri, Sur P. 89. 
7 June 21,1964, P. I. 
a Abbis, Moby Dick, p. 635. 
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for the English, 'In the first place, in curious proof of the fact 
that the above-mentioned law is still in force, I proceed to lay before 
you a circumslance. '(i) 
The subordinate clause of purpose which contains 
the object of purpose, is also frequently placed before the main clause 
or its verb, e. g. 
a IIIiI ý- &P ý 1JI- (2) J L; I 
(4) JL; JI; j, 
In the standard Arabic prose 6-ý normally follows its 
verb. 
(5) 
The pattern found in the preceding examples is common in 
journalistic Arabic. It is based on the English, 'in reply, answer, 
to the question ... he said', and the French, len reponse Ia.. ., 
(6) 
(1 ) Melville, Moby Dic , P. 346. (2) JumhfAriyya, B. , July 3,1964, P. 4. 
3ý ibid. , July 17,1964, p. 4. 4 ýýat, May 28,1964, P. 3. 
(5) of. the examples cited by Wright, ii, p. 121. Ibn Jinni, however, 
permits this construction, see Kh"Vis, 11 s P- 383 , Cairo 1955. (6) of. Monteil, p. 294. 
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111-'3: DIRECT SFEECH. 
The word-order of the direct speech in Arabic is that the part of 
the sentence containing the main or reporting verb precedes the actual 
words of the speaker. Modern writers, however, sometimes follow a 
clifferent pattern, as: 
. 1--il J. 
L-- 
JP 
"A , 
(5) ýj IILL 
(6) 
In these examples, the actual words of the speaker precede the main or 
reporting verb. Such sentences are an imitation of the European pattern. 
The last sentence of the examples mentioned above: 
comes under the direct influence of translation from the English, 
'Cooko CookI - Where's that old Fleece? ' he cried. 
(7) 
In modern writings one also finds examples where the reporting part 
of the sentence is inserted within the actual words of the speaker, as: 
L: "A u. ý, jIL: 
j 
I LO j L'5 J. II 
LyLxý 
In English one would say, 'I shall not approve of leanness, not 
even in men', continued Khadija, 'Look at Xamkl! 
(1) Nlaýfa;, Qasr al-5hLS, p. 4.0. 
2) ib d 211 P* 
3 ibid, p. 303. 
4 Jabri, ýur&&, p. 69. 
5 Jabr&, ýAraq, p. 27. 
6 'Abbas, Moby Dick, P. 477- 
7 Melville, Moby Dic , p. 256. (8) hiaýfia;, Qa§r al-Sha-wq, P. 40. 
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111.4: SUBORDINATE CLAUSE OF TIM WITH 
The subordinate clause depending on the adverb -L-1 is often 
placeaby the modern writers in a front position, preceding the 
clause, e. g. 
(1) - Lý " . 1, jI, i, : 
L, I 
ý, Cdl 
%0. 
Lj eJlý L DP I C) I 
(2) 
& Y --I- 
(5) 
c-:: UP L, L 
ji;, 
It is to be noticed that the time of the above-mentioned examples is 
past; and the first clause is introduced by to convey the 
idea that, in terms of time, it happened before the second (main) 
clause, i. e., the sense expressed by the past perfect in English, as 
$when they had finished the work, they left the place'. 
Bu t in the standard Arabic usage the idea of the priority of time 
is normally conveyed by means of the temporal LJ used for the past 
time to express the idea that the clause depending on it happened 
before the second (main) clause'(7) e. g. 
I Amin, Fayý., vi, p. 242. 
2 Nu'ayma-, Iýj q_ýa-sh, P. 39. 
3 Nu'ayma, KAn M& KAn, p. 90. 
ý4 Jabr&, Sur&ý, h, p. 64- 
5 ibid., p. 67- 
6 Man7ar, July 2,1964, P- 5- 
71 Blachbre, p. 449. 
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IjJ 1; L-_ LLýJ L 
(2) 
r-t- 01-4 C^_j 
I Lj I 
Furthermore, in the standard Arabic usage the clause depending on x%4 
follows the main clause'(3) e. g. 
(4) 
LIo 
JL79 
L)I 
(5) 
0, 
The modern word-order as shown in the examples quoted from modern 
writers is often an imitation of the European pattern. Thus the 
word-order in the following English pattern, 'after giv-ing us a stiff 
full-length of Greenland whale ... treats us to a series of classical 
engravings ... ' 
(6) 
is reproduced in the Arabic example: 
1ý Lý 6- U U, xýA, 
(7) 
(I Qu ted by Blach'ere, p. 449. 
(2ý iboid. 
(3) cf. Ashtar, al-Natht-- al-Mahjari, p. 221, footnote 1; he quotes 
the Jample from 7u'ayma as a foreign 
influence on Nu(aymals style; cf. also the examples quoted by 
Reckendorf, Syntax, pp. 475-476. 
(4) Quoted by Reckendorf, Syntax, p. 475. 
ý5 ibid. 
6 Melville, Moby Die , pp. 235-236. (7 'Abb&s, Moby Dick, p. 440- 
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CHAPTER IV 
PHRASEOLOGY 
The European influence in this chapter consists in the reproduction 
in terms of equivalent native words of expressions, phrases, and even 
larger units such as proverbs. 
This form of interference, generally called loan translation, 
(') 
can be 5ubdivided as follows: 
(a) Ioan Translation Proper; 
(2) 
here the European model is 
produced exactly, word for word. 
(b) Loan Rendition; 
(3) 
in which the European model only 
furnishes a general hint for the reproduction. 
Among loan translations one can also distinguish those in mhich 
the components appear with their familiar meanings (only the particular 
combination of them being due to another language) from those where one 
or more of the components is involved in a semantic extension. An 
example of the first type is 
('*) 
6, iý Js. to make peace, where J.; ' 
and 6,1. o appear in their ordinary meanings, only the combination 
being unusual. The second kind is exemplified by such expressions as 
(5) 
. ýW 
I ý. - L- I Cý ýý in which is used in the sense 
of 'satisfy the demand', and 
(6) 
where has 
the meaning of 'extend'. 
In the field of phraseology the European influence is even greater 
(I See Urich -Weinreich, Lamguages in Contract, p- 51. 
(2ý The term is used by Urich Weinreich, supra., P. 51. 
(3 The term is used by Urich Weinreich, suprav P- 51- 
(4 See p. 186. 
(5 See p. 180. 
(6) See p. 181-182. 
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than in Syntax. The number of phrases and expressions which can be 
traced to English and French influence, and which find their way into 
modern Arabic, is enormous. Some of these phrases do not live long, 
and during their short life-time they always retain an alien tinge; 
whereas others are incorporated in the Arabic language, and become a 
part of everyday conversation, so much so that it is difficult for the 
ordinary person, immediately or in the long run, to recognize their. 
foreign origin or even be aware of it. 
To try to write down all the European phrases which have found 
their way into modern Arabic writings would not be practicable. Hence 
only a representative number of these phrases has been given here. 
Where the English and the French phrases are identical, both of them 
have been mentioned as possible original patterns of the Arabic 
expression. 
The phrases are classified into: (a) Verbal Phrases, 
(b) Non-dnal Phrases, and (o) Prepositional Phrases, according to 
whether these phrases begin with a verb, a noun, or a preposition. 
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VlgdýAL PERASES: 
English: to hurt someone's feelings: 01 4 
0 
(2) 
; )UNJI 
English: let alone: tj 
iL 
(5) UL- 
English: think twice: C) --: j-p 
(6) " 
dL 
(8) "" t.:.. Jj 
English: to build castles in the air: 
F, nglish: to change the course. 
00) 
ae. - "-. -A 
01) 
J6 
(I ) M4fd; ý, Bid P. 189. 
2 144fQý, Bayna-l-Qa. ýirayn, P. 367. 
3 Nulayma, al-AbW wa-l-Banfln, p. 50. 
't )+ Jabr; i, Araa, pp. 100-101. 
(5) lvlaýf4, Qapr al-Shavq, p. 279. 
ý6 ibid., P. 415. 
7 Maýfaz, Sukkariyva, P- 339- 
(8 Jarida, May 26,1964, p. -I. 
(9 Makifi4, Sukkariyya, p. 103- 
10 cf. Wehr, Besonderheiten, p. 21. 
ll Nu C, ayma, ay--N, 3r- wa-l-Dayi P. 134- 
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(1) . L., 15L, ",, - 
L 
(2) LJ I 
English: to take the necessary steps: 
(3) Z.; ýLj i 
English: to give the cold shoulder to a person: ý. 
ý 1 
(4) LL6 JI 
English-. to ýump to conclusions: z- 6- Lz. j 
(5) - Ur, cý, J c- L... 
U 
English*. to meet, (satisfy the demand); e) 
Cp. 
English: to discover, (realise suddenly). * ... Ij 
ji"i 
-' 'S'l 
(I ) biaýf4, qarikb, p. 14. 
ý2 Amin, E2: yj, III, p- 70. 
3 Ahr5, m, May 11 , 1964, p- 13 - (4 26,1964, P- -5. (51 Jabr&, ib, p. 44; a translation of the English, 'These vievis 
are not scientific findings but wild jumps at emotional conclusions. ' 
Max Eastman'tLiterature in an Age of Science'sThe Writer & His Craft 
P. 17. M (6 Arý-in, Fayýl, vii, P. 343. 
14&ýMz, Zjý a", p. 48; Of. 'Aw&mir3., Buh-rath wa Tahqiq7at LuZhawiyya. 
1v1Ut&naww11a', ' R. A. C. , I.. p. 147- 
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English: to spend tilne: LCý))) ýý 
14 jr, 
L -j I L-J I j,, I 
English. to act a Part: 
,jI 
English: to wa sh one s dirty linen in public: 
It LS r_-- Ie'. ) I C. L;,. I J- 
(8) 
. L"- UIC, - J-ý ýýp 
English: to work on a book: 
9) uýj I 11% jP 
English: run (extend, be continuous): 
(10) 
4J--- 
1 iNu'ayma, al-Nar wa-l- Dayj , p. 136. 2 lviahfaz, al-Q&hra &I-Jadida, p. 49. 
3 'Abý&s*, Moby Dick, p. 48: a translation of, 'I resolved to spend 
the rest of the evening ... I Melville, Moby Dic , p- 17. (LI-) According to Mustafd Jawaa the nearest verb to JUA in meaning, in 
the standard usage, is Mab&hith, pp. 35-37. 
5 Maýif'u-ý ,Z, p. 27. 
see 
6 Amin, Fayý, vii, p. 15. 
7 ibid, x, p. 113. 
8 Amin, Zu' i' j%1-Isl&tL, p. 99. 
9 Jabra, ýElký, P. 70- 
(101 The author is avare of the foreign origin of this expression, 
which he explains in p. 189, footnote (2) thus: 
Lz 
.)L 
L'e - 
Lttj 
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LJ I 
L= Li 
English: may, can: 
(2) J; ýLjj 
English: to hit the (right) nail on the 
a head: a--I.., Lc I "J I 
(4) 
4-- uLcv , 
L.. J I IIj, L 
hýiglish: to kill time: 
French: tuer le temps: 
(6) 
i jfj 
8) 
English: to open fire: C) I Jj 
I ZýL; 
French: ouvrir le feu: 
(9) . 
Ld) 
(io) Jj 
(I Zaki, Mac a-l-ah, p. 189. 
(2ý (Abbas, lvlobýy Dic , p. 62; under the direct influence of the FxIglishs 'Good night, Landlord ... You may go', Melville, ýIoby Dick, p. 27- (3) 'Abbks, Moby Dick, P. 483; under the direct influence of the 
English, 'You may go', Melville, Moby Dick, p. 260. 
(4) Nuýayma, al-Yawn al-Akhir, p. 29. 
(5) See S&marra'i, p. 242. 
6) Amin, Fayý 111 69. p 
Nu'ayma, Aba Batt P- 55. 7 
Maýf-dz, Bayn al-Qa.? r , P- 430- (9 'hý'ýiyya, B. , JulY 3,1964, p. ooý 
JAhur&ms 
MaY 5,1964, p. 4. 
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&iglish; to break the ice: 
Iii-ench: rompre la glace: 
English: to bite the dust: k.: -I; jl -ýp . 
B'i-ench. mord-re la pouasiere: 
(2) 
JL. 
English: to break the silence: 11ý -1-d I 
French: rompre le silence: 
(I-) 
-I : ýý 'j-, j 
English: to feed: 
French: nourir*. 
JA- upý 
English: exchange, interchange; 
French. echanger. 
(8) " 
j Li. 
(1) Ahr-am, May 6,1964, P. 4. 
.u (2" IN -Iayma, Mircl& , p. 106. 
lNu'ayma, ArcjaAb P. 75. 
Li. Amin,. LMý, iv, P- 50- ý5 
See MaLhribl 'Ta"Ab al-Asillb" R. A. g., I, P- 344- 
(6 Jabr&, $ur&kh, P- 73. 
(7 Amin, p. 124. , _, 
v 
(8 Nu'ayma, al-AbW wa-I-Baným, P- 35. 
i &+ 
Ij L-L) ;L 
Ch) 
English: to form-, a co'u'v('ýJ 
French. - former; 
I ZIA I 
English. to cover. (the losses, news): 
(9) 
French: couvrir: 
2) jýj IS6.;,. 
.. 
j .0 u to concentrate, e! s M. -j F, nglish: 
14ýrench. concentrer: 
ly4faz, Lis, P. 58. ý2ý lv4fiaý, Zuqdq, p. 22. 
3 Jumhu'riyya, B- , JulY 17,1964, P. 5- (4) ý-e-erA-qqid, A, 2ht&t, p. 123, who criticised these expressions: 
1-1-j ýJ II 
(5) Amin, Faycl, IlI, p. 205. 
ý6 Jabri., Surakh, p. 11. 
7 Jumhý'riSTai'-, B- , July 17,1964, P- 7- (8 Ahrbm, I'day 6,1964, p. 4. (91 See Sbmarri'l, p. 1-. 1251. 
loý 'MaJýfa7,, S, P. 170. 
ll Ahrim, May 6,1964, Suppl. p. 12. 
(12) Týkýam, ma. -y 11 , 1964, P- 14. 
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L 
L. j L;. j I 
English: to occupy a high position: 
ii-ench: occuper un rang distingue: 
L ;JI Z-eýý I 11,;; J 4j 1 
(3) 
Daglish: to put an end to 
French: mettre finýa ... 
(Li. ) 
" gtJ 
English: to look from an angle: 
(5) ZO Ij c ý- -, -ý 
French. voir d'un coin: 
(6). 
J1S 
(7). 
(8) 
English; to shed, throw light on: jr. 
French: jeter une lumiere sur: 
(10) -ýIa: ý-; -1-i I uir- qy 4ý1ý Le_. o 3 
ýl ý lv4f4, P- 70. 
2 Ahrifým, ýfa-y 6,1964, p. 11 . 
3) Malýf4, Sukkari-vy , P- 17- 
4ý Nwayma, MirdA , p. 164. 5 See Simarrk'i, p. 251. 
6) Makifaý, Sukkariyya, p. 254. 
7 Amin, Zu' alai, P. 9. 
8 See_Sknarrai, p. 21+9. 
91 Zaki, lylila-l-lih, p. 10. 
(io Aadn, Fayýp III, P- 59- 
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English: to pronounce the sentence: I Jý, Ij 
French: prononcer un sentence: 
-' 
ILL __ 
(i) 
" 
English; to make peace: L, i" 'L., 
ýýrench: faire la paix: 
(2) 
" 
Iýiglj. sh: to pay dear(ly) for: 
(3) U Lý C41 
French: payer cher: 
U Lý 
L: ýZj 
I 
English: to fill a post: 
(5) 
Cý Lýj I 
`ýL. 
French: remplir une place: 
LS.. 
Finglish. to give one's mord; a.. 6 jsl 
French: donner sa parole: 
(8) 
L LJ5 e'l L: S'l ... 
Nu'ayma, al-Nidr wa-l-Dayi p. 97. 
(2ý Nu'ayma, Karm, P. 50. The standard usage has the verb jýL, 
e. 9. rýý 
I 
L: ý .. - 
C-, J L, Lane, iv, p. 1714. 
(3 See Simarri'ii, P. 491. 
imaýfCLý, Bayn al-Q4r P. 491. 
(5) cf. the expression e. g. 4-; 
Le 
AJJ Ij A-%, 
V 
J&hi; L3ýaan, iii, Pp- 360-361. 
6 Sukkariy. )ra, p. 20. 
7 Se; Sýý ý p. 252. 
8 mahfTjz, SjLkýkari ýý±, p. 209. 
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(i) 
English: crystallize 
French: cristalliser: 
(3) 
(4) L-. -J I dA 
English: to touch on the subject: (5) 
French: toucher un sujet: 
6) 
, I' Lý- 4 ýJ 
English: to ask the hand of; 
French: demander sa main: 
(9) 
- I. - ý, ý, ý-; ý 
(10) 
-"u, . 11 
1 (11) ... L%. L -J. 6 .. J ý I) lvlaýifia; ,_ Kif&ti Tiba, p. 110. ý2 See Simarri'i, p. 245. 
3 li., ahfaz, Sukkariyya, P. 350. 
(4- Amýn, 'ýýd, viii, p. 214. 
(5) cf. the standard expression cAciJ! -, Vs, P- 3, 
and in xi., PP. 39-40, & LýJ I LO 
L-- 
dl 
) Bidi p. 286. 6) 114f uz 7 Airdn, Fa , viii, p. 280 ]jjýý 8 See Sýarra'i, p. 254- 
19 
1,14fu;., ZaP P- 33. 
10 Jabrb,, S P- 13- ý11 
Nuayma, Ghirbil, p. 182. 
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English: to shelve, put on the shelf: 
French. poser sur la planche: 
(I). : -ý I C.. - -ý I L-Plu i-., J 1 0"; 
L-J4 a. Cý I 
(1) Ahr , May. 1 8,1964.9, 
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IV: 2. MaNAL PHRASIB,. 
English: right-hand: "". 
j I 
ýLj 
I 
4: 14 6 Lj-; I 
(2) 
I 4j I e)J 
4Lj II Li I 
English: turning-point. L"L. 
e)Jj )LZi 
English: background: 
English: common ground: -< -. 
I ý, - LIIO-) 
'41 , >, 
Is j LJ I, -ýA &. - Z,. " Lb I 
(9) 
English: an iron hand in a velvet glove: : t" - Cý. jWjLL, L- , %, 
ýJý Nu'ayma, Aba B4ý , P. 152 
2 Nu'ayma, &I-AbViva-I-BanCin, p. 87- 
Amin, FayýL, v, p. 208. 
MatLfd?., BL-aý al-Qasrayn, p. 20. 
Hayat, May 14,1964, p. 2. 
L, p. 66. 6 jabr&, Sur&I ý7 
Ami n. ZZi' al-lg6l" p p. 126. 81 Ahram, may ii, 1964, 'p. 8. 
j-abr&, Adib, p. 208, a translation of the English, 'There is much 
com-non ground between ... ' F. O. Mathiessent"' The Responsibilities 
of the Critic, " The Writer and His Craft, p. 252. 
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«wjZx, Lj 1 ýLi 1--. - 1j5-) -ý, .. ý ,- re: ý - j 
L 
English: one man's meat is another man's poison: 
LtJ 
English: to set, put, the cart before the horse: "J I 1!. )J 
* J, " 
English: a bull in a china shop: 
C-at- I jj j 
Fmglish; all in all: 
(6) 
0 Amin, Fayý, v, p. 252. 
(2ý cf. the proverbs: j 6, W I ýý atýJ 
I jti. ý L. 
(Mayd5mi, Amthil, ii , 
p. 329); and (Burckhardt, Arabio 
Proverbs, p. 177)- 
(3) 1144f4, Hams al-junfin, p. 210. 
(4) Amin, Fayý', vi, P. 134. 
(5) ibid., III, p. 62. 
(6) The standard exprezsion is 'LT' S or- A&Omi, ii, P- 347- 
rib -L; P. ýJb (7) Nu'ayma, ýawt al-alam, p. 90. 
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(2) 
Eriglish: finishing, last, touches: 
English: last but not least: 
(5) 
(6) 
" LJ I-I - - 
"IIj. 
-I6 
English: white lie: 
-1p 
1< 
ý, 
j uI 
English -. packed like sardines in a. box: 
(10) -j :", -i Ia 
English: aeaa calm, silence: 
(I ) iNu"ayma, al-Ab-a'wa-l-Bavan, p. 97- 
(2) JabF&, ýý&kh, P. 36. 
(3ý 64, p 14. I l ay 11 ' 19 4, p'1. ib3- May 12,196 
' 
Z -a , p. 166. Zaki, , November 1960, P- 3. 7 MahfZLý, Sur=i&n, P. 39. 
8 ZaL, ý&rabi, January 1962, P- 33. 9 Nu'ayma, &I-Yamm al-Akhir, - - - --- p. 
118. 
10 ý kdn, Fa3rd, 2bg. V, p . 11 Nu'ayma, jjýjild KEn, P- 50- 
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English: business is business: IJLý 
I 
English: as poor as a church mouse: 
L. 
C', ý-ii 
1 
(2) IL, 
English. strained relations'. 
French: ra-pports tendus: 
5L, ci 15 
, English: vieak point: 6 
French. le point faible: 
(5) 
(6) LL ý,. ,ýýL 
Eng; ish: naked eye: 
Frenoh: oeil nu. 
-Lit 
English: a question of time: 'ý.; j ýj 
11'rench: une question de temps; 
ý1ý Jabr-71, Sur&&, P- 7. 
2 Nuayma, Tb-Tau-ýatta, p. 161. 
(3) See Saalý ýrO2731-, -p. 243; and cAcIciid, Ashtit , p. 11 (4) Maýf4, ; Lcl, p 92. 
(5) ibid., P. 327. (6) Amin Zu'amLL' &I-js; ý, h ý ', p. 152. (7) ZakY: ýa--=I-fah, P- 156. 
A 
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L: ýj ZJ 5 L. "J i 
(3) 
'English: overwhelming majority: 2-LL-JI 
loýrcnch; la majorite' e'crasante: 
(4) 
(5) 
C7:! 
L. J Ul' 
L-J 1J L' 
j 
English: the great rmiority: 
i'l-ench: la grande majorite: 
(8) 1 L-ar, ýIýI 
(9) Lo 
-)-% 
English: sphere of influence: 
k1rench: splýere d'inf luence: 
(i o) 4} J 
(I ) llvlalýf4, ýý, p. 104. 
(2) 2dajifd;, -ýa, %r al-S'baivq, p. 45- 
ý3 See S&rmrr&'i, p. 247. 
4 vilatifa;, Bayn al--Qaýr p. 416. 
5 Amin, ý iii, P- 115- 
6 Nuayma, al-NZLr iva-l-Dayj rur, p. 87- 
7 Nuc aymaL, Abia Baýýa, p. 153- ý 
6 Zaki , 
': Ar , March 1961 , p. 12. (9ý Zaki' , 
"Arabi, April 1962, p. 10. 
(10 ivia)ýIaz, Qaýr adýShaviq, p. 192. 
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W W Ij I I 
English: like a flounder, out of the frying-pan into the fire: 
H iJ z_4_. _J I J 
(2) 
English: radical change: 
French changement radicale: 
jj li j 
English: vicious circle: zt. ý ;. ý! Ij 
French: un qercýe vicieux: 
English: bright idea: 
French: une idee lumineuse. 
(6) 
(5) 
; ): ýiJ I :) LJ (, " 'ý ýý 
L-4 Lý-ý 
cf. the proverbs in Mayd: ani, Amtbbl, II, p. 91: 
,. ý- 
I ýJlc z )-, -*L Ut)j I ': )U #W- P-Nq 'and in Fraytag, I - - Arabum Froverbia, iii, P. - 526. --j I ttý Cýj ý- -, j I 
(2 M lqu<ayma, Mirdid, p . 258- 
See SLmarrbli, p. 254. 
ý4ý lvlalýfCiz., SumrnLn, P- 133. 
5 Jabr&, Sur&ISL, p. 38. The standard expression is Zýýl Zd-JI 
e. g. IvIubarrad, Kkail, II, p. 244. 
cf.. also llayd&ni, Amth&l, II, F. 397- - (6) Amin, lla-yý, viii, ý7. p 225.: 
(I) 
Ln, gli. sh: corner stone: 
French; pierre anggulaire: 
I) 
LLL" 
See SimarrWi, p. 252. (2) Ahr MiaY 7,1964, p. 9. 
Anlirl ýýY f xx, p. 280. 
ý4 
Nu" 8-Yma o &I-lbbL' wa -ti-Banan, p. 12. 
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IV: 3: PiýJýPOISITIONAL PHRASES: 
English: there is something in the air, wind; 
C/: j II J'j tr- 
English: in spite of: 
(4) 
rýý 
I 
ul-r- " rýý 
ý 
French: en depit de, malgre: 
j 
Lýý Lv-ýj -I 
LJ" 
English: in tum. * 
. Lý -x! 4 ý)j -XI 
French: 'a son tour: 
(I ) 114i)4, Bayn al- Qaýrayn, p. 164. 
(2) 4Abbas, Moby Dic , translated from the English, 'I heard Stubb tell : Flask, one morning watch, that there was something of that 
sort in wind. ' 1vi-elville, Moby Dick, p. 172. 
(3) Jabri., C Araq, p. 141. 
(4) This expression is used in the standard usage for persons only; 
see MaEhribi 'Tacrib al-As&li-b, R. A. C., i, P- 339, dW fi, 
_h an 
&i XLq 
al-LuZha-, p. 250. The preposition C! 4 is used in the standard 
Arabic to espress the sense of 'despite, although'; see YiLzljiq 
Luy, hat al-JarVid, P- 56, and Wright, ii, P. 164. is also 
used in this sense, see Wright, ii, p. 171. (5) Iýiahfiaý, 'Abath al-AqcUr, p. 290. 
(6) M4, fa7e, Jams al-jun-an, P- 317. (7) 'Abbbz, Moby Dick, P. 693; for the English, 'I resolved to capture him, spite of boiling rage, ' Melville, Moby Die , P- 380- (8) See SimarrVil, p. 242; the standard Arabic expression is 
16 
ji-z 
t, LIe. g. *ý I :,; I C'JJ U; C. ". J. C., . 
ýb ý 
ýAlf Layla, i, p. 204), -. v-3j! - L-Ij JU; - (ibid., p. 283)- j 
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(1) -jI "-"l, I -Uh 
(2) Li 
En&lish: at least: 
French: au moins: (5) 
. j;, j I LI. Zýj 
Ij, I 
ý_ 
L. - 
(6) 
- A. ýo Lp JUJ I .; r- jI --i 
Lnglish: under the pressure of; 
1'rench., sous. la pression de: 
(7) 
1 
4.1 Lý, j 
ji I 
:: ýý a 
I,, Lý 
Lj-ýJ 
I &; I , ý. A a 
1ýý t. 
ý 
_, 
ý i 
. 7ý _9 
Case 
Ca. S cl c 
Li 
00 
(1 ', Yjaýfi4, ýýa , p. 275. ý2 Zaki, 'Arabi, January 1960, p. B. 
3 Nulayma, al-Niar wa-l- J Qr , p. 142. (J+ See" FawbL' id LuLhawiyya'. ' n. a. , -Lughat 
alArab, III, p. 203, which 
suggests j; Iý instead. The particle ýJ 
is also used in 
Arabic in the sense of the modern J; "D e. g. 
MuZ_hni, I, p. 267; of - also J'1; --J 
I Agkiini- , x, p. 211 . 
(5) M4fia7e, Bayn al-Qa. ýra , p. 168; by itself muld have been 
sufficient, see footnote (4) above. 
(6) Amin, Fayý, I, p. jig. 
P- 52. 
8 Nulayma, Abd Batý , P- 77- 
ýg 
Amin, Fayýl, vi, p. 136. 
(10) r4&-'%fa% So- ol- &cqr&3ix, 1p. 112 
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English: in the light of: 
Prench: -a la lumiýere cle: 
(2) 
ýjj 0 JHO 
hInglish. for one reason or another; ýj 0 
French. pour une raison ou pour une autre: 
(5) 
- -ý j 
jj 
h'nglish: by one way or another: -ýý 
ýjI6. 
vý 
French: d1une facon ou d1une autre: 
(7) 
English: on an equal footing: 
(8) 
;I Lýjj 
French: sur un pied d'egalite*. 
(9) 
13 Lýj I L- I 
t. 
L-: J 
0) L... j Ir 
-X; Ur- 
(I ) Se? Simarrd"l, p. 249. 
(2) An-dn, : Eýa, vi, P. 78. 
(3) ivlaýflaý, Bayn al-Qa, ýirayn, p. 25- 
(4) Manar, July 2,1964., P- 3- (5) Bayn al-Qa. ýrayn, p. 25- 
6 Mahfiaz, Sukkariyya, p. 246. 
7 lvfaýfai, OP- 9iýE- -PP- 322 
8 See 35iaanýWi, p. 243. 
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lvlaýf4, OP- cit., p. 472. (10) Arýlin, I, P- 23 5- 
English: in a (one) vord: Llý &j 
Prench: en un mot: 
JLýkj Z-t ký . ý, 
(3) j.; p LIA 
English: for a change: -)-- 
French: pour changer: 
(5) . 1. 
English: I have the honoun Ij 
French., j'ai llhonneur: 
(6) ýJ..; 5 41 'j j.. ýJj ýOjý LJLL. ) C)j 
(7) 
rU 
English: at the disposal of; 
(8) 
French. a sa disposition: 
' 
(9) . imaz c--z _) 
L41 j-. 
(111) - Z) ý- : --Z c-ý3 -x-, j 
199 
(1) The standard Arabic expression is: ZL--J L e. g. 
4 (Ibn Khalikin, I, p. 217) 
2 MaýLM;, (aa. 2r al--cj a", P- 362. 
3 Nlulayma, Qlllýb-&! -, PP- 53-54- 
4 Amin, P- 105- 
I Su 
5 Jab,, &; 
't 
hn,, P;. 33;. 
6) ýlahfa S5tkM_ 6 
1 7A al ln, p. 2. 
8) See Zulbui&wi, Ak 
,; 
ht&)Uni, P. 208, who suggests 
9ý Jabri, Surkkb, p. 85- 
0 Man , JulY- 2,1964, P- 4.. 
ý11 
Amin, Zu<am&v . 11,1-jol7ah, P. 161. 
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English: all along the line: 
French: sur toute la ligne: 
-L, -; j I 
L; 
English. neither here nor there: ell LLZ Vj LLQý Ii 
English: in other words: a .. ý 
I Lj, <,. j -1 
French: en dlautre mots: 
yi l', i 1c--d.; 1.3 ,. r Cii 1 
English: from time to time: .; J. 
jI; J- C. ý- 
French: de teaps en temPs: 
(1) 
- ii". ;. t. J, ; j- ý- 
English: neither more nor less: 
(7) j; I -, j j ,41j 
French: ni plus ni moins: 
(8) 
6, L; _j 
IjI to 
(i) Ahr , May 26,1964, P. 5. ý2 ýMaý-t , MaY 14,1964, P-3. 3 M41m;, Bayn al-Qa-ýrayn, P- 346; cf - the proverbs: 
j (Maydini, II.. p. 221 ), and ji. I 
"j 
.Ij au I (ibid, P. 234). ý4ý Nutayma, ý. P- 170- 
5 Nutayma, Ghirbraj, -p. 14-8- 
(6) Nu I ayma, a- ijxý' pp. 62-63; 
(7) cf. Wright, ii, pp. 208P 340, for the standard usage: 
(8) Ja-brii, ýurAhý, p. 71. 
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(i) 
(2) 
j; 
' 
LYj ( L) )U 
English: under (age): 
(3) 
C--L; 
French: au-dessous; 
__. Wj ;, Ljl j ; -L- 
(6) 
English. in the absenoe of; 
ji: JJ iJ- r- (J, J JL 
(7) 
. 
____ 
English: (up)on the whole: 
(8) 
1L-ý, j I Olo 
"-J , ý: te j (9) . L. ýI j11jý 
(I maýPaz, ýýriýa, p. 254- 
(2ý Nulay; ý, Ar , P. (3) The standard Arabic Uses: j 
(4) May iI, 1964, p. 2. 
(5) ibid. 
(6 Jumhýwiyya, C. , i)&y 22,1964, p. 9. ý7 Ahr , May 15,1964, SUPPl- P- I- 8 The standard Arabic expression is 
I 
d. L J-, j Ibn Kh&lik&n, 1, p. 217- 
(9) 'Abbis, M2by 
A'rk, 
ý. 190; translated from the English, 'and vdiiah) 
upon the vkiole, will ... I Melville, Moby Dick, p. 96. (10) Amin, Fayý, iv . p. 13 - 
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